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ABSTRACT 

Previous studies on performance management system focus on one or two of its 

dimensions with little insight in the public sector, so also studies on human resource 

management practices did not attempt to use all the practices comprehensively. This 

study examined both individually and comprehensively the relationship between the 

six human resource management practices and all the four dimensions of performance 

management system among academics in higher educational institutions in Nigeria. 

The dimensions of performance management system as operationalized by this study 

are, organizational objective, individual objective, performance development and 

employee satisfaction. Human resource management practices also as operationalized 

by this study are procurement, development, compensation, integration, maintenance 

and separation. Furthermore, this study also investigated the mediating effects of 

employee behavior and information and communication technology (ICT) adoption 

on the relationship between human resource management practices and performance 

management system among academics in higher educational institutions in Nigeria. 

Data was collected from five Federal universities in the North Western Nigeria using 

a cross sectional study design and multimode survey strategy. 800 questionnaires 

were distributed to the respondents who were sampled using a multi stage sampling 

technique. SmartPLS SEM was used in testing the study hypotheses. The results 

obtained indicated that majority of the hypothesized relationships thirteen (13) out of 

twenty (20) direct relationships were supported. Additionally, the results of the 

mediation tests provided that five (5) mediating hypotheses out of twelve were 

significant. The outcome of this study provides a very sound insight of the study on 

performance management system in the public sector particularly higher educational 

institutions. It will also benefit the government, the policy makers and other 

concerned agencies in Nigeria. More so, information and communication technology 

and employee behaviors have been proven by this study as strategic tools that could 

be efficiently used by managers to effectively manage performance of their 

employees. This study encountered limitations such as inability to include other types 

of higher educational institutions like the polytechnics and colleges of education, 

unable to cover all the six regions in Nigeria instead focused on only one region the 

North West region.  

Keywords: performance management system, human resource management 

practices, employee behavior, information and communication technology 
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ABSTRAK 

 

Kajian terdahulu tentang sistem pengurusan prestasi hanya memberi tumpuan 

terhadap satu atau dua dimensi tanpa meneliti sektor awam dengan terperinci. Kajian 

tentang amalan pengurusan sumber manusia juga tidak meneliti semua amalan secara 

menyeluruh.  Kajian ini menyelidik secara individu dan secara menyeluruh hubungan 

antara enam amalan pengurusan sumber manusia dengan empat dimensi sistem 

pengurusan prestasi dalam kalangan ahli akademik di institusi pengajian tinggi di 

Nigeria. Dimensi sistem pengurusan prestasi yang diguna pakai dalam kajian ini ialah 

objektif organisasi, objektif individu, pembangunan prestasi dan kepuasan pekerja. 

Amalan pengurusan sumber manusia yang turut diupayakan pula ialah perolehan, 

pembangunan, pampasan, integrasi, penyenggaraan, dan pemisahan. Selain itu, kajian 

ini turut meneliti kesan perantaraan tingkah laku pekerja dan penggunaan teknologi 

maklumat dan komunikasi (ICT) terhadap hubungan antara amalan pengurusan 

sumber manusia dengan sistem pengurusan prestasi dalam kalangan ahli akademik di 

institusi pengajian tinggi di Nigeria. Data dikutip daripada lima buah universiti 

Persekutuan di Barat Laut Nigeria  dengan menggunakan reka bentuk kajian silang 

bahagian dan strategi tinjauan berbilang mod. Sebanyak 800 borang soal selidik 

diedarkan kepada responden yang dipilih berdasarkan teknik persampelan pelbagai 

tahap. SmartPLS SEM digunakan untuk menguji hipotesis kajian. Hasil dapatan 

memperlihatkan bahawa tiga belas (13) daripada dua puluh (20) hubungan terus yang 

dihipotesiskan telah disokong dalam kajian ini. Hasil ujian pengantaraan pula 

menunjukkan bahawa lima (5) daripada dua belas hipotesis perantaraan adalah 

signifikan.  Hasil kajian memberikan maklumat yang mendalam tentang sistem 

pengurusan prestasi di sektor awam, khususnya di institusi pengajian tinggi. Selain 

itu, kajian ini turut bermanfaat kepada kerajaan, penggubal dasar dan agensi 

berkepentingan di Nigeria. Kajian ini juga memaparkan bahawa teknologi maklumat 

dan komunikasi dan tingkah laku pekerja merupakan alat strategik yang boleh 

diupayakan secara berkesan oleh pihak pengurus untuk mengurus prestasi pekerja 

dengan efisien. Batasan kajian termasuklah kegagalan untuk melibatkan institusi 

pengajian tinggi lain seperti politeknik dan kolej pendidikan dan ketidakupayaan 

pengkaji untuk meneliti kesemua enam wilayah di Nigeria.  

Kata kunci: sistem pengurusan prestasi, amalan pengurusan sumber manusia, tingkah 

laku pekerja, teknologi maklumat dan komunikasi 
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CHAPTER ONE  

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 Background to the Study 

The concept of higher education is often used interchangeably with tertiary education, 

institutions of higher learning and post-secondary education. Precisely, as Adeniyi 

and Taiwo (2011) argued, HEI‘s in Nigeria are largely conceived to mean 

universities, polytechnics and colleges of education. In whichever way and with 

whatever concept used, it can be interpreted as that phase of education that is 

obtainable after the secondary education (Adeniyi & Taiwo, 2011). Again, in 

whatever form higher education is acquired, the aim is to usher in development 

(physical, technological, mental, economical and socio political) ranging from the 

individual, to organizational to societal and such development as Obanya (2000) 

argued will be used in solving day to day problems. Similarly, HEI‘s (HEI‘s) as 

argued by Oddetunde (2004) inform future leaders and build up the high-level 

technical capacities that strengthen economic growth and development. 

The importance of HEI‘s world over and Nigeria in particular cannot in any way be 

underpinned. This is perhaps because they are saddled with the tedious task of 

preparing the youth to living a purposeful life in the course of fitting arrangement and 

execution of the institutions‘ core curriculum. The management and administration of 

HEI‘s entails the collaborative efforts of the management, the teachers and non-

teaching staff to achieve the desired aim and objectives. The educating aspect and 

perhaps research that are very prominent, play fundamental roles in national 
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development, mainly in workforce development. Thus, if education especially at the 

university level as Adeogun, Subair  & Osifila (2009) pointed out, remains a sine qua 

non for social and economic transformation, then its provision, administration, 

updating and financing should be accorded a greater significance. Correspondingly, it 

is apparent that, the whole intellectual and professional life of a country depends on 

sound higher education, particularly university education that grants quality graduates 

for societal consumption. The Nigerian university system is not different, because it 

was born out of the need for the development of a highly qualified manpower capable 

of standing the test of time and taking up the challenge of nation building 

(Abdulkarim, 2010; Fadipe, 2000; Ibukun, 1997). 

Responsibility for HEI‘s in Nigeria is shared among three tiers of government 

(Federal, State & local governments) as well as communities and private 

organizations. Though the ministry of education has the main responsibility for 

education, other ministries also play a very vital role. The ministry of information for 

example has the responsibility for publicity and awareness of the educational policies 

and programs. The management and administration of the education system is mainly 

shouldered by the federal and state ministries of education as well as statutory bodies 

or commissions. Moreover, the main purpose and weight of HEI‘s in Nigeria is the 

provision of the much needed manpower to speed up the socio-economic 

development of the nation that is why HEI‘s are regarded as instruments of social 

change and economic development (Ibukun, 1997). 

Higher education is anticipated to: contribute to national development through 

manpower training; inculcate appropriate values for the continued existence of the 

individual and society; develop the intellectual potential  of individuals (by embracing 
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new ideas in the areas of science and technology) to understand and appreciate their 

local and external environments; acquire skills (mainly intellectual) which will enable 

them to be self-reliant and useful members of the society; promote and encourage 

scholarship and community service; further cement national unity; encourage national 

and international understanding and interaction.  

1.2 Problem Statement   

In the contemporary world of today, education is broadly established to be the leading 

instrument for promoting economic growth (Tilak, 2003), for Africa, education is 

very particular if the continent has any hope to swim out of poverty (Bloom, Canning 

& Chan, 2006) and for Nigeria, education becomes inevitable for the country to 

survive and reclaim her lost glory being the Africa‘s largest (in terms of population) 

and perhaps the third Africa‘s richest country (World Bank, 2010). This study derived 

the problem statement from both the practical and theoretical perspectives. 

Series of reports and complaints from various individuals, groups and the media 

pointed out that despite all the alluring issues of significance regarding education as 

mentioned in the background of this study, the higher educational system in Nigeria in 

general is besieged with myriads of problems and public universities in particular are 

grossly underperforming because of ineffective and inefficient PMS (Esu & Inyang, 

2009).  

In (2010), Nakpodia reported that there are series of evidences on lack of effective 

PMS involving training allowances, admissions and general welfare of university 

employees. HEI‘s in Nigeria have also suffered the challenge of misplaced priority 
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and uneven development which are also products of  ineffective PMS. As Popoola 

and Oluwale (2007) pointed out, situations in HEI‘s in Nigeria particularly the aspect 

human resource management became very alarming as a result of high rate of 

misplacement of vital records and the slow speed at which needed records are 

processed, retrieved accurately and be made timely available. More so, there is an 

ageing cohort of academic staff that requires more systematic succession planning and 

talent development within the HEI‘s; as such, increased national and international 

competition for high quality staff and more competitive funding, project management 

and inter-institutional collaboration that require greater managerial and personal skills 

and which calls for an urgent attention. To date, HEI‘s in Nigeria lose a significant 

number of their academic experts due to brain drain which is perhaps as a result of 

lack of good working conditions; in adequate pay package, poor developmental 

strategies among others (Ben-Barka, 2007; Pillay, 2007).  

Lack of viable technology is also evident and stands the way to effective performance 

management. This perhaps is very evident in the way the HEI‘s are battling with       

ineffective filing system and where records become very vulnerable, irretrievable and 

even loss (Aromolan, 2006; Odetunde, 2004). 

These practical issues as graphically depicted in Figure 1.1 affected the strength of 

staff in HEI‘s, the performances of students and quality of the research output. 
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Figure 1.1  

Trend in Practical Issues 

 

From the theoretical point of view, it has been revealed that there is a narrow of 

perception of PMS (PMS). The focus of some studies has been mainly on 

organizational strategy (Ferreira & Ottley, 2009), organizational environment 

(Gonzales-Banales & Andrade, 2011), organizational mission and vision (Hammad, 

Jusoh, & Oon,2010). All those studies happened to focus only on a dimension or two 

of the PMS and none of those studies to the best of knowledge of the researcher 

captures all the dimensions of PMS as elaborated by Pradhan and Chaudhury (2012) 

who highlighted that for a study on PMS to be comprehensive it has to consider 

organizational objective, individual objective, performance development and 

employee satisfaction. For this reason, this study included all the four dimensions as 

pointed out by Pradhan and Chaudhury (2012). 

Again, a lot of researches that connect PMS with better organizational performances, 

such as (Ahn, 2001; Ittner, Larcker, & Randall, 2003) human resource management 

(Lawson,  Stratton,  & Hatch, 2001; Said, HassabElnaby & Wier, 2003; Sandt, 
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Schaeffer & Weber, 2001; Waal, Radnor & Akhmetova, 2004) these researches have 

only focused on confirming that there is a link between human resource management 

and performance, without addressing how and why this relationship exists. For 

instance salary has been said to be the antidote to inefficient PMS (Erinosho, 2008) 

and pay; a pre requisite to human capital development (Abdulkarim, 2010) without 

telling how and why. As a result of that, this study used two mediators of employee 

behavior and information and communication technology adoption to address how 

and why relationships exists between the study variables. The reason why employee 

behavior was used as a mediator is because it clearly explains the current attitude of 

employees in Nigerian HEI‘s such as strikes and conflicts with management as well 

as brain drain; and information and technology adoption was also used in order to see 

how well do HRM practices correlate with performance management of employees 

through technology adoption and to be able to proffer valuable suggestions to that 

effect. 

More so, series of empirical studies attempted to link performance management to 

some of the human resource management practices i.e. training and development 

(Martins, 2007); empowerment and training (Davidson, Kabat-Zinn, Schumacher, 

Rosenkranz, Muller & Santorelli 2003); reward and training (Govindrajulu & Daily, 

2004); recruitment & selection, training, compensation and involvement (Katou, 

2012) and none of those researches has attempted to use all the six human resource 

management practices pointed out by Akrani (2009). So, the need for a 

comprehensive study that will capture the relationship between all the six identified 

human resource management practices by Akrani (2009) and all the four elements of 

PMS as discussed by Pradhan and Chaudhury (2012) becomes necessary. 
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There are studies that were conducted on ICT adoption in HEI‘s but most of those 

studies were conducted in Europe, America and some parts of Asia and to the best of 

the researcher‘s knowledge, no such studies could be found in Nigeria. The few 

studies were either conducted in banks or companies (Sareen, 2012) thus, limit a 

comprehensive understanding of the relative importance of ICT and employee 

behaviors in HEI‘s in Nigeria. Many studies  suggested further researches to be 

conducted in emerging countries like Nigeria (less developed) else generalization can 

only be done with caution (Florkowsi & Oliver-lujan, 2006; Voerman & Veldhoven, 

2007).  

Again, there is this issue of lack of sophistication of techniques used to for analysis. 

Few studies on human resource management and employee performance used 

structural equation modeling (SEM). SEM approaches are superior to bivariate 

correlations or regression analyses, because structural equation models allow 

simultaneous estimation of causal relationships between variables (Hair, Anderson, 

Tatham, & Black, 2010). Inability to use all the dimensions of both PMS and human 

resource management practices results to the inconclusiveness and inconsistency in 

those studies thus, warrants further researches. 

Based on the aforementioned practical flaws and theoretical gaps identified in the 

previous studies, this study examined the mediating effects of ICT adoption and 

employee behavior on the relationship between human resource management 

practices and PMS among academics in HEI‘s in Nigeria.  
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1.3 Research Questions 

Based on the discussion on the need for this study, the general research question is; 

Do employee behavior and ICT adoption mediate the relationship between HRM 

practices and employee performance management in Nigeria HEI‘s? 

Six subsidiary research questions emerged from the general research question: 

1. Do HRM practices individually relate with employee PMS?  

2. Do employee behavior relate with employee PMS? 

3. Does ICT adoption relate with employee PMS?  

4. Does employee behavior mediate the relationship between human resource 

management practices and employee PMS? 

5. Does ICT adoption mediate the relationship between human resource management 

practices and employee PMS?  

6. Do the six human resource management practices as a whole relate with the 

employee PMS? 
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1.4 Research Objectives  

This study aimed to examine the relationship between human resource management 

practices and PMS among academics in HEI‘s in Nigeria with ICT adoption and 

employee behavior as mediators. Thus, the objectives of this study were derived from 

the above research questions that this study seeks to answer. 

1. To examine the relationship between individual human resource management 

practice and employee PMS. 

 

2. To examine the relationship between employee behaviors and employee PMS. 

 

3. To examine the relationship  between ICT adoption and employee PMS. 

 

4. To examine the mediating effect of ICT adoption on the relationship between 

human resource management practices and employee PMS. 

 

5. To examine the mediating effect of employee behaviors on the relationship 

between human resource management practices and PMS. 

 

6. To examine the relationship between the six human resources management 

practices comprehensively and PMS.  
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1.5 Significance of the Study 

This study is able to significantly add towards extending the boundary of existing 

knowledge as well as providing valuable empirical support for practitioners as 

thoroughly discussed in the subsequent paragraphs. 

As detailed in the background of this study and the problem statement, the extant 

literature in the previous studies tend to discuss PMS from a narrow angle by focusing 

on one or two of its dimension even when it was argued extensively in Pradhan and 

Chaudhury (2012) that PMS should capture both the organization, employee and the 

job itself. Similarly, from the perspective of human resource management practices, 

previous studies were unable to comprehensively use all the six practices as detailed 

by Akrani (2009). On top of these, this study realized there were less efforts in the 

previous related studies as to how and why relationships exists between human 

resource management practices and PMS. This narrow focus of previous studies 

constrained their ability to generalize.  

This study takes into consideration these gaps and embarked upon a more theoretical 

and empirical approach to investigate the mediating effects of employee behavior and 

ICT adoption on the relationship between the six human resource management 

practices and PMS by using quantitative research method. It is believed that the 

findings of this study will contribute greatly to the body of knowledge in this area by 

providing an insight on how to ensure effective employee performance management. 

It was also explained that in the previous studies largely, descriptive statistics were 

used in analysis and very few used the next generation techniques like the structural 
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equation modeling (SEM). The ability of this study to have used SmartPLS SEM to 

empirically examine the interrelationships among the study variables is a significant 

contribution to knowledge. 

This study will benefit managers, business practitioners as well as the management of 

the universities in Nigeria. The knowledge and perception of the academics will be 

enhanced in understanding the effect of information and communication technology 

adoption and employee behaviors on the relationship between human resource 

management practices and PMS hence embarked on further researches in the area. 

The education sector has suffered a great deal in Nigeria, due to brain drain, poor 

organization and ineffective PMS. This study significantly serves as a source of 

respite to the authorities concern such as the Nigerian University Commission (NUC), 

the ministry of education and even the legislative arm in terms of supportive policies 

that can reap better outcomes and productivity in HEI‘s in Nigeria. 

1.6 Scope of the Study 

The scope of this study was viewed from the perspectives of context and focus. From 

the context angle, it is quantitative and cross-sectional in nature. The medium of data 

collection used was the questionnaire that was structured based on six point Likert 

scale and a multimode survey was employed for data collection (self administered 

approach, online and mailed survey). The unit of analysis used is the individual; it 

was centered on the academics in five federal universities in North West Nigeria. 

Federal universities were chosen because they are the only part of HEI‘s in Nigeria 

that are homogenous. The choice of the North West Nigeria was based on its 
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numerical strength and educational underdevelopment and, the academics were 

chosen because they are considered as the most vibrant employees in HEI‘s.  

From the point of view of focus, this study centers on the six human resource 

management practices: procurement; development; compensation; integration; 

maintenance and separation (Akrani, 2009). Performance management as focused on 

by this study covers the four dimensions provided by Pradhan and Chaudhury (2012) 

of organizational objective, individual objective, performance development and 

employee satisfaction.  Akrani‘s (2009) was chosen because of his ability to merge all 

related practices  together and for Pradhan and Chaudhury (2012) their discussion on 

the dimensions of PMS was able to capture organization, employee and the job itself. 

The mediating role of ICT adoption was adopted from series of discussions by Tan, 

Siong, Binshan & Uchenna (2009) the mediating effect of employee behaviors was 

also adapted from an empirical source (Katou & Budhwar‘s 2010). The justification 

for using Tan et al. (2009) was because their measures capture the exact nature of the 

environment of HEI‘s in Nigeria. Finally Katou and Budhwar‘s (2010) measurement 

scales was used because it represents the situation in Nigeria HEI‘s in Nigeria 

(conflicts, strikes and brain drain) as at the period of this study.  

1.7 Definitions of Key Terms 

This segment explains in brief some important concepts used in the perspective of this 

study. The concepts were detailed in the literature review and operationalization of 

variables in chapters two and three. 
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Performance Management System (PMS) : Is a systematic approach of setting 

target to employees and ensuring that they meet the target within the stipulated 

expectation of the organization and in conformity to organizational rules and 

regulations. The organization is mindful of organization objective, individual 

objective, performance development and employee satisfaction.  

Human Resource Management Practices (HRM Practices): This study defines 

human resource management practices as the organizational functional practices that 

lead to effective PMS of employees in an organization. These practices work 

individually and compliment one another in a way to be able to ensure effective PMS. 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT adoption): This study defines 

ICT adoption as any device or application of device that ensures access to information 

and simplifies responsibilities and facilitates easy monitoring, easy management of 

employee performance and error free conclusions. It is considered as the medium 

through which the human resource management practices are implemented to 

effectively manage employee performaces. 

Higher Education Institutes (HEIs): In this study HEI‘s refer to those academic 

institutions saddled with the responsibilities of ensuring national development, 

inculcating ethical values, promoting scholarship and intellectual activities conducting 

researches and community services and, ensuring national integration and 

international interaction; HEI‘s in Nigeria covers the universities, polytechnics and 

colleges of education. 
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Employee Behavior (EBH): This study defines employee behavior as those 

behaviors of employees that are not necessarily recognized or accepted by the 

organization. They are means through which employees express their satisfaction or 

otherwise regarding organization‘s action or inaction. 

1.8 Organization of the Thesis 

This thesis is divided into five chapters.  The first chapter (Introduction) gives the 

general overview of the entire study, summarily, it introduces the study area i.e. 

HEI‘s, their nature and composition, The chapter also includes statement of the 

research problem, the research questions, the research objectives, scope of the study, 

significance of the study and organization of the study.  

Chapter two of this study (Literature Review) reviewed relevant literature on the 

study variables by presenting arguments of previous studies in the area and 

synthesizing those arguments to be able to position this study in the body of 

knowledge.  

In Chapter 3 (Research Methodology) of this study, the study framework and related 

theories were discussed. That provides the basis for hypotheses development. Also, 

the chapter offers a thorough discussion on how the entire research activities were 

undertaken under the headings of research design, population and sampling 

techniques data collection procedure, instrumentation and data analysis strategy.  
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Chapter 4 presents the analysis and findings. Statistical Package for Social Science 

(SPSS) and SmartPLS- SEM were employed in the analyses of this study where the 

measurement and structural models for this study were evaluated. 

Chapter 5, (Discussions and Conclusion) discusses the findings of this study that was 

presented in chapter 4. The chapter further presented the contributions of the study 

from the perspectives of theory, methodology and practice. At last, limitations of this 

study were revealed and upon those weaknesses, suggestions for further studies were 

offered. 
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CHAPTER TWO  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the concepts of PMS, the human resource management 

practices, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) adoption and employee 

behavior. Other sections that follow in this chapter discussed the empirical studies and 

established linkages between the variables of PMS, the human resource management 

practices, ICT adoption and employee behavior as well as the mediating roles of 

employee behavior and ICT adoption. Regarding the underpinning theories, Resource 

Based View (RBV),  the complimentarity theory and Unified Theory of Acceptance 

and Use of Technology (UTAUT) were discussed and the chapter explained the 

reason for the choice of the theories.  

2.2 Performance Management System  

The concept of performance management was believed to have been first invented by 

Beer and Ruh (1976) sighted in Idemobi & Chinedu, (2011) and the concept became 

popularly used in the mid 1980‘s. It was born out of the need for continuously 

managing and rewarding performance by way of getting the desired outcome or 

results from individual employee within the context of organizational objectives. 

Getting the desired outcome from employees in an organization entails monitoring 

their behavior to ensure that those behaviors do not go far from organizational 

objectives. Brumbach (1998) also supported this assertion; his reason was that PMS 

encompasses both results and behavior as behavior stems out from the performer and 
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turns performance from a mere thought to course of action and outcome /result. This 

study concurs with this argument too because; the employee departure from the HEI‘s 

and the incessant strikes are behaviors exhibited due to what they believe to be poor 

performance management. In essence, PMS is strategic, holistic and systematic. The 

reason why this study believes PMS is holistic is because in the previous studies on 

PMS such as those of Davidaviciene (2008); Hinton and Tao (2006),  they mainly 

attached a significant role to a holistic approach to learning in the organization, which 

gives the learner organizations an edge over others. From the perspective of PMS 

being strategic, the argument of Baron and Armstrong, (2004), was used by this study 

as a justification because from their opinion, it is an act of setting performance targets, 

expectations and goals for employees in an organization and directs their efforts 

towards the accomplishment of organizational objectives. Again, PMS is holistic 

because of its ability to comprehensively monitor employees both as individuals and 

members of the group (Osborne & Gaebler, 1993; Three Rivers District Council, 

2009). This argument explains that PMS is a combined procedure that involves both 

managers and their subordinates who together identify common goals/objectives and 

which correlate to the higher goals of the organization. Looking from the perspective 

of government however, Thimmaiah (1984) buttressed that PMS as it exists in 

government includes conventional apparatus like the budgetary exercise (performance 

budgets and the outcome budget) and annual reports published by the 

Ministries/Departments. 

Going by the way PMS was conceptualized by various scholars and agencies as 

detailed above, it could be understood that it revolves around four key issues ranging 

from Planning of performance, to managing performance, to reviewing performance 
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and finally rewarding performance. This explains that PMS is a holistic trend that 

manages the overall employee performances (both individual and the group) from the 

day they were employed to the day their services are disengaged either voluntarily or 

otherwise. It could also be understood here that PMS is more than a technique, and it 

is also not just a process, rather a set of processes that holistically captures issues of 

employee motivation, mentoring and evaluation to be able to identify areas to be 

improved upon in the future. It is no surprise to see that poor implementation of PMS 

in Nigerian HEI‘s is very detrimental to their productivity and performance and from 

the perspective of the employees; it leads to upset, demoralization, demotivation and 

intent to leave. 

The interpretation of PMS from the European context as pointed out by Nayyar-Stone 

(2002) centers on five central benefits these include: 

 To get better service quality and outcomes; 

  Improving resource allocation and justifying agency budgets or service cuts; 

  inculcating the habit of accountability 

 winning citizens‘ trust  

 Making work more interesting and satisfying 

 

PMS and performance appraisal are two different concepts that are at times wrongly 

interchangeably used (Fajana, 2002; Susan, 2011). PMS begins the moment 

employees‘ jobs are described and ends when they left their jobs. Therefore, this 

study would want to argue here that, PMS is broader and proactive than performance 

appraisal which only focuses on determining how an individual is carrying out 

assigned responsibilities and at the end variance will be observed between the desired 
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performance and actual performance. Having explained what PMS is, this study used 

it as the dependent variable. The next section highlights on strategic PMS.  

2.3 Strategic PMS   

The concept of Strategic PMS depicts a process of direction finding and sticking to 

the organizational mission by gauging it through key performance indicators, to be 

able to take counteractive actions that will keep the organization on track (Waal, 

2007). The strategic Performance Management is aimed at ensuring that both the 

financial and non financial targets of the organization are met. 

The implementation of Strategic PMS is gaining prominence in organizations 

(regardless of motive) particularly in Europe and America. In fact, empirical 

evidences show that over 70% of firms (both medium and large) in Europe and even 

in some governmental institutions are implementing strategic PMS (Marr, Schiuma & 

Neely, 2004; Silk, 1998; Williams, 2001). It incorporates different issues such as the 

frameworks, the methodologies as well as key performance indicators that gives 

organizations the ability to design their strategy by means of according the employees 

room to challenge and contribute to the refining of the strategy (Berrnard, 2011). 

Strategic PMS of organizations is believed by many researchers (i.e. Ran, Liao & 

Yang, 2010; Zhang, Sarker & McCullough, 2008) to have been born out of the need 

to salvage human resource practices from some drawbacks and shortcomings. 

Strategic PMS is a sort of value addition on the improvement accomplished alongside 

set goals and objectives. From those arguments it could be said that, strategic PMS is 

an avenue for the effective management of individuals and groups in order to achieve 

high levels of organizational performance. More so, managing performance of 
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employees is a strong foundation for other processes in an organization geared 

towards achieving the organizational objectives. In a service oriented organization 

like the university for example, performances of the individual employees and the 

organization are very important because they contribute in no small measure towards 

achieving the strategic objectives of the organization. The following segment 

discusses in detail the concept of PMS in HEI‘s to be able to comprehend whether the 

conceptualization in HEI‘s is the same with what is obtained in other organizations. 

2.4 Performance Management System in Higher Educational Institutions 

The forces of Globalization have brought to fore many changes and challenges that 

affect organizations both public and private across the globe and HEI‘s are no 

exceptions. Though there are unrelenting arguments about the positive and negative 

effects about such changes, thorough checks on the PMS become imperative 

(Krishna, 2010). This is because, the state of PMS in such institutions is thin, thus 

creating the need for a platform that can provide prospect for the management of 

HEI‘s to jointly, deliberate and prepare for effective PMS for their respective 

institutions. The demand for fresh talents, to be able to meet up with the challenges of 

the 21
st
 century forces managers to rely heavily on HEI‘s to nurture these talents for 

them to employ. Sharma (2009) added that only HEI‘s that can effectively implement 

PMS will certainly leave their mark amidst counterparts globally.  

Prior to the year 2000, the concept of PMS in HEI‘s, is a concept that is relatively 

unfamiliar having its roots mainly from industrial organizations. The concept was 

borrowed and implemented, thus conceived to be completely foreign by many 

managers particularly in HEI‘s. Scholars hold divergent opinions about the 
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implementation of PMS in HEI‘s. Some are of the opinion that outright 

implementation of a borrowed strategy (PMS) from companies and industries don‘t fit 

well in the HEI‘s context (Cosh, 2003; Zheng, 1992). From the other angle however, 

some scholars believe PMS has come to stay in HEI‘s management as it is an assured 

way of maintaining quality and retaining experti (George, 1985; Sharma, 2009). 

Whether PMS is seen as a borrowed strategy or a proven antidote to inefficiency, the 

fact remains that HEI‘s are faced with challenges regarding the management of 

performances of their academic staff. 

HEI‘s initiate diverse PMS for various reasons which include among others to cope 

with societal challenges (demands); to re evaluate and overhaul their management 

practices; make them more focused and result-oriented and above all, to improve 

organizational performance. The explanations offered and the arguments put forward 

by authors clearly indicate that PMS in every organization regardless of sector means 

the same thing and only differs in terms of implementation. Coming from general to 

specific, the next section attempted a detail discussion of the concept of PMS in 

Nigerian universities. 

2.5 PMS in Nigerian Universities 

The role of HEI‘s in ensuring socio economic and political development in the whole 

of Africa and Nigeria in particular cannot in anyway be underpinned. This in fact is 

dependent upon their ability to cope with many challenging issues such as lack of 

enough budgets, lack of enough facilities for conducive learning, lack of viable 

technology support services and perhaps, the biggest ―nightmare‖- the brain drain. In 
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spite of the fact that there are a lot of measures underway to get these problems 

checked and reduced to the lowest ebb, evidences of ill performances in terms of 

research outputs, frequent strikes, low quality teaching, too much and unbearable 

workload are undeniably still strong threats to contend with.  

As a result of the identified problems above, heightened deliberations on PMS keep 

increasing and becoming a topical issue especially among academics (Ferraira & 

Otley, 2005). Currently, HEI‘s are notable areas of focus as far as PMS is concerned 

particularly in the African context and Nigeria. The concept of PMS is preferably 

highlighted more recently in the perspective of transparency (Hood & Heald, 2006), 

managerial accountability (Broaddbent & Laughlin, 2003), a performance 

measurement (Fiereira & Otley, 2005) and managerial control (Berry, Broadbent & 

Otley, 2005). 

Despite Nigeria being the largest country in Africa having 20% of the whole of 

Africa‘s population, Nigeria is still lacking the needed capacity to compete with 

fellow developing countries in terms of strategy to acquire economic growth. This is 

perhaps attributable to lack of effective PMS. As indicated in the World Bank report 

(2007) comparatively, Brazil has 658 person per million that are engaged in research 

and development, China has 1077, Egypt has 642, Singapore has 5955 as against 

Nigeria‘s 39. Based on the foregoing discussions, it could be understood that PMS in 

Nigerian universities is faced with a lot of challenges that pose threat to its efficiency 

and effectiveness. The section that follows highlighted on the previous studies 

conducted on PMS in relation to human resource management practices across the 

globe.  
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2.6 Previous studies on PMS and HRM Practices 

Numerous studies have been embarked upon on PMS and HRM practices but, those 

studies mainly focus on some of those practices, for example  Procurement (e.g 

Bernthal & Wellins, 2001; Catano et al., 2009; Shanthi, 2010), Development (e.g 

Khan et al., 2011; Manu, 2004; Niazi, 2011; Thang & Buyens, 2008; Udey et al., 

2009; Vemic, 2007), Compensation (e.g Fuess & Millea, 2001; Mapesela & Strydom, 

2010; Pearce et  al., 1985), Integration (e.g Decramer et al., 2008; Kobozeva, 2007; 

Louw, 2006; Merchant, 2009; Miller & Marvin, 2006; RIGHT, 2009; UTAH, 2010), 

Maintenace (e.g Acheaw, 2008; Okereke & Daniel, 2010; Van der Voorde, 2009), 

Succession planning (e.g Brown, 2009; Hedum, 2010; Hirt & Janosik, 2005; Naidu, 

2010). All those studies as indicated are more or less concerned with few human 

resource management practices and none has attempted to use all the human resource 

management (HRM) practices. As a result this, this study comprehensively used the 

six HRM practices with the aim of iexamining them individually as well as reveal 

how they holistically influence PMS. On top of these, the focus of previous studies 

was not on the public sector in general and not on HEI‘s in particular. The following 

section discussed how PMS is measured. 

2.7 Measuring PMS 

There is indeed an array of strategies of measuring the effectiveness or otherwise of 

PMS as there are varied goals and objectives pursued by different organizations. This 

is perhaps so because some organizations attach their strategies for measuring the 

PMS on the extent of achieving the bench mark, some prefer less errors, some are 

after quantity, some quality or both and a host of others focus on the financial aspect. 
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For instance, Karlaftis (2004) devised a two way DEA model for effective 

performance management. It was perhaps a fantastic contribution even though no 

association was found between technical or operational efficiency and organizational 

effectiveness. Similarly, Keh et al. (2006) pointed out that a triangular DEA is more 

essential than the two ways; again the focus was mainly on financial aspect. In a 

related perspective, Yu and Lin (2007) tried a multi activity DEA yet found out that 

there is a disconnect because higher efficiency does not imply higher effectiveness. 

As far as this study is concerned however, dimensions for measuring PMS provided in 

Pradhan and Chaudhury (2012) were chosen. This is because the dimensions in those 

studies PMS was measured from the point of view of the organization, the employee 

as well as, the job itself i.e. organizational objective, individual objective, 

performance development and employee satisfaction are used as measures of PMS 

which makes it more comprehensive and elaborate. This study would want to further 

argue that there shouldn‘t be too much emphasis and regard on one aspect and a 

neglect of the other, rather a continuous and holistic approach that encompasses both 

the organization and the employees of the organization. It is on the basis of this that 

the measurement of PMS which covers organizational objective; individual objective; 

performance development; employee satisfaction was adapted. The first thing that 

these dimensions consider is the organization mission and vision, then the personal 

wants and desires of the employees that will motivate them to work towards attaining 

organizational goals (career development, welfare etc), putting a bench mark that 

explains an acceptable level of performance, then attaching the ethics (regulations) 

and finally weighing overall organizational performance in terms of efficiency and 

effectiveness. Discussions on the human resource management practices follows in 

section 2.8. 
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2.8 Human Resource Management Practices 

The most important positive feature for any organization today regardless of motive 

is, Human Resource. This is perhaps so because, it is the starting place of achieving 

competitive advantage. The management of this valuable resource remains more 

tasking and challenging than managing other material resources such as finance, 

technology and etc. To be able to effectively manage human resource, adequate, 

appropriate and sound human resource management practices need to be put in place. 

Several researches on human resource management practices used different sets of 

practices under different names. Pfeffer (1994) recognized sixteen (16) sets of human 

resource management practices and later reduced them to seven (7) which according 

to him symbolize the best set of human resource management practices. These seven 

practices are: Security of employment, selective hiring, team work, high reward 

dependent on organizational performance, broad training, cut in status difference and 

finally, information sharing. 

Similarly, Saxena and Tiwari (2009) identified six (6) sets of human resource 

management practices, which are: Training and development, relationship between 

employer and employee, reward and recognition, culture, career development and 

compensation. 

Also, Akrani (2009) highlighted on six (6) practices as the best set of practices. These 

according to him are procurement, development, compensation, integration, 

maintenance and separation.  In fact scholars believe  there is no universality in the 

number of human resource management practices, as some merged them into four and 
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named them human resource management polices (see Katou, 2012). Regardless of 

the number of the human resource management practices, it is argued that the  

practices have a sort of synergic partnership among them hence could as well be 

called strategies instead of practices (see Dyer & Holder, 1988; Dyer & Kochan, 

1994). 

This study however followed the argument of Akrani (2009) that it is more unique 

and comprehensive because in some studies like Katou (2012) for example, 

Recruitment and selection are used as separate practices but in Akrani‘s (2009) they 

all are part of one single practice, i.e procurement practices. Again, in a study 

conducted by Mondy (2008) welfare and health and safety issues were individually 

listed as HRM practices but, in Akrani‘s (2009), they are all merged and discussed 

under a single practice i.e. maintenance practice and on top of these, the researcher is 

interested in seeing how individual practice relate to PMS as well as holistically how 

all the practices relate to PMS. Procurement practice was discussed in the next 

section. 

2.8.1 Procurement Practice 

Procurement practice is an act of procuring and employing people with the required 

talent and skill. Procurement relies on issues such as job analysis, manpower 

planning, recruitment, selection and induction (Shanthi, 2010). More elaborately, 

Bernthal (2001) opined that three concepts of recruitment selection and placement 

carry the desired explanation of procurement as far as human resource management is 

concerned. Based on the elaboration of Bernthal (2001) these concepts were explained 

one after the other. The following section begins with recruitment. 
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2.8.1.1 Recruitment 

Recruitment is the process of producing a group of competent people to apply for 

employment to an organization (French & Rumbles, 2010). It is an essential function 

of an organization because it binds together manager and worker. Recruitment 

incorporates all the activities that managers engage in developing qualified candidates 

for suitable positions (Jones & George, 2006). It is in fact the first dimension in 

human resource management that sets to attract employees with desired competent 

skills and abilities which will help and guide organizations accomplish their desired 

aim and objectives. It is mainly a process of measuring, and evaluation of information 

about potential employees‘ qualifications for specified positions in organizations 

(Bernthal & Wellins, 2001; Shanthi, 2010). It is as well seen as an act of development 

and maintenance of adequate manpower resources required in an organization that 

engrosses the creation of team available labour (Flippo, 1980; Beach, 2010). It also 

depicts an act of organizational decision that affects the nature of employees who are 

willing to accept jobs and fill up vacancies (Rynes, 1991). All the foregoing 

interpretations explain an attempt of getting interested applicants and a host of 

potential employees attracted to apply for a vacant position in an organization so that 

the management of the organization can choose the right persons to man the right 

available jobs. Recruitment was conceptualized from external and internal sources as 

follows in the sections a and b of this segment. 
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a) Internal and External recruitment 

Traditionally, there are two main sources of recruitment (Rynes, 1991). The sources 

are grouped into internal and external sources (both from within and outside the 

organization). 

i) External recruitment: 

Every organization has to resort to tapping external sources for various positions to 

fill in the vacancies due to the fact that stipulations cannot be met by the existing 

organization employees or if there is need for additional employees or a more 

experienced or all as pointed out by (Chhabra, 2005). The external sources include: 

unsolicited applicants; Advertisements; employment agencies; educational institutes; 

labour contractors (Chhabra, 2005), walk-ins – job hunters (Jones & George, 2006). 

The explanation of unsolicited applicants follows in the next paragraph. 

-  Unsolicited Applicants 

Unsolicited Applicants are the walk – ins are job seekers who on their own wit out 

necessarily any invitation or declaration of interest to recruit by an organization; they 

visit the organization with their resumes (Jones & George, 2006). Some organizations 

attend to these unsolicited applicants and their applications may be indexed and filed 

for future use. 
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-   Advertisement 

Having explained the unsolicited applicants above, the discussion on advertisement 

followed. An advertisement is a very useful mean of relating to public. It is mainly 

designed to publicize information about a particular vacancy that exits in a particular 

organization which, aims at attracting suitably qualified applicants either locally or 

internationally. Though this medium may be expensive, yet it is quite helpful in 

making a firm flow of inquires from prospective participants. It could be aired on the 

radio, television, or pasted on bill boards, fliers, on the newspapers or magazines, the 

internet, or a multiple of means depending on the urgency and the resources at the 

disposal of the organization. Employment agencies are explained in the following 

paragraph. 

-   Employment agencies 

Several agencies (mainly privately owned) make a business out of recruitment. They 

perform recruitment on behalf of their client companies and charge some amount of 

money in return. It is called outsourcing. It allows organization to focus on other 

business issues while they concentrate on recruitment issues thereby saving time and 

resources. Virtually all the agencies that handle outsourcing are experts with world-

class potentialities that the client organizations may lack.  Outsourcing at times 

weakens the consistent provision of essential services, lessens the accountability of 

managers, generates labour disputes and the effective employee performance 

management becomes challenged (Schönteich et al., 2004). In contrast, outsourcing is 

a great opportunity especially for client organizations to utilize other organization‘s 

talent and resources in tapping the best manpower available (Rowena, 2007). 
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Irrespective of the pros and cons, outsourcing still remains a means of recruiting. The 

next paragraph discusses the educational institutions. 

-   Educational institutions 

Some educational institutions have within them special recruitment cells that help in 

linking fresh graduates with organizations for appointment. It is also called Campus 

recruitment. Mainly organizations that require a stable intake of fresh do establish an 

agreement and sustain contact with educational institutions for that purpose. One of 

the greatest advantages of this source of recruitment is that, it is an act of knowing the 

audience and having less prejudice referee reports. The next paragraph elaborates on 

labour contractors. 

-   Labour Contractors 

Labour Contractors are experts who supply the needed manpower to organizations. 

Workers are mainly appointed on contract basis, i.e. for an agreed period of time 

mostly the jobs of the employees terminate with the termination of the contract 

between the labour contractors and the client organization. 

ii)   Internal source of recruitment 

Having presented the discussions on external source or recruitment, this segment 

explains the internal sources of recruitment. Internal recruitment is about shifting of 

organizational employees from one department/ level or unit to another. Doing so 

explains the employees seeking promotions or lateral moves; may be due to fatigue 
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(Morrison, 2008).  The internal sources of recruitment include Transfer; promotion 

(Chhabra, 2005), upgrading and demotion; recruiting retired employees; recruiting 

relative of retired or deceased employees (Goyal, 2008), internet (Singh & Agrawal, 

2011) employee referrals (Society for human resource management, 2001), temporary 

worker pools (Cascio, 2006). The internal sources of recruitment as put up by several 

scholars were discussed one after the other in this study. The paragraph that follows 

explains transfer.  

-   Transfer 

Transfer depicts a process whereby the employees are transferred from one 

department or unit to another based on their competence and skill and as the situation 

demands. It is mainly lateral i.e. an employee will maintain the same grade level as 

well as pay. It could be either way as some employee request to be moved to other 

units in the organization and others are moved based on instructions mainly by the 

head of department. Transfer is mainly categorized into three: of production transfer; 

remedial transfer and versatility transfer (Chhabra, 2005). Production transfer occurs 

when an organization is trying to balance among departments as at times some 

departments are under staffed while others are over staffed. Secondly, the remedial 

transfer is brought to fore to operate as a follow-up measure when the organization 

intends to rectify some problems that arise as a result of defective procedure of 

selection and placement for example; some employees may not be able to fit in and 

acclimatize to the departments or units that they were posted to. Finally, versatility 

transfer is normally done by organizations to enrich the skills and capabilities of their 

employees. It serves as a source of rotational training thereby providing the 

employees with a broader and varied experience. In whichever way, transfer is a path 
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to career development opportunities for employees (Heathfield, 2012). The next 

paragraph discusses promotion. 

-   Promotion 

Promotion is an act of promoting employees from one department to another or within 

the same department with more pay and consequent greater responsibility. Sometimes 

a promotion results if an employee takes a management responsibility. It is often 

desirable even though it carries additional weight of responsibilities because it raises 

employee status and influences pay increase; even though there is more to promotion 

than just pay package (Graves, 2011; Wuorio, 2011). Promotion differs with 

upgrading because the latter signifies an employee been increased without a 

corresponding change in the job (Chabbra, 2005). The next paragraph discusses 

upgrading and demotion. 

-  Upgrading and demotion  

Upgrading and demotion is a form of internal recruitment that is mainly based on 

employee performance. Their performances determine whether they are to be 

promoted or in a worst case scenario, demoted though the option of demotion is 

perhaps not common in organizations but it cannot be left out because it is very 

important in managing employee performance. Explanation on recruitment of retired 

employees follows in the next paragraph. 
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-   Recruitment of retired employees  

Employees that are retired or retrenched could be recruited again if there are no 

enough qualified workers or in order to suppress work load. It is mainly applicable in 

jobs that do not have too much emphasis on age or physical strength such as teaching. 

And at least the organization knows much about the employees (Barber, 1998; Gulbe 

& Huxtable, 2002). Ex employees who are willing to return are also recruited if the 

organization is in short supply of manpower. The paragraph that follows; explains 

recruiting of relatives of disabled employees. 

-   Recruiting of relatives of disabled employees  

The relatives of disabled employees could posses some skills that the organization 

needs to prosper (McInns, 2004). The families of those that are deceased are recruited 

as a sort of gesture reciprocation so that they may have a supplementary supply of 

income. Having explained recruiting of relatives of disabled employees, employee 

referral was discussed in the following paragraph. 

-   Employee referral 

Some organizations encourage their employees by placing a bonus of merchandise or 

cash to any employee who refers the organization to a successful candidate to fill up a 

vacant job (Sourabh, 2011; Sullivan, 2010). The wisdom behind this is that no one 

would want to refer the organization to an undesirable fellow regardless of how 

outstanding the reward or bonus may be and it is also cost effective and timely.The 

next paragraph explained temporary worker pools. 
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-   Temporary worker pools 

This is very different from the type of recruitment supplied by contracting agencies 

because it is managed by the in-house temporaries who help in meeting up the 

irregular labour stress and demands that mainly occur as a result of illness, retreats 

and resignations (Huxtable, 2002; Kilborn, 1990). Shimanuki and Morishima, (2004) 

pointed out that protection and other entitlements such as the wage and overtime 

requirements are also guaranteed to in house temporary workers. 

Irrespective of the sources of recruitment that an organization resorts to, there is a 

bigger challenge ahead that is far beyond comparing the benefits of the duo (internal 

and external sources), and even bigger than the challenges of adaptability to global 

changes, which is; honesty in recruiting. Managers are at times caught amidst the 

predicament of either just filling up vacant positions or filling those positions with the 

right applicants. Similarly, it is understood here that recruitment is only effective and 

successful if the right (competent) candidates were offered the jobs and honest and 

realistic assessment of both the advantages and disadvantages of the job be made 

known to them. This is what Premack and Wanous (1985) called realistic job preview. 

In the extant literature, a link has been established between employee recruitment and 

effectiveness of managing employee performance in an organization (McOliver, 

2005). This argument highlighted that once problems such as nepotism, favoritism, 

political consideration are not tackled during recruitment exercise, it becomes a 

setback to effective performance management. Consequent upon this, if an 

organization does not have adequate level of recruitment efficiency, it will be faced 

with a greater challenge to achieve its stipulated objectives (Fox, 2011). 
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Recruitment regardless of the technique, method or style adopted by an organization, 

the goal is to have a critical impact on overall organizational performance. Again the 

argument presented in the discussion above shows that there is no one best way of 

recruiting employees, it all depends on organizational objective and resources as well 

as the gravity of the situation at hand. More so, poor decision regarding recruitment 

will linger on and on and will surely affect the effectiveness of PMS. The next 

discussion centred on Selection. 

2.8.1.2  Selection 

Selection is the process where managers of organization use un ambiguous 

instruments to choose from a pool of recruited applicants. It often begins where 

recruitment ends. The main aim is to determine the best to be employed. Selection 

represents a process of evaluation of organizational decision making on who to hire at 

a particular point in time (Dsouza, 2010; Riccio et al., 2008; Harshalsk, 2010).  

It entails an act of deploying several strategies to arrive at the best capable hands to 

handle jobs. It becomes very tasking if more than the required applicants meet the 

conditions for employment. In the section that followed, selection procedure has been 

explained. 

a)   Selection Procedure 

Management Scholars are of the view that there is no universally acceptable 

procedure for selection as organizational sizes and goals differ, so their selection 

strategy (Chhabra, 2005; Graham, 1998; Prasad, 2005; Venance, 2010). Several steps 
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are mainly included in the selection procedure such as: Preliminary interview; 

application form; selection test; interview; medical examination; reference checks; 

approval; employment; induction and orientation; evaluation (Armstrong, 2005; Flint, 

2006; Gupta, 2006; Prasad, 2005). These steps are fully explained one after the other. 

Preliminary interview was explained in the paragraph that follows. 

- Preliminary interview 

Though in some organizations, this step is mainly skipped, it is very important 

because it is the initial screening of applicants to outrightly remove the undesired 

ones. It offers background information about the job as well as certifying the 

authenticity of the certificates and other credentials presented by the candidates to 

determine who is worthy of filling the application form. 

-   Application form 

Having preliminarily screened, candidates are offered with application forms to fill. 

This is the traditional way of collecting information from candidates it covers all the 

personal relevant information. This step makes it very easy for organizations to 

process applications and have full information about the candidates. In some 

organizations, the preliminary interview and application form are merged as one 

strategy as background information. The next paragraph discussed the selection test. 
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-   Selection Test 

This step is also called employment test (Chhabra, 2005), Paper and pencil test (Flint, 

2006), Psychological test (Venance, 2010), Physical test (Jones & George, 2006). 

Selection test is done to determine the extent to which candidates possess verbal 

skills, numerical skills, or any other skills depending on the requirement of the job. 

Though some critics maintain that these tests are highly controversial, their validity is 

equally important (Allen, 2004; Overman, 1994). Interview was discussed in the next 

paragraph. 

-   Interview 

Almost all the organizations adopt interview strategy in selecting their prospective 

employees. Presently, organizations prefer informative questions that push the 

candidates to demonstrate skills and abilities in tackling issues that concerns the job. 

Interviews could be used at the initial stage or the last stage. 

-   Medical Examination 

Having interviewed the candidates, the next step ensures that they are medically 

examined. This step determines the physical fitness of candidates and their health 

abilities. In this step, existing disabilities are revealed and those employees suffering 

from severe illness are declared unfit for the job. The next paragraph explains 

reference check. 
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-   Reference check 

At this stage, organizations confirm the source of information about the candidates 

particularly from former employers or principal of colleges for the fresh applicants. 

Here, a lot of scholars argued that it could hardly be separated from bias. 

-   Approval 

Having certified the information provided by the former employers and principals of 

the candidates, organizations approve the appointment of the candidates. After 

candidates have successfully passed all the steps, they formally sign an agreement 

contract. Here, the candidates are clearly informed (both verbally and in writing) 

about the term of service and the pay scale. The next paragraph explains the 

employment stage. 

-   Employment 

This step materializes when the candidate is offered an appointment letter indicating 

their departments, grade levels and a detailed job description. In many organizations, 

appointments are offered on probation (mainly six months) before the employees are 

fully confirmed. 

-   Induction and Orientation 

Having been offered with the appointment letters, induction and orientation take 

center stage. This step is an act of formally introducing the employees to the 
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organization (activities, rules, procedures and colleagues). The employees are also 

oriented on who to report to when and how. Normally employees have to be inducted 

before they occupy their respective offices and assume respective responsibilities. The 

next paragraph discusses evaluation. 

-   Evaluation 

Employee selection is often validated in this step. But, Prasad (2005) sighted in 

Venance, (2010) argued that evaluation is not a step in the selection procedure but it 

plays a key role in ensuring the effectiveness and reliability or otherwise of the whole 

selection process. This study concurs with the opinion of Prasad (2005) because from 

the perspectives of both employee and the employer, poor choice of employee is 

demoralizing to the chosen employee and de-motivating to other co workers and from 

the organizational angle, it drains resources and poses a greater challenge to effective 

performance management.  

Irrespective of the procedure of selection of employees used in an organization, 

certain issues have to be taken into account such as criteria of selection because it 

explains the interest of the employers in the employees. Secondly, selection processes 

are capable of designing and re designing of organizational features. Thirdly, 

expenses should not be an issue as a good selection worth expenses committed to it if 

the organization succeeds in getting the best employee among the pool of applicants. 

Having recruited and selected the employees, the next step will be to put them in the 

right places; thus in the following segment the concept of placement was discussed. 
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2.8.1.3 Placement 

As sighted in Community for human resource management (2012) Placement depicts 

an act of assigning positions and responsibilities to an employee, and distinguishing 

them with a particular job. Also as argued by Holland (1994), placement is a process 

that can be interpreted in many different forms either an act of placing the right 

people in the right places at the right time or as a sort of program that helps in 

securing positions for employees that are displaced in other organizations. In 

whichever way one looks at it, the meaning is still an activity aimed to matching 

employees with available and relevant assignments. It is expected that there should be 

a match between job requirements and the skills, capability and fitness of the 

employee concerned. If the person fits in properly and continue to progress to 

expectations, proper placement is achieved. If during the probation period an 

employee was observed not doing satisfactorily well, the management changes their 

department or job as the case may be. In most cases, placement problems are born out 

of wrong selection because if employees are wrongly placed they become 

disenchanted and de-motivated and, these are pointers to potential employee related 

problems such as absenteeism, turnover intention and the actual turnover (Benjamin, 

2008; Mushtaq, 2010; Saad, 2011). 

This study emphasized here that even the best employee will underperform if wrongly 

placed in an organization, which is why from the above discussion it was mentioned 

that if employees were wrongly placed in an organization to handle jobs that do not 

match their qualifications, it might affect their level of satisfaction and negatively 

affect their efficiency too. This is perhaps why some researchers suggest that a follow 
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up process should be put in place regarding the management of employee 

performances, by conducting frequent supervision and assessment of performances to 

be able to detect whether they are placed in the right offices.  Having detailed the 

concept of procurement, the next section provides an insight on how to measure the 

efficiency and effectiveness of the procurement practice. 

2.9 Measuring Procurement Practice 

No doubt, recruitment of the right staff for the right offices determines the 

effectiveness of PMS. The success of a procurement process is evident in 

organizations‘ short, medium and long term achievements. But the very big question 

remains how to measure and determine the effectiveness of recruitment? As contained 

in the Community for human resource management publication (2012), Recruitment 

ROI is a useful technique that could be used to assess procurement success. It helps in 

weighing the cost benefit analysis by considering the direct and indirect costs incurred 

with the tangible and in tangible benefits. The fundamentals that are mainly 

considered differ depending on the person; and activity to be taken into consideration 

varies with the person or activity that generates the income. 

While Community for human resource management (CHRM) viewed the 

procurement measurement method from financial point of view, Eisaguirre (2009) 

believed it is more of time consciousness, he pointed out that recruitment could be 

assessed from both the traditional approach metrics and contemporary sales metric 

approach perspectives. In the segment that followed, it has been detailed on how 

procurement is measured from the traditional perspective. 
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2.9.1 Traditional Measures of procurement 

Traditional measures of procurement include the following: 

 Time to hire: This is very paramount because apparently, if positions are left 

vacant for a long period of time, an organization looses productivity. 

 Quality-of-hire: the level of satisfaction of an organization with hired 

employees also matters. Mainly it is measured by manager surveys 6-12 

months after recruitment. 

 Number of vacancies outstanding: The total number of company job 

vacancies. This measure helps organizations know where their efforts need to 

be focused. 

 Cost-per-hire. An organization needs to be conscious of the expenses 

associated with a given position, because too much expenses incurred may 

have effect on the long term benefit of the employee. 

 Longevity-of-hires: the longer newly recruited employees stay with the 

organization the more economical it will be for the organization. Their stay 

confirms whether or not the recruitment exercise is successful.   

 Recruit source effectiveness: The evaluation of the sourced of recruitment 

embarked upon by the organization becomes imperative. By doing that the 

organization will be mindful of their choices for the sources of recruitment 

 Time-to-productivity: The longer newly hired employees stay without working 

the more costly it is for the organization. So organization should assign to the 

newly recruited employees a trainer and their new roles. 
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The hurried nature of traditional measurement metrics is one of the greatest dangers 

identified. This is perhaps so because some organizations as Heathfield, (2009) 

postulated, resort to hiring new managers for quick screening instead of allowing for 

proper networking to take effect. Having explained the traditional measure of 

procurement, the next section 2.9.2 provides a detailed explanation on the sales 

approach measurement. 

2.9.2 Sales Approach Measurement 

This approach unlike the traditional approach, focuses on measuring an outbound 

activity as well as inbound activity. i.e. instead of keenly monitoring the timing and 

cost, attention is geared towards  establishing relationships and making presentations. 

Using a sales approach metric also entails moving recruiting out of specific 

department and making sure that everyone is aware of potential opportunities to ―sell‖ 

their organization to desirable employees, as well as to make sure that turnover related 

issues are checked and reduced to the lowest minimum. This study followed the 

suggestion of Chhabra (2005) that, using a combination of both the traditional and 

sales metric will yield the best result. This is because all the measurement metrics and 

procedures discussed above are effective but, organizations need to be cautious in 

ensuring that the measurement process should be able to assure staff quality, 

efficiency and effectiveness as well as make it parallel with the organizational culture, 

mission and strategy. Also, organizational complexity and buoyancy determine the 

measurement procedure to be adopted. The next section discusses development. 
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2.10 Development 

Organizations should be able to effectively manage their greatest asset – employees to 

be able to progress and developing them to become more productive and effective. 

Jones and George (2006) pointed out that developing employees no matter how it is 

done either, mini, moderately or large, it would have a significant consequence. This 

study agrees with Jones and George (2006) because the rationale for development of 

employees in organizations is always with a common goal; to advance employee 

talent and skills and overall organizational capabilities. Many scholars believe that 

development could best be explained under the headings of education and training 

(Bersin, 2006; Saxena & Tiwari, 2009; Shaw, 2011; Torrington, Hall, Taylor & 

Atkinson, 2011). Based on the suggestions of these scholars, this study begins with 

the discussion on education in the next section. 

2.10.1 Education 

It is indeed not easy to distinguish between education and training as they are at times 

used interchangeably. Training represents the activities designed to improve employee 

performance on their respective jobs while education is broader and encompasses the 

activities designed to improve the overall employee proficiency in a direction that is 

even beyond their specified jobs (Muhammad & Silong, 2004). Education today as 

argued by Vemic (2007) is much more than the obligation and concession of those in 

advanced positions; it has since become the duty and perhaps a necessity for 

everyone. The above assertion is the same with organizations as well. This is perhaps 

so because, organizations the world over are engaged in one competition or the other 

and they pay out larger amount to provide their workforce with the requisite education 
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for both individual and organization development. It has been projected that 

organizations that want to have an edge over their counterparts need to make available 

to their employees at least 2% of total annual fund of working hours devoted for 

training and education (Torrington et al., 2011). 

Above sighted arguments have established that improving employee capacity through 

education has become one of the most serious issues of concern perhaps if not the 

most valuable. This indeed was necessitated by the ever increasing advancement in 

the area of technology, growing organizational complexity, the quest for increased 

productivity and ofcourse the changing social values. In the nutshell, education 

appears to be a double honor both from the sides of employer and employee by 

ensuring improved organizational performance and making employees managers of 

their own future. Training was discussed in 2.10.2 that follows. 

2.10.2 Training 

It is believed that organizations accomplish their stated targets simply because 

employees perform to expectations. Before employees perform to desired 

expectations, they will have to possess the required knowledge and skills which is 

only obtainable through training; being an organized process aimed to accomplish and 

attain a desired outcome that will benefit individual workers, their organizations as 

well as the environment that surrounds them. Employees can learn, re-learn and their 

existing knowledge and skills improve tremendously which invariably help them 

enhance their effectiveness at work (Salvi, 2010). The extent to which performances 

are effectively managed solely depends on how enlightened and effectively trained 
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the employees of an organization are; because their quality is mainly evident in their 

actions. 

Many studies have established a very clear link between a well designed training and 

organizations ability to measure and manage performance. Hence the image of an 

organization and of individual employees is also reflected in the extent and quality of 

staff training (Batt et al., 2005; Cosh et al., 2003; March, 1991). Before an 

organization effectively provides training to the employees it should be viewed and 

analyzed from both the macro and micro level perspectives (Cascio, 2006). The macro 

level angle consists of the cost implication, extent of cooperation among the 

providers, who to be trained as well as the economic impact (Golden & Rose, 2003). 

From the micro level standpoint, Ruggieri, (2007) declared that an organization 

decision is very central to training success. For example, on what type of training to 

adopt that has an edge over others in terms of positive impact to both the employee 

and organization, what are the needs of the training, method and technique of training 

as well as strategy for evaluating the outcomes of the training (Allison & Kendra, 

2001; Mager, 1988; Mitchell, 1993;  Phillips & Phillips, 2002).  The next section 

2.10.2.1 discusses the macro level perspectives of training. 

2.10.2.1 The Macro Level Perspective 

The macro level perspective of training consists of three main issues thus: 

a. Cost implication for training 

b. Organization commitment to training 

c. Training impact on economic development 
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These issues are discussed one after the other. 

a. Cost Implication for Training 

Several organizations face a lot of challenges for neglecting the vitality of weighing 

what an employee should learn in relation to organizational resources and the 

preferred organizational behaviors. This is perhaps very evident in organizations 

desire to go electronic and automated hence, acquisition and mergers and downsizing 

to ably face the ever growing global competition becomes apparent (Cascio, 2003; 

Pfeffer & Sutton, 2000). Though not every organization decides on expenditure for 

training as Carnevale and Schulz (1990) and Coopers and Lybrand (1996) pointed 

out, however, the proceeds to training investments can even be known and computed 

if the correct techniques are employed. For organizations to succeed in effectively 

managing their employee performance therefore, they need to make greater 

investments in education and training. The next paragraph discusses the organization 

commitment to training. 

b. Organization Commitment to Training 

Series of issues have been attributed to organization commitment to training by 

different scholars viewing from different perspectives, such as technological 

innovation coupled with new strategies of organizational design, operation and 

productivity management (Kasperik, 2010; Masadeh, 2012) complaints that HEI‘s 

award degrees without guaranteeing that their graduates have mastered skills relevant 

to their respective disciplines before unleashing them to the public (Duke et al., 

2006). From the foregoing explanations, this study understands that organizational 

commitment to training points to two different implications; first, there is the 
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possibility that employees will learn vital issues, assimilate them and ably diagnose 

organizational problems and second it has gingered that organizations will remedy 

structural issues through training to achieve their full potentials. Training impact on 

economic development was discussed in the next paragraph. 

c. Training Impact on Economic Development 

Previous studies have indicated that employee training is linked to economic 

development both directly and indirectly. For example direct implication centers on 

organizations improved services and practices that are attributed to quality 

performances of employees as a result of training (Bartel, 1994; Holzer, 2011) the 

indirect implication reveals that aggregate positive organization performance 

translates into a prospective economic development (Inn, 2008; Mupimpila & 

Narayana, 2009). In simple terms, those studies suggested that the extent to which 

education and training are provided in organizations be revisited, expanded and 

updated. The need for a highly educated and technically trained personnel rises with 

the need for transformation and industrialization, hence, education and training and 

economic growth are complimentary (Mustafa et al., 2005). This study concurs with 

the opinion of Mustapha et al (2005) because HEI‘s in Nigeria need to  make sure that 

their employees particularly the academics are well trained and re-trained to be able to 

salvage the deteriorating state in the quality of education. The next section discusses 

Micro level standpoints in 2.10.2.2. 
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2.10.2.2 The Micro Level Standpoint 

Discussion on the micro level standpoints centers on the following: 

a. Types of Training 

b. Needs for training 

c. Techniques for training 

The Micro levels of training are discussed one after the other. 

a. Types of Training 

It is indeed very herculean for one to ably point out the types of training as there are 

divergent opinions on how best training is typified. Some authors categorized training 

based on program, others did theirs based on objective and organization mission, 

some based on methods and others believe it is situational. For instance, Delcampo 

(2011) highlighted nine types of training based on objectives these include: skills 

training; re training; cross functional training; team training; creativity training; 

literacy training; diversity training; crisis training and customer service training. 

Calvin (2010) did categorize training into five based on methods, they consist of: 

Hands on training; employee study; the hand book; internet and group training. From 

the point of view of situation and experience, Lieber (2010) believed training is 

categorized into four, these are: training to prevent discrimination and harassment; 

work place violence prevention training; training to prevent wage-and-hour violations 

and ethics and code of conduct training. Chhabra (2005) argued that training is 
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typified into four main types based on program these include: orientation training; 

refresher training; apprenticeship training and internship training. 

As a matter of fact, there is no one best way to train employees in an organization it 

all depends on the organization goal and objectives, problem at hand, the caliber of 

employees, the urgency involved and the resources available. More so, in which ever 

way one looks at it, it is either done within the organization or outside the 

organization environment. Needs for training are explained in the following 

paragraph. 

b. Needs for Training 

Training becomes effective if and only if it was carefully analyzed initially to know 

what is required. The analysis of the needs is done in three different phases i.e. the 

employee, the department and the organization (Bee & Bee, 2003; Miller & Rollnick, 

2002). Hence, it has become a sine qua non for managers and specialists alike to take 

into consideration the analysis and ensure strict compliance in order for the 

organizations to perform effectively. The cardinal objective of training needs 

assessment is to ensure that it tackles the existing identified issues and ensure that 

those issues are modified and delivered in a cost effective manner. 

Individual training needs are identified by heads of departments or units who are 

mainly supervisors and managers by finding out whether or not an employee  

performs assigned or planned duties as expected. Some scholars like Holden (2002) 

believe it could be done through the following tips: 
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(i)    Performance Management   

Performance management identifies weaknesses and areas of improvement by 

detecting some performance issues such as level of productivity, promptness to duty, 

grievance handling, and ability to work under pressure, level of initiative and 

customer complaints. The second tip, observation is explained in the next paragraph. 

(ii)   Observation  

This is mainly an act of observing both behavior and the results of the behavior either 

through one on one interaction with the employee (interview) to ask them areas they 

think they needed training or in a written form interview (questionnaire) or a written 

test to be able to measure skills regarding their jobs .  

In departmental needs assessment or task need assessment majorly, it is the personnel 

proponents that are documented and filed with the unit head. Occupational training 

needs are determined /prescribed by Functional Chief Representatives (Thomas et al., 

2003). Despite these arguments by numerous scholars, this study argues here that 

organizational training needs are determined by the main body of the organization 

mainly the head quarters. For example as far as this study is concerned, (based on 

universities) the organizational training needs assessment is done by the Nigerian 

University Commission (NUC) based on federal regulations on long term training 

investment need. The next section discusses techniques of training. 
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(iii)   Techniques of Training 

Different categorizations are offered by different scholars and agencies on the 

techniques of training. For example Danziger and Debbie (2005) pointed out that the 

prime determinants of the technique of training to be adopted by an organization are 

more connected to characteristics of the organization than they are to individual 

uniqueness of the employee. It also varies depending on the size and organizational 

objective. 

In the opinion of Markus (2012), clearing and drilling are two main tools of training 

which inform employees about the detail of the job and a sort of apprenticeship 

guidance. Similarly in UNESCO report (2004) techniques of training are categorized 

into Ice breaking and energizer techniques. The former is a sort of orientation that is 

done mainly at the beginning of employee career to reduce the shyness and lack of 

self-confidence as well as promote interaction among employees. It is also believed to 

be a creative thinking stimulant. The latter is however a sort of refresher mainly to 

reduce boredom, is done at intervals depending on decision of the facilitator. Chhabra 

(2005) argued that techniques of training are majorly three: on the job training; 

vestibule training and special courses. While on- the-job training depicts an act of 

training employees at their work place mainly by their immediate supervisors or 

anyone the organization chooses, vestibule training is a combination of benefits of a 

classroom with that of on- the-job training and in special courses employees attend an 

organized course to enrich their skills and abilities, mainly at the end of special 

courses a certification is obtained. Also Banerjee (1995) sighted in Jones and George 

(2006) declared that training methods are often classified to the taste of organizations 

but they are mainly on the job or off the job. Irrespective of the technique or 
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techniques adopted, the bottom line is organizations should make sure that the 

technique adopted is suitable to both the organization and the employee because 

methods are universally applicable; organisations are customizing them to fit their 

missions and visions. 

PMS rests on training and development programs along with other practices of 

performance. Progressively more, high performing organizations at the moment are 

really focusing on the best education and training practices to enhance their 

competitive advantage. Hence, for organizations to succeed in effectively managing 

the performance of their teeming workforce, education, training and re-training of the 

entire workforce in form of workshops, conferences and seminars should be robustly 

pursued and be made enforced. The cardinal point here is, organizations that make 

atmosphere condusive for education and training have a distinctive lead when 

contending for talented employees (London et al., 2004). 

Even though scholars‘ opinions divide along a continuum on what effect training and 

what compose of its techniques, one thing remains certain, that training is very 

valuable to organizational success. Considering the fact that the world today has 

turned into a global village surrounded with forces of competition and uncertainties, 

and seeing how organizations are striving hard to find suitable opportunities to 

outweigh their counterparts by embracing new inventions and replacing the old ones, 

this study argues that training is not only key for organizational success but also 

critical for their survival. Hence, the choice of training technique should be based on 

the pursued organizational objective, the resources, the employees and the situation at 

hand. The discussion that followed in 2.11 centers on how best to measure the 

effectiveness of development. 
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2.11 Measuring Development Practice 

Employee development becomes very expensive indeed if it fails to deliver the 

purpose upon which it was made. Development program evaluation involves 

reviewing, analyzing, and evaluating operating employee development programs to 

assess their quality and overall effectiveness. Under normal circumstances, after 

training individual capabilities and overall organizational ability should improve, by 

improving performances and reducing errors (Delcampo, 2011). Perhaps that is why a 

rigorous training needs assessment becomes incontestable before an organization 

embarks on training. This perhaps can be developed because without a sound clarity 

of purpose, measuring training effectiveness is hardly possible. Bersin (2006) 

established that the goal of measuring training effectiveness is to provide useful 

information for effective decision making in an organization and for that to be 

possible, an organization must have a reliable data to be able to make a meaningful 

comparison. Bersin (2006) however laid down some approaches he considered key for 

effective evaluation of education and training, these are: standardized end-of-program 

assessments, conveying assessments and use Job-Impact Indicators. These approaches 

are explained below one after the other. Standardized end-of- program assessments 

was detailed in 2.11.1 

2.11.1 Standardized End-of-Program Assessments 

This is perhaps one of the most practical approaches is mainly between learners and 

their respective heads of departments. At the end of a training exercise employees 

(trainees) must complete standard, end-of-course assessments that include satisfaction 
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and effectiveness measures through which the organization can then design trends to 

identify challenging areas. The following paragraph explains conveying assessments. 

2.11.2 Conveying Assessments 

Another strategy is to convey two assessments at intervals: one at the end of the 

program and another much later (mainly 90 days). Even if the second assessment have 

response rate, the aim is not defeated because it provides an understanding of job 

impact. Use of job-Impact indicators was explained in the next paragraph. 

2.11.3 Use of Job Impact Indicators 

Another assessment tool is using an indicator that has a direct bearing on the job 

performance. This is by using series of standard assessments in form of questions 

such as: How much impact did this training program have on employee job? ; How 

well they can apply the skills and knowledge received in the program on the job? 

What are their biggest obstacles that will prevent them from using the skills and 

knowledge on the job? 

Shaw (2011) argued that for employee development to be evaluated for validity, 

accuracy and reliability; education and development activities can be evaluated 

before, during and after the activities. The first phase was elaborated in the following 

paragraph. 

Before the Implementation (Phase 1): An organization needs to carefully assess the 

following even before the development program commences 
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 Will the selected training and development techniques really yield positive 

results and have the techniques been used before? What was the outcome? 

 Ask the employee of their impressions of the methods before adopting them. 

 Do the methods match with the employee's preferences and learning styles? 

Do they understand the methods to be used? or have they (the employees) 

briefly review the methods, e.g., documentation, overheads, etc? 

During Implementation of Training (Phase 2): While the exercise is still ongoing, an 

organization should require the following inputs from their employees: 

 Do they really comprehend? or is there a gap between what the trainer is 

saying and what the employees are assimilating? 

 Periodically conduct a short test, e.g., can the employee explain the main 

points of what was described to him, e.g., in the lecture. 

 Is the employee enthusiastically taking part in the activities? Or are they 

passive?  Is he or she coming late and leaving early. 

After Completion of the Training (Phase 3): Organization should be able to know the 

level of training impact through:  

 Conduct a test before and after the training and development, and compare the 

results? 

 Interview him or her before and after, and compare results? 

 Keenly place an eye on them while they perform the task or conduct the role 

and see if there is really an improvement 
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 Assign an expert evaluator from inside or outside the organization to evaluate 

the learner's knowledge and skills. 

Apart from determining the return on investment on employee development, it is also 

very necessary to measure development for obtaining feedback and assessing the level 

of improvement of the development and align it to organizational strategy. Though 

there is no universal framework for measuring development, organizations need to 

assess the impact of the technique they apply using a measurement criteria that suits 

them because the measurement is a prerequisite for improvement.  Again whether 

development is viewed as education or training or both, the idea is to enrich employee 

skills and knowhow and retain them to attain effective PMS and anything short of this 

will not be in the interest of the organization. The concept of compensation practice 

was discussed in section 2.12. 

2.12 Compensation Practice  

Compensation practice has been conceptualized as one of the core pillars of human 

resources management. It implies a sort of structure which ensures that employees are 

rewarded dependent on their performances (Armstrong, 2005; Hewitt, 2009). It could 

be said here that compensation is both supportive and strategic in nature because it 

supports the accomplishment of organizational goal and it tackles long term issues 

that concerns how employees are appreciated for what they want to accomplish. 

Armstrong (2005) further added that compensation practice also ensures a cordial 

relationship and the psychological and mental contract between employer and 

employee. 
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Discussions on Compensation practice are based mainly on salary and wage 

administration (Armstrong, 2005; Chhabra, 2005). Even though this study believes 

that compensation practice does not only concerns monetary issues and that other non 

financial benefit are also parts of it as long as they provide intrinsic or extrinsic 

satisfaction. However, the study builts the discussion of compensation on salary and 

wage administration because in Nigeria where this study is based, satisfaction derived 

from the duo (salary and wage) is the prime compensator. Salary was discussed in 

2.12.1 that follows. 

2.12.1 Salary 

The term salary refers to a reception of any type of regular payments that has been 

agreed upon by the employer and the employee to be paid at regular intervals, for the 

services on particular responsibilities in an organization. According to Heathfield 

(2011) salary is an agreed amount of money that is paid to an employee by respective 

employers for the work done. Normally salary is fixed monthly or bi monthly 

depending on the agreement struck between employer and employee. Though the 

norm varies between private and public sector, employee salary varies depending on 

the levels and sensitivity of their positions. 

Salary has been identified as one of the most important components of PMS (Irs, 

2012). This according to Turk (2008) is very true because if employees are not 

properly rewarded they rather waste more time and energy fighting for salary 

improvement than they actually do in their respective responsibilities. This study 

agrees with Turk‘s (2008) point because salary affects employee relationships in the 

workplace and can influence the efficiency of any organization, as well as the 
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productivity and performance management, as such, it shouldn‘t be made complex for 

employees for them to easily detect how they are affected. In Delcampo‘s (2011) 

interpretation of salary, it is an organized move towards providing reward (mainly 

monetary) to the employee in exchange for the services they render to the 

organization. Organizations ably have authority to keep and maintain their employees 

by way of offering a monetary reward. Delcampo (2011) further established that 

compensation could be categorized in to three main categories i.e. salary; bonuses and 

indirect compensation (vacation, insurance etc). The fundamental issues of 

compensation inform of wage and salary administration has since become a sine qua 

non for effective PMS in both public and private sector organizations. This is perhaps 

so because employee performance covering inputs, process and output have been 

closely linked to organizational ability to provide adequate incentives (Heinrich & 

Marschke, 2009). Hatry (1999) pointed out that there are vast theoretical postulations 

and models regarding the relationship between incentives (wage and salary 

administration) and PMS in organizations. From the perspective of human resource 

dimension, as You and Wang (2009) postulate, one can clearly situate the optimal 

wage contract from the point of view of a two period principal agent framework 

where the second-period outcome is a function of both the second-period and first-

period efforts. In virtually all organizations the level of salary is often used as an 

indicator for organization‘s investment in their employee. Levacic, (1998) asserts that 

salary cost, influences decisions related to employee retention and performance 

management. Similarly, a number of studies have established that there is link 

between employee willingness to stay, PMS and Salary, as salary reduces the chances 

of employees leaving for a relatively higher alternative earning opportunities (Frijters 

et al., 2004). 
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It has been established that salary is very significant and a prime motivator in any 

organization even though the extent varies from one organization to the other. This 

study argues that it is not salary per se that matters but the satisfaction that was 

derived from salary. This perhaps is evident in series of researches across the globe 

that salary figure is not an indicator of performance and that employee performance is 

connected to a number of organizational outcomes such as motivation, performance, 

absenteeism and turnover. Having provided detailed explanation on salary above, 

wages was discussed in section 2.12.2. 

2.12.2 Wages 

Wages as Byars and Rue (2004) coined it, are monetary payments given to employees 

in exchange for the work done. It has been further elaborated that wages are mainly 

established depending on the relative importance of the job to the organization. Even 

though some people refer to any form of payment from employer to employee as 

salary, the truth is that, there is a clear cut difference between a salary and a wage. 

Having discussed the concept of salary in 2.12.1 above, wage depicts a kind of 

payment that is based on an hour rate. Unlike a salaried employee, the person 

collecting wage is always expecting to collect an extra pay for extra hours worked. In 

every organization irrespective of their motives, a fair system of salary and wage is 

incontestable for disputes to be reduced and effective performance management 

attained (Akrani, 2009). 

The principal objective of salary and wages as sub practices of human resource 

management, as Byars and Rue (2004) pointed out is perhaps to set up a structured 

system for an evenhanded compensation of employees depending on their jobs and 
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individual and collective performances on the job. That is why it is often argued that 

organizations should not disregard the influence of wages on employee satisfaction as 

it is a source of financial security and an indicator of self value. More so, several 

attempts to weigh employee satisfaction and measure PMS rely on worker‘s self 

report as it affects compensation (Noe et al., 2008). Employee satisfaction with wages 

represent a huge dimension of overall satisfaction, consequent upon this, 

organizations espouse different strategies of rewarding their employees for 

outstanding performances and successful accomplishments (Lubin, 2012). 

Even though some organizations prefer to lay off the less productive workers rather 

than offering lower wage to them, this study argue that the position of wages as an 

important condition of work cannot be underscored, though there may be a source of 

conflict due to constant negotiations between the employer and the employee, the 

negotiations will create a forum for interactions and collective bargaining. To be able 

to determine whether compensation is effective and efficient or not, there is need to 

measure it. The next discussion centers on measuring compensation in organizations. 

2.13 Measuring Compensation Practice 

Employee compensation is one of the most powerful organizational expenses perhaps 

if not the most valuable. Very pathetically indeed, it is also the least considered in 

terms of management of employee performance (Dougherty, 2011). In many 

organizations compensations are measured in terms of increment. But, there is a great 

danger behind organizations‘ in ability to have a clear-cut difference between pay for 

performance, underpayment, overpayment and having a compensation figure growing 

taller than what an organization earns (Benco & Mc Farlan 2003; Cascio, 2006; 
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Howard, 2000). On the basis that however, using a compensation scorecard becomes 

key to ensuring that what organizations spend on compensation really helps in 

accomplishment of their stated goals. There are three steps to be followed in 

designing a compensation scorecard these include: confirming the compensation 

strategy of an organization; reviewing the key elements within the compensation 

strategy and finally, deciding what measure to adopt (Kochanski & Insler, 2010). 

There are a lot of discussions on the determinants of a good compensation. According 

to Harvey (1993) sighted in Suutari, Makela and Tornikoski (2009), these 

determinants or factors are both internal and external in nature. The internal 

determinants consist of three variables of the labor-pool of the employee, the 

employee‘s management level in the organization and the stage of the family-life-

cycle. The labor pool relates to the nationality of the employee (whether he is a 

national or an expatriate) mindful of their workforce category. Management level is 

the second variable discussed by Harvey (1993), for instance category of management 

whether executive, middle or supervisory management matters in measuring the 

effectiveness of compensation. The third variable however treats the difference 

between married and single employees, those with children and those without 

children. This study follows those researchers such as Byars and Rue (2004) and 

Delcampo (2011) who believe that the list of determinants grows or shrinks 

depending on the scope of organizational objectives, nature and caliber of 

organizational employee as well as the weight of organizational resources. For 

instance the nature of employee assignment is also seen as been an important factor to 

consider in measuring the effectiveness of a compensation in an organization as 
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polices are established based on the extent of assignments  Employee background is 

as well seen to be very significant determinant of compensation. 

From the angle of external factors however, level of economic development as 

Bloom, Canning and Chan (2005) and Schultz (2002) justified, has a huge impact in 

terms of overall nation‘s per capita income. The second variable here is the extent of 

organizational cultural diversity. It is often argued that an organization‘s customs and 

traditions, and their way of doing things explain the ultimate source of organizational 

culture which in turn influences employee responsibilities, performance and pay 

(Ezirim, et al., 2010; Oparanma, 2010). The third issue discussed here is the social 

factor variable. This as Logger et al. (1995) discussed includes those factors that may 

not have a direct bearing on the society such as the company division, but they are too 

important to be ignored (Pattnaik, 2011). 

From the above detailed discussions, this study agrees that compensation is a core 

aspect of human resource practice. So the effectiveness of the measurement criteria 

adopted is reflected in the ability of the salary and wages to contribute to the 

accomplishment of organizational goal. Discussion on the concept of integration 

practice follows in the next section. 

2.14 Integration Practice 

Employee integration explains that every employee posses some unique 

characteristics and abilities, thus every employee‘s contribution matters to the 

organization and accomplishment of objectives. Employee integration depicts a kind 

of procedure that allows employees to contribute their own parts to attaining effective 
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organizational decision. Scholars like Jones and George (2006) presented a lot of 

evidences that pointed to the centrality of employee integration towards effective 

PMS. These evidences include: opening of diverse opportunities as a result of 

different initiatives, a lot of knowledge discoveries and sharing and alternative 

management plan and strategy. In fact this argument reveals that employee integration 

positively shapes performance in virtually all aspects. 

The level at which organizations integrate their employees are in many studies viewed 

from the aspects of career planning and direct involvement of employees in 

organizational activities (Antonia, 2010; Ellis, 2005; Robinson, 2006; Saks, 2006). 

This study also followed these scholars and based the discussion of employee 

integration on career planning and employee engagement because as evidenced in the 

extant literature employees have less commitment on organizational activities that do 

not reflect their individual persons; and career development and employee 

engagement are fitting examples of the ways organizations activities reflect the 

individuality of their employees. The next paragraph discusses career planning. 

2.14.1 Career Planning 

The concept of career planning refers to a process by which an individual employee 

device his/ her career goals and strategically develop a comprehensive plan for 

attaining those goals (Byars & Rue, 2004). This definition implies a continuous 

dignified process that aims at developing employees and organization needs. This also 

simplifies that for effective PMS to be attained career planning requires actions and 

inputs from three different practices of the employee, employer and the employee‘s 

heads of department or immediate boss. 
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From the organizational angle, an employee receives the necessary guidance on 

possible career routes to achieve career goals. After all, it is part of organizations‘ 

PMS to instigate and communicate career options to employees. It is also argued that 

organizations should provide conducive environment that will smoothen the progress 

of career development by employees (Golden et al., 2006). 

From the employee perspective, it has been made clear in Charter publication (2002) 

that career planning is more of an individual responsibility than it is of any of the 

remaining stakeholders (organization and Head of Department), hence careful and 

conscious preparation rests fully with the individual employee. Though it is more of 

individual responsibility, career planning requires organizations to provide specialists 

to guide employees through their chosen careers (Hong et al., 2000). 

From the point of view of employee‘s head of department, Kasperin et al., (2003), 

Antonia (2010) and Neveana (2003) believe heads of department are very strong 

catalysts and a sounding boards that guide and guard their subordinates on how to go 

about with their career development processes and help the employees professionally 

to evaluate career decisions. 

Organization‘s ability to pin point on specific issues such as integrity, focus on 

employee, results, cordiality in relationships between employees and with the 

management as well as nurturing and developing leadership qualities in employees, 

assures a good PMS. Career development and management strategies vary between 

organizations depending on their level of sophistication and importance they attach to 

the different components of the process of career planning. Organizations today are 

fully engaged in the Career Development Programs as a result of changes in the work-
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life balance, diversity, focus on quality, advances in management, competition 

employee motivation, transformation in managerial styles and leadership as well as 

the growing demand in technology (Merchant, 2004). 

This study argues that there is need for HEI‘s to first of all realistically analyze their 

employees as persons before they analyze them from the angle of where they want to 

go and support them for who they want to become. Whether career planning and 

development are seen as individual level activities or organizational responsibilities, 

they remain serious activities of human resource management that ensure 

compatibility between employee and job opportunities hence require a special 

attention from both the individual and organization alike. The section that follows 

discusses employee engagement. 

2.14.2 Employee Engagement 

Noe et al (2008) defines employee engagement as the level of involvement of 

employees in their respective jobs coupled with the might of the organization 

commitment. One of the most crucial and perhaps pressing challenges facing human 

resource management today is organizations inability to reconcile the conflicting 

individual social interests and organizational goals. It is only imperative that human 

resource management has to resolve the interests of the individual employees of the 

organization with those of the organization to be able to ensure cordial working 

relations. The extent to which employees are integrated in organizational activities is 

often translated into their commitment in their jobs (Vance, 2006) which will give the 

organization an edge over their counterparts and ensures less turn over (Payne & 
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Webber, 2006) and may even trigger the employees to volunteering for new 

responsibilities that will further make their jobs enhanced (Robinson, 2006). 

In UTAH (2010) it has been reported that when employee are integrated and aligned 

with core organizational values, the organization will be able to effectively and 

efficiently execute its strategic initiatives and a strategically-aligned individual PMS 

will result. It implies here that employees who recognize the value of their inputs and 

contribution to the successful accomplishment of organizational objective become 

very innovative and agents of positive change. Employee engagement as pointed out 

by Haid and Sims (2010) has been identified as a two-way practice between 

employees and organization i.e. while the organizations engage employees, the 

employee will also return same gesture in terms of commitment and desire to stay to 

the employer. The argument posed by Haid and Sims (2008) fits well in practical 

situations because; employee engagement benefits the employer as much as it benefits 

the employees. First it serves as a source of motivation and a strategy of winning the 

commitments of the employees who are given opportunities to make their initiatives 

known and; the management considerably lessened conflicts. 

Previous researches have linked employee engagement with strong elements of 

effective PMS in an organization. For instance, it has time after time been shown that 

employee engagement is significantly connected to a variety of success factors such 

as: employee performance and efficiency (Harter et al., 2002; Holbeche, & Springett, 

2003), Productivity (Maslach et al., 2001) safety (Kahn, 1990; May et al., 2004) 

attendance and retention (Holbeche, & Springett, 2003; Schaufeli et al., 

2006),customer service and satisfaction (Roberts & Davenport, 2002), customer 

loyalty and retention (Gonrig, 2008) and profitability(Attridge, 2009; Seijts, & Crim, 
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2006). These points highlighted by the respective scholars as indicated above, further 

stressed the importance of engaging employees in organizational activities i.e. one 

factor which clearly distinguishes organizations from those thriving and those merely 

surviving, is employee engagement. 

The vast of literatures establish that employee engagement significantly correlates 

with organizational performance, some postulate that engagement assures employee 

retention and checkmates turnover, there are bunch of other researches too who 

believe that organizations that pay less attention to employee engagement suffers 

from lack of employee commitment, and host of performance management issues i.e. 

poor job performance among others. This study argues that, even if the positive 

outcomes of employee engagement outweigh the negative outcomes, there is need to 

have a cost benefit analysis for effective decisions as they affect engagement there by 

making it safer and perhaps more stronger. Hence the need to measure the 

effectiveness of employee integration becomes very imperative, it was discussed in 

the following section. 

2.15 Measuring Integration Practice 

As Cataldo (2008) pointed out, a reliable measure of employee engagement is the 

Gallup‘s G12 feedback system. The system generated a feedback mechanism that 

determines the level and extent of employee engagement in an organization, i.e. those 

actively engaged and the actively disengaged which becomes evidently clear in their 

in their respective performances. The 12Q were rated on scales 1 to 5 as detailed in 

the following paragaraph. 
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1.   Whether employees know what is expected of them at work?  

2.  Do they have the materials and equipments that they need in order to 

do their work right?  

3.  At work, do they have the opportunity to do what they do best every 

day?  

4.  In the last seven days, have they received recognition or praise for 

doing good work?  

5.  Do their supervisors, or someone at work, seem to care about them as 

persons?  

6.  Is there someone at work who encourages their development?  

7.  At work, do their opinions seem to count?  

8.  Does the mission or purpose of the organization make them feel that 

their job is important?  

9.  Are their coworkers committed to doing quality work?  

10.  Do they have best friends at work?  

11.  In the past six months, has someone at work talked to them about their 

progress?  

12.  This past year, have they had opportunities at work to learn and grow? 

In an employee engagement Survey by Schaufeli et al. (2006), they focus mainly on 

three issues which according to them determine the extent of employee integration in 

an organization these are: vigor, dedication and absorption. Again, in Gallup 

Workplace Audit, Harter et al. (2002) talks about clarity, input and opportunity as 

integration measurement indices. Factors that really capture the extent of employee 

integration are of great interest to employers because they positively tackle issues that 
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relate to employee behavior and of which their consequence will surely benefit the 

organization. Those factors could be narrowed down to three core issues of 

attachment, commitment and organizational citizenship. 

An organization could as well determine an employee engagement by using subset of 

employee survey items that measures engagement of which are based on four key 

concepts of satisfaction, advocacy, retention and pride (Williams, 2010). To be able to 

stay away from boredom, organizations regardless of the means and techniques they 

adopt should define employee engagement, define how it should be measured and 

make the information available and accessible so that employees can put it into use. 

Measuring integration only without action does not in any way add any value it is 

even capable of negatively affecting the level of trust and morale of employees. While 

measuring integration is one challenge, ensuring effective implementation of what 

was realized in the course of managing is another; organizations need to take it up 

very seriously because it is also a source of attaining competitive advantage and a 

very powerful accelerator of organizational performance. The following discussion 

was on maintenance practice. 

2.16 Manitenace Practice 

Maintenance practice is conceived to mean an act of taking care of the employees, job 

and environment of an organization; it has since become intrinsic to performance. 

Though the choices of concepts differ depending on the motives of an organization, 

i.e. it is popularly known as motivation in profit oriented organizations and some 

public institutions referred to it as employee welfare. Whichever concept is used, one 
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thing remains certain that organizations today are under immense pressure to 

constantly improve their capabilities to create a conducive environment for their 

employees and make their operations as cost effective and efficient as possible (Parida 

& Kumar 2006). This study provided discussions on welfare and motivation as 

constructs for employee maintenance practice. Welfare was discussed in 2.16.1 that 

follows. 

2.16.1 Welfare 

Welfare refers to what organizations do in terms of benefits to soothe their employees 

outside salary and above wages to be able to boost their morale and make them feel 

committed to their organizations. These benefits are defined either from the point of 

view of some statute formed by the state or enshrined in collective agreement between 

employer and employee or in the employer's own discretion (Nair, 2009). The 

common sense behind the provision of welfare system is to achieve and ensure 

efficient, healthy and satisfied employees by improving their work life, so that they in 

turn will be loyal and committed to the organization.  

Some authors (i.e Byars & Rue, 2004; Cascio, 2006; Delcampo, 2011; Noe et al., 

2008) presently use employee wellness programs or employee assistance programmes 

(EAP) instead of employee welfare in their publications. Their choice indicates an 

attempt to influence employee behavior health wise. Though the main objective of 

wellness programs as Leonard (2003) posits, is not to help employees combat an 

ailment rather to assist and guide them to realizing their full potentials (mental and 

physical). Similarly, Byars and Rue established that it is a ―double edged weapon‖ 

that prevents illness and enhances wellness. It provides the requisite precautions and 
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health tips to employees to stay healthy and live well in their working environments. 

Employee well-being as pointed out by Boxall and Purcell (2008), Nishii and Wright 

(2008) Purcell and Kinnie (2007) is characterized as a very important package in the 

human resource performance chain. This study deduced from the opinions of the 

scholars above that employee well-being can as well be viewed as evaluative, in 

contrast to the descriptive construct of perceptions of human resource management. 

This is so because, wellness programs affect more than just an employee health issues, 

it also increases productivity, self esteem and leads to a fascinating PMS. 

Akrani (2009) argued that employees are mainly presented with various welfare 

facilities which include medical, educational, recreation, housing, transport to help 

enhance their level of performance and happiness in an organization. He further 

established that concentration and focus need to be on health and safety measures, 

collective bargaining and workers participation. This study concurs with Akrani‘s 

(2009) opinion and argues that should HEI‘s in Nigeria focus on collective bargaining 

and honouring the agreements reached, the growing conflicts between the government 

and academic staffs would be reduced to the barest minimum. 

Based on Akrani (2009) and Nair (2009), this study summarized some necessary 

principles guiding the choice and implementation of employee welfare schemes in an 

organization. These are:  

 The welfare scheme should capture real needs of the workers 

 The welfare service should be executed in a ―cafeteria approach‖. An 

approach that takes into cognizance the individual differences as a result of the 
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difference in Sex, age, status and, type of job as well as their choices of 

benefit. 

 The employer should not assume a benevolent posture. 

 The cost of the service should be calculated and its financing established on a 

sound basis. 

 There should be periodical assessment or evaluation of the service and 

necessarily timely on the basis of feedback. 

Indeed maintenance of steady manpower in HEI‘s is quite tasking because of the 

accessibility of plenty employment opportunities in rival organizations such as in 

international Agencies or in other HEI‘s abroad. In the nutshell, the management of 

those institutions should try and assess the needs of employees and their level of 

participation, effective welfare scheme needs to be provided for employee stability / 

retention to be ensured. Maintaining employees for PMS especially in an environment 

like that of the HEI‘s in Nigeria where shifting work and labour market is very 

evidenced becomes an issue of prominent concern. HEI‘s therefore should be aware 

that it is not just developing employees for high performance that matters but also the 

ability to nurture and maintain them for long term effectiveness (Acheaw, 2009). 

Employee welfare is an important factor that plays a role in attracting as well as 

keeping capable workers within organizational reach and command. 

Employee well-being has been viewed from different angles; mainly of employee 

health (Byars & Rue, 2004), happiness (Delcampo, 2011; Nair, 2010; Nishii & 

Wright, 2008) and relationship  (Grant, Christianson & Price, 2007). This study 

argues that even though employee welfare increases organizational expenses and 

retards bottom-line, it is worth paying for because it brings along with it corporate 
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image building and satisfaction. If employees become satisfied, they become 

innovative and committed and organizations will gain from it. The next section 

elaborates on motivation. 

2.16.2 Motivation 

The concept of motivation has received different interpretations from different experts 

all in search of an appropriate organizational architecture that will achieve more with 

less. It has since become a greater challenge among organizations to make sure that 

they have a highly motivated workforce that will drive the organizations to successful 

attainment of objectives (Jones & George, 2006; Robbins & Coulter 1996). Kamery 

(2004) viewed motivation as those forces that uncover the paths of employees‘ 

behavior in an organization, their efforts and abilities to persist in the event of 

obstacles. Behaviors could mean doing everything possible to satisfy organizational 

needs (Nicholson, 2003), efforts refer to the hard work (Duff, 2004) and persistence 

refers to trying not to give up (Heller, 2006).  

The word motivation is regularly used but very difficult to be thoroughly defined in 

scientific point of view; it is attached, goal oriented and closely attached to sensory 

stimuli. From the employee perspective however, motivation refers to an intrinsic 

passion about and urge to achieve activities related to their work (Heathfield, 2011). 

In the same manner, DeCenzo & Robbins (1996) refer to motivation as the 

enthusiasm or aspiration that someone feels to do something, conditioned by the 

action‘s aptitude to satisfy some need. Motivation however has variety of sources 

which are detailed in the following section. 
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2.16.2.1 Sources of Motivation 

Employee motivation at work can be viewed from two different angles i.e. intrinsic 

and extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic (internal) motivation is a kind of motivation that 

normally comes from the actual action people who are intrinsically motivated, feel a 

sense of commitment, achievement and accomplishment in doing their best possible 

to their respective organizations without any reward, pay or even praise. On the other 

hand, the extrinsic motivation is the one that is often derived by some kind of reward, 

pay, acknowledgement etc. Employees here don‘t enjoy performing tasks on their 

own (Edwards, 2004; Mohsan et al., 2011). Intrinsic motivation as Armstrong (2006) 

and Ackerman (2006) observed, is very likely to have a strong effect to drive 

employee performance because it is inherent and innate. 

The role motivation plays in achieving PMS is apparent this is perhaps true because 

the centrality of motivation in individual‘s achievement of goal in particular and those 

of organization as a whole is in contestable (Berman et al., 2010). Motivation makes 

work more meaningful and PMS feasible as employee productivity which is part of 

employee task (Lord, 2002) improves and job satisfaction attained (Kamery, 2004; 

Nelson, 1996; Ackerman, 2006). Even though the choice of motivators is never 

universal its application for improved performance and PMS becomes a sine qua non. 

Motivation holds an underlying importance for organizations‘ survival in the ever 

competitive and dynamic world (Islam & Ismail, 2008). In the same vien, it has also 

been established that motivation is an essential part of both operations management 

and PMS because it corresponds with job satisfaction and a sense of dignity in 

employees work (Linz, Good, & Huddleston, 2006). 
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Today‘s modern management regards human being as a valuable and priceless 

resource considering their vitality for organizational accomplishment of goal. As 

such, their attitudes, interests, wants and satisfaction matter most for objective 

achievement, therefore recognizing these issues and motivating employees to remain 

happy is not only necessary but in the best interest of the organization as well. It is 

indeed worthy of note that virtually all management literatures have agreed on the 

importance of motivation in any goal oriented organization, but the type of motivation 

and the means through which it is applied is never universal. Every organization 

should study their kind of employees and motivate them bearing in mind the 

organizational objective and resources. Employees only become satisfied if their 

respective organizations ensure their effective maintenance for that, there is need to 

measure the effectiveness of maintenance as detailed in the following section. 

2.17 Measuring Maintenance Practice 

There has been an intense debate over the years on how best employee maintenance in 

an organization should be measured. The ideas and postulations put forward by 

researchers vary, but mostly the debate centered on issues like how exactly the end 

results could be measured on what has already been attained and accomplished, on 

maintenance cost per unit output and as a part of replacement value, in whichever way 

one looks at it, their focus is on after effect evaluation. 
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Cheng and Tummala (1998) provided ten basic items for measuring employee 

maintenance in an organization these items include: 

1.  Management commitment, involvement and support 

2.  Establishment of a steering committee or a project team 

3.  Establishment of audit teams and other work teams 

4.  Establishment of cross functional teams 

5.  Provision of training and education 

6.  Adoption of appropriate leadership skills 

7.  Development of communication channels 

8.  Formation of quality improvement teams 

9.  Establishment of reward and recognition system 

10.  Setting up of employee suggestion schemes 

 It has also been postulated that employees at all levels in the organization should be 

maintained which serves as a double edged weapon for tackling motivation issues and 

combating deviant acts such as protest and employee turnover (Bussi, 2002). This 

study  agrees with the opinion of Busi (2002) because part of the reasons why HEI‘s 

in Nigeria lost their employees to rival orgainizations is, due to poor condition of 

service as detailed in the problem statement in chapter one of this study.  

It has also been pointed out that since the destiny of an organization depends largely 

on employees, it has become a sine qua non to know the manner in which they 

conduct their responsibilities in relation to the time they spend daily. In respect of this 

assertion, Braidotti (2012) believed employee maintenance could be measured from 

the point of view of wrench time technique. Wrench time technique focuses on the 
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prospect for uninterrupted progress on actions related to processes identified as 

digression from the required performance due to some interference in the daily 

activities performed by the employees, it is possible to identify a self-motivated and 

supple result that will be useful in designing a staggered target in search of the best 

possible way for effective employee maintenance analysis.  

The measurement of employee maintenance could be done taking into consideration 

what Shen (2011) referred to as ―six distinct yet interrelated latent strategies‖. These 

include: openness, assurances of legitimacy, networking, and distributive negotiation, 

avoiding, and compromising. Openness depicts an act of open disclosure of 

organizational issues to employees. This involves being honest about what the 

organization think about certain decisions and share with employees other concerns. 

Assurances of legitimacy are the demonstrations of organizational commitment to 

maintaining the relationship with their employees by acknowledging and addressing 

their concerns (Canary & Dainton, 2003; Kim, 2007). Networking here means a sort 

of prevalence of an interpersonal relationship, such as spending time with mutual 

friends, focusing on common friends and affiliations, as well as an organizational 

attempt to make employees happy and willing to stay at all times (Beersma & De 

Dreu, 2002). Distributive negotiation is conflict management strategy employed to 

ably minimize loss and maximize gain in a sort of ―no victor no vanquish‖ in an event 

of conflict with employees which is in evitable (Kahya, 2007; Rahim, 2002). 

Avoiding simply refers to organizational attempt and ability to distance itself from 

engaging into conflict with employees (Campbell et al., 2004). Compromising is the 

organization willingness to make some concessions even if not fully satisfied with the 
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outcomes for peaceful atmosphere to reign especially in conflicting situations (Joseph 

et al., 2006). 

Beyond analytical dispute, the diverse techniques of measurement of employee 

maintenance discussed above are very significant and deciding on which one is better 

theoretically or practically; depends on that which an organization can afford. This is 

so because as organizational complexities and resources vary, so are their objectives 

and the employees they hire. The following section discusses separation practice. 

2.18 Separation Practice 

Findings of Previous empirical studies revealed that issues on employee separation 

are often divided along two main extremes i.e those who argue that employee 

movement is directly linked to increased earnings and others see the movement as 

detrimental to career building especially for the young employees. In whichever way 

one looks at it, employee separation in an organization is perhaps incontestable. This 

is so because, it is one thing that just has to be done either voluntarily or involuntarily. 

The former is when the employees leave the job at their own discretion and the latter 

signifies organizational interest to relieving employees of their duties. This study 

provided an elaborate discussion on succession planning in the following section. 

2.18.1 Succession Planning 

One of the greatest challenges facing many organizations today apart from a 

comprehensively structured change in their leadership strategy and ensuring 

organizational continuity by pursuing the organizational goals is PMS.  To be able to 
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cope with this tasking responsibility of measuring and managing employee 

performance, a proactive approach of succession planning to succeed the departing 

employees becomes incontestable. Succession planning is a key subset of human 

resource management practice that is used in ensuring PMS and organizational 

growth and stability; by doing away with gaps in institutional memory, knowledge 

management, and strategic leadership by ensuring continuity (Hedum, 2010). 

The concept of succession planning is a positive approach to guarantee continuity in 

an organization by identifying how vacant positions that were created due to planned 

and un planned departures of employees will be filled (Nink, et al., 2006; Schmalzried 

& Fallon, 2007). This implies that succession planning is both a dynamic and 

systematic leadership and talent development strategy embarked upon to be able to 

accomplish future organizational operational needs and goals. Simply put, succession 

planning is the life event of an organization. 

There are mainly three focal points of succession planning as pointed out by Hedum 

(2010). These are: 

 It addresses the needs of the organization as senior leadership ages and retires.   

 It helps an organization prepare for an unexpected event such as the sudden 

illness or death of a person in a key leadership role in the organization.   

 It ensures that an organization has the right caliber of personnel in place to 

function at peak efficiency. 

It is very imperative to note that the serving employees leaving the organization is    

inevitable and, the time it happens remains uncertain, there by posing a greater 
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challenge to PMS (Hall,1986; Haynes & Ghosh, 2008; Pynes, 2004). Consequent 

upon this, succession planning has been proven to be an antidote to disruption of 

organizational policies due to the effects of resignation and loss of talent in 

organization and a key factor to PMS (Heffes, 2005; Nayab, 2010; Vosburgh, 2007). 

It is also evident in previous researches that PMS is one of the most crucial aspects 

that guarantees organizational continuity and growth hence, this study argues that 

succession planning needs to ensure that prospective successors with the required 

skills and attributes are made available to meet up with the stated organizational 

objectives. 

The above cited elaborations on separation practice and succession planning seem to 

be pointing towards one direction that is, tackling separation issues mainly when they 

occurred. This study argues here that wise organizations do not wait for the future 

they rather meet up with it; they plan for it through succession planning. Vitality of 

succession planning cannot be underscored because it provides a comprehensive 

guide for continuity and without succession planning; the fate of an organization sinks 

in uncertainty. It also ensures effective information for decision making that is very 

vital in checkmating the issues that may disrupt organizational continuity and 

management. The following section 2.19 discusses how to measure separation.  
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2.19 Measuring Separation Practice 

In a study conducted by Avanesh (2011) seven factors were highlighted as the 

measures of effective separation practice. These factors are: 

1. Employee Retention 

2. Employee Satisfaction 

3. Corporate Image 

4. Competence Level 

5. Organizational expansion 

6. Return on Investment 

7. Quality costs 

It could also be found in the argument pointed out by Basu (2011) that employee 

separation can be measured in numerous ways, by evaluating organization‘s 

performance before and after administrative transitions. Some organizations adopts a 

sort of box matrix tool to evaluate their talent pool of their employee potential by 

plotting employee potential in the y-axis against the actual performance in the x-axis 

(Fulmer, 2002). Some of the qualities observed are mainly the learning agility and 

leadership potentialities, the percentages of vacancies filled in house, tracking the 

turnover figures and costs (i.e. Track the number of resignations, new hires and 

internal promotions) by comparing the costs of external recruitment and internal 

leadership development programs to be able to determine the effectiveness of 

succession planning programs, employee satisfaction is determined, service quality as 

well as financial discipline. From another perspective as Thomas (2009) argued, 

employee separation was determined by two main items which are voluntary 
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separation and in voluntary separation. In a related scenario, Thornton (2010) 

perceived the measurement of employee separation using a formula, thus: 

Turnover rate =   

Empirical evidences indicate that many highly successful organizations overcome the 

challenges of employee separation by ably joining the leadership development and 

succession planning processes for most advantageous identification, development, and 

placement of talent (Fulmer & Conger, 2003). 

Organizations today globally and HEI‘s in Nigeria in particular are faced with the 

predicament of incessant retirement of employees and strikes despite the paper based 

succession planning which is nowhere near today‘s demanding workforce. 

Organizations need to re define their succession planning strategy by ensuring the 

adoption of a meaningful measurement indices  that will benefit overall organizational 

mission and vision. The following section discussed the concept of employee 

behavior. 

2.20 The Concept of Employee Behaviour 

The future of organizations today globally relies heavily on the abilities and 

capabilities of the employers to effectively manage their employees‘ behavior and 

attitude (Shah & Irani, 2010). Results of researches on behavior interestingly indicate 

that people respond differently even in the same situations because of the individual 
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differences in relationships, perceptions and explanations to issues (Sharyn et al., 

2003).  

Employee behavior has been defined as ―that behaviour that is discretionary, not 

directly or explicitly recognized by the formal reward system, and that in the 

aggregate promotes the effective functioning of the organization‖ (Organ, 1988). The 

concept of employee behavior has also been branded differently by different scholars 

for instance, Organ, Podsakoff, and MacKenzie, (2006) as extra-role behaviours, 

Borman and Motowidlo (1993) contextual performance, Dar (2010) as social 

undermining behavior and by Spector & Fox, (2005) as  counter productive work 

behavior (CWB). Whichever concept is used, employee behaviors have consequences 

that are not favorable and can cause negative personal upshot such as depression, low 

morale and decreased self-esteem (Duffy, 2006). 

Some previous researches in the area of operations management delved in issues that 

relate to employee behavior positively and from the negative angle to be able to 

provide an opener to curtailing their intensity. Similarly, those researches revealed 

that employee inclination is an important element in promoting positive 

organizational changes and attaining effective PMS (Bernerth, 2004; Eby et al., 2000; 

Gabriel et al. 2007; Rafferty & Simon, 2006; Peroune, 2007). In a similar dimension, 

Miller et al., (2006) and Holt et al., (2007), postulated that there is need to develop a 

good working relationship between the employer and the employee that can inspire 

the employees and make them utilize their potentials efforts and experiences to the 

fullest this according to Cunningham et al., (2002), is only feasible if supported by the 

working environment. This study argues that organizations should be able to 

synthesize issues both from the operations management angle and from the point of 
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view of organization environment because focusing on one angle may not provide a 

lasting solution to employee behavior issues. For example for HEI‘s in Nigerian to 

squarely address issues of staff strikes and brain drain, focus has to be diversified 

such as on the employee, the organization and perhaps the environment. The 

following section discussed the relationship between employee behavior and PMS. 

2.21 Employee Behaviour and PMS 

Human behavior is viewed as a very important element of PMS by many researchers 

as a result of its swift response towards organizational activities (Ul-haq et al., 2011). 

According to Forman and Hunt (2005) academic studies on employee behavior are 

very important because it spoils not only the performances of individual employee but 

the danger extends to the performances of peers and colleagues and overall PMS. 

Batrol (2006) believed PMS is built upon factors that are inseparable from the 

employees. Similarly, Bloom (2009) added that employees as good learners consider 

training and development provided by the organization as an opportunity for benefit 

maximization (Brien & James, 1999) and compensation, rewards and employee 

welfare are all techniques geared towards motivating employee behavior (Cascio, 

2003; Martin, 2006). 

Classical management scholars like Hugo Munsterberg, the classical behaviorists such 

as Mary Parker Follet, and classical psychologists like Douglas McGregor conversed 

a lot on the centrality of taking into consideration the effect of employee behavior on 

organization management. These scholars devised means of identifying suitable 

behaviors for each job and individual working condition in the interest of the 

organization. In a similar perspective, Heames and Harvey (2006) pointed out that 
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thorough evaluation of behavioral theories revealed that employee behaviors has 

impact on their performance, that of their colleagues and PMS. Also empirical 

evidences indicate that, when employees fail to accomplish their requests, they make 

their organizations pay by deriving the satisfaction of those requests by preventing 

other employees to accomplish their desires (Mathew & Asmus 2008). 

Even though researchers have divided opinions on the issue of employee behavior, i.e. 

that employees possess behaviors that are positive though ineffective and others are 

harmful in spite of the fact that they are quite effective; managing those behaviors for 

effective PMS should be undertaken in such a way that each employee will be given 

adequate attention and guided towards the development of positive and effective 

behavior. The following section highlighted on how to measure employee behavior. 

2.22 Measuring Employee Behaviour 

In an attempt to measure Employee behavior, this study used three items that are 

adopted from Katou and Budhwar (2010) these items are employee absence, 

employee turnover, and employee grievances with the management. These measures 

were chosen because they fit in well with this study. For example some of the major 

issues in HEI‘s in Nigeria at the moment as highlighted in chapter one of this study 

are ineffective PMS, poor organization and the brain drain; these issues result to 

strikes, conflicts and turn over which also represent the measures provided by Katou 

and Budhwar (2010). Employee absence was discussed in 2.22.1 that follows. 
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2.22.1 Employee Absence 

Employee absence is an intricate issue to comprehend; its potential causes are 

multifaceted and differ from individuals in different contexts. Importantly, the roots 

of absence are likely to vary from organization to organization. Employee absence is 

defined as the total number of days employees missed work due to illness and other in 

evitable excuses in a year divided by 240 work days for the year (Ichino & Riphahn, 

2004). Absence of employees is an impromptu, disorderly occurrence; but more 

especially it can be described as non - attendance of employees when they are 

scheduled to work (Mwanda, 2010; Van Der Merwe & Miller,1988). In the opinion of 

Nel et al. (2001) employee absence is described as a withdrawal behaviour used as a 

way to dodge and protest an undesirable working environment. Employee absence can 

be viewed from two different angles as Ichino and Riphahn (2004) argued, i.e both as 

an indicator of and proxy for employee productivity (Engellandt & Riphahn, 2003; 

Flabbi & Ichino, 2001; Ichino & Riphahn, 2004; Riphahn & Thalmaier, 2001). 

Employee absence affects not only the employees who are absent but to a larger 

extent, the organization because it results to loss of potential output and viewed from 

economic perspective; it incurred additional expenses (Coughlan, 2004). The section 

that follows discusses employee turnover. 

2.22.2 Employee Turnover 

There has been substantial attention both from the academics and managers alike 

towards the issue of employee turnover in organizations majorly on the causes, 

resolutions and prevention of future occurrence (Glebbeek & Bax 2004). Ton and 

Huckman (2008) examined the impact of employee turnover on employee and 
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company performances in U.S. stores of a major retail chain and found out it is 

significantly associated with decrease in performance which was evident in the fall of 

the profit margin. 

In spite of the fact that there is no universally acceptable framework that defines 

employee turnover, as Kevin et al. (2004) argued, it is very necessary for 

organizations to fully concentrate on the sources, effects and measures of combating 

employee turnover, get it checked and minimized to the barest minimum. It was made 

known in the argument put forward by Meaghan & Nick (2002) that managers should 

handle their employees with caution because they (the employees) are the most 

crucial elements in an organization and thus should be utilized for effective 

accomplishment of objective (Abbasi & Hollman 2001). This study shares the opinion 

of Meagan and Nick (2002) for two reasons; first, employees are priceless assets and 

no organization operates without them and secondly, because the focus of this study is 

employee performance management. 

It has been observed that issues related to job stress such as job dissatisfaction and 

lack of commitment in the organization push employees to quit their jobs Firth et al. 

(2004). In contrast, Manu et al. (2004) argued that the reason behind employee 

quitting their jobs is more of economical than job related. From another dimension, it 

was established that the use of a quantitative and employment cost approaches in 

managing the affairs of employees in an organization fuels turnover (Ongori, 2007; 

Simon et al., 2007). In whichever perspective it occurs, employee turnover is very 

expensive and detrimental to organizational accomplishment of objectives. The 

following section explained employee dispute with the management. 
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2.22.3 Employee Dispute with the Management 

In today‘s tumultuous and ever-changing organizations with so much desire to out 

compete their counterparts, disputes are bound to happen, as organizations would 

want their employees to go extra mile in securing an edge over their rivals and the 

employees would demand more in terms of pay, and other related concerns that may 

or may not be part of the organizational arrangements (Bennett and Savani, 2004; 

Rashid et al., 2003). 

Algert and Watson (2002) and Salamon, (2000) defined employee dispute as a 

struggle between the employees and their respective organizations due to  conflicting 

needs, ideas, beliefs, values, or goals. 

The fact that disputes in organizations between employees and management is 

inevitable; however, the outcome cannot be predestined. Disputes might rise and lead 

to nonproductive results, therefore, managing disputes is very fundamental to 

effective goal attainment. It has been indicated in the argument put forward by Holt 

and Devore, (2005) and Bruce et al., (2004) that dispute management strategy varies 

from one organization to the other (either, unilateral or bilateral). Employee disputes 

regardless of its intensity in an organization, is an indication of lack of understanding 

between employees and management (Noe et al., 2008). Alternative dispute 

resolution (ADR) is a recent dispute resolution mechanism that is  attracting 

increasing attention of academics and practicing managers globally, it creates an 

avenue for employees to air their grievances and adequately discuss them in front of a 

third party or an observer who will act as a mediator between the conflicting parties 

(Hagglund & Provis, 2005). In the opinion of Fodhla et al. (2005), three methods of 
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dispute management unfold that are used in many organizations in resolving disputes 

with their employees, these methods are fight, flight, and intervention. These methods 

are discussed one after the other. 

Even though the Fighting procedure as mechanism for resolving disputes has been 

widely criticized by scholars like Shamir, (2006) it signifies an act for striving for 

what is right (Heatfield, 2010). Fighting normally takes the form of an employee 

calling upon an organization‘s formal grievance procedure about what they perceived 

as an infringement which is investigated with high costs to all involved. It is rather a 

primitive reaction that is invoked if a dispute resolution is not an interest-based 

negotiation, facilitation, or mediation (Crum, 2010).  The next paragraph discusses 

Flight method of dispute resolution. 

Flight is another way of resolving disputes in an organization that is often used by 

employees. It depicts a way of avoiding a problem or dodging it, a sort of protest, but 

this mechanism does not solve a dispute it only avoids its escalation at a point 

(Wilmot & Hocker, 2001). In the opinion of Rowe and Bendersky (2003), Flight 

mainly takes precedence if employees feel they cannot get further themselves because 

they lack the required skills for dialogue. Though Donohue and Colt, (1992) sighted 

in Fodhla et al. (2005) pointed out that facing disputes and ending them unanimously 

is far better than avoiding them,  Drahozal and  Wittrock (2009) believed otherwise 

and argued that flight is very important for variety of reasons among which are 

―providing an insight on how parties perceive the comparative benefits (and costs) of 

those means of dispute resolution‖. In the following paragraph intervention method 

was discussed. 
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Intervention method on the other hand, is the situation where by the employees put 

their trusts and confidence in their manager who in turn intervene and manage the 

dispute on their behalf. This technique also was criticized as being ineffective because 

the manager may or may not possess the required skills in such interventions and 

instead of resolving the dispute may add to the problem (Cohen, 1999; Hocker, 2001; 

Rowe & Bendersky, 2003; Postman, 2002). The fact that disputes are inevitable does 

not mean they are irresolvable; there is need for managers to choose the best 

technique for resolving disputes at a particular point in time and try as much as 

possible to carry their employees along by looking from the both sides in resolving it. 

The section that follows discusses how employee behavior has been used as an 

intervening variable in previous studies. 

2.23 Employee Behaviour as the Mediator 

This study used employee behavior as an intervening variable based on the 

justifications that other studies have use it and having understood from the literature 

that it has significant relationship with both the dependent and independent variables 

of this study. More so, this study wants to know how HRM practices influence PMS if 

conveyed through employee behavior. 

Katou, (2012) used employee behavior as one of the variables that mediates the 

reverse causality between human resource management polices and organizational 

performance and the results unraveled a significant correlation. Similarly, Kickul and 

Walters (2002) incorporated in their research opportunity recognition behaviors as an 

intervening variable in the relationship between strategic orientation and pro activity 

in internet firms. Kickul and Walters (2002) defined opportunity recognition 
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behaviors as the employee ability to evaluate new opportunities and implement new 

innovations. Batt (2002) explained a partial mediating effect of employee behavior in 

the relationship between human resource management functions and organizational 

performance. 

Also, Atteya (2012) has used citizenship behavior, quitting intention and negative 

word of mouth  as the mediators in the relationship between human resource 

management practices and Job performance and it was clearly elaborated in the study 

that they represents some elements of employee behavior. The section that follows 

explains the concept of information and communication technology. 

2.24 The Concept of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 

Several decades ago, concepts of globalization, coupled with innovation and most 

importantly digitalization, have been on the increase even in academic discourse. As 

evident in the series of arguments across the globe, information and communication 

technology (ICT) has become a strong vigor that ushers economic development in all 

aspects. Due to this significance, ICT adoption in organizations that are pursuing 

efficiency and effectiveness or high productivity or both, has since become a strong 

investment which has been paid attention to. 

The concept of ICT has been defined differently in various ways and by various 

authorities. i.e. in the report of Educational Testing Service (2002), ICT has been 

defined as the use of digital technology, electronic tools of communication in 

accessing, managing, integrating analyzing, evaluating as well as creating reliable 

information in order to function and yield expected result in an organization. In 
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another dimension, Information and Communication Technology has been interpreted 

by Anaehobi (2007) to mean an extensive based technology which incorporates    

techniques, management and application that chains the formation, storage, treatment 

and communication of information. In the words of Nworgu (2007), ICT refers to a 

given set of aiding devices that helps in working with and information and carry out 

responsibilities that relate to the processing of information. The definition of ICT 

given by education Testing Service is more comprehensive than those of Anaehobi 

and Nworgu who mainly relate to processing of information. 

Series of researches and reports have analyzed issues that are of ICT as they affect 

organizations like ICT skills and students (Venezky, 2001) ICT and work force 

readiness in an organization (Bollier, 2000),  ICT and organizational productivity and 

market (Johnson &  Scholes, 2006), ICT and innovation (Singh, 2006), ICT and 

human resource management (Brooks, 2006; Marques,2010; Řepa, 2007), ICT and 

PMS (Cook & Crossman, 2004; Rao, 2007). In which ever context one looks at it, 

ICT is of immense importance for not only organizational need to survive the ever 

growing competition but also directly on peoples‘ lives.  Again, ICT has also become 

a pre requisite for economic advancement and socio economic development. The 

following section discusses the relationship between information and communication 

technology (ICT) adoption and PMS. 

2.25 ICT adoption and PMS 

Information and communication technology relates with PMS in various ways notably 

in the aspects of organizational strategy and organizational structure. These aspects 

cover the organizational vision and mission as well as value chain and hierarchy. 
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Organizational structure refers to a strategic direction or path that an organizations 

pursue to accomplish their objectives. It is evident in the organizational goal setting 

and other activities that were carried out to achieve a competitive advantage which 

could either be in terms of cost reduction or differentiation. It has been established in 

the literature that information and communication technology is strongly related to 

organizational strategy in terms of linking thrusts with ICT capability (Beath & Ives, 

1986). Also as porter and Miller (1985) argued, information and communication 

technology adoption avails organization with the opportunity to secure quality service 

delivery by responding to market demands. As evidenced in similar argument by 

Sparos et al. (2001), information and communication technology posses a wide range 

of potentials that are capable of transforming organizational value chain for the better. 

Following the above arguments, it could be deduced that information and 

communication technology is capable of playing a critical role both directly and in 

directly by providing organizations with an edge over their counterparts. 

In terms of organizational structure, information and communication technology as 

Miller (1986) pointed out, is a strong medium that positively tackles and reduces 

bureaucratic bottle necks in organizational hierarchy by reducing the intermediaries. 

In the opinion of Zuboff (1988), which contrary to what miller believes, information 

and communication technology rather leverages instead of replaces the middle 

managers‘ roles in an organization. This study argues that both scholars has a point 

because, information and communication technology adoption is capable of ensuring 

effectiveness and efficiency in which ever situation i.e. if the urgency of the situation 

demands quick decision or action, middle managers role could be replaced and in an 
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event where a lot of inputs are required, the middle manager‘s role could as well be 

leveraged. 

From the point of view of human resource management, Grant (1998) 

comprehensively pointed out that information and communication technology 

adoption ensures effective co ordination and control of human resource management 

practices and overall organization capacity by minimizing time and shortening the 

distance in information processing. In the same vein, Tallon et al. (2000) revealed that 

goal oriented organizations need ICT to attain efficiency in human resource 

management issues by polishing organizational planning and management. In a 

related development, Brynjolfsson and Hitt (1995) stressed that information and 

communication technology adoption is an avenue for increased skills of 

organization‘s workforce. Similar argument was put forward by Creighton (2001) 

who believed that information and communication technology is second to none when 

it comes to employee empowerment, motivation and compensation because it avails 

the employees with armful opportunities to advance their skills as well as monitor 

their income. 

Above established points revealed that adoption of information and communication 

technology is capable of bringing series of  significant achievements such as positive 

changes in organizational strategy and structure and a vital improvement in the 

aspects of performance management and human resource management practices, 

furthermore, it influences a great deal in attaining competitive advantage. The 

following section discusses how to measure information and communication 

technology. 
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2.26 Measuring Information and Communication Technology 

In an attempt to provide indices to measure ICT adoption, this study adopts a 

framework for measuring ICT adoption provided by Tan et al. (2009) This is because; 

those measures captured the nature and the environment of the HEI‘s in Nigeria, 

summarily, because HEI‘s are complex, they are always working under pressure with 

a very high expectation to deliver, they are also environments where knowledge is 

cultivated and shared. Again, those features represent the two main factors that the 

frameworks by Tan et al. (2009) highlighted i.e. the effectiveness of ICT adoption 

are: Dynamic environment and environment capability fit. These factors are explained 

below in detail. Dynamic environment was discussed in 2.26.1. 

2.26.1 Dynamic Environment 

Literature shows that scholars in the field of management are still very contentious 

and cynical about the definition of the concept of dynamic environment. Some 

scholars believe in dynamic environment, others are still doubt their existence and a 

number of others termed dynamic environment as artificial rather than natural. Others 

see dynamic environment as strong alternative for managers and an avenue for 

competitive advantage, interestingly also, some scholars believe even if dynamic 

environment are options for managers they are not in any way related to competitive 

advantage, the argument goes on and on.  As far as ICT adoption is concerned, 

organizational dynamic environment could be viewed from the dimensions of 

complex nature of organization, the intensity of pressure and competitive ability. 
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Organizational complexity could be interpreted as the degree of un certainty 

surrounding the external environment which pose threat to an effective analysis of 

strength weaknesses opportunity and threats (SWOT) of an organization (Daft & 

Weick, 1984). As far as pressure is concerned, maintaining organizational value is 

one and standing the test of time by competing with rival organizations is another (Al-

Qirim, 2007). From the dimension of competition however, it is an act of striving for 

dominance to attaining competitive advantage, strength, both humanly and materially 

(Zhu et al., 2006). It has become evidently clear that the struggling organizations 

would want to compete favorably with counterparts or at least remain in business; 

hence the desire to adopt ICT to minimize time and strength and maximize 

productivity becomes a needed necessity. The section that follows elaborates on the 

environment capability fit. 

2.26.2 Environment Capability Fit 

Organizational innovative ability, organizational knowledge sharing and learning 

represents the environment capability fit of organizations (Tan et al., 2009). 

In the explanation made by Hurt et al. (1977) of innovativeness, he established that it 

is all about having zeal to bring about change. Stamboulis and Skyannis (2003) 

argued that innovativeness portrays a sort of change in behavior. Taking the concept 

miles away from individual perspective, Kundu & Katz (2003) believe innovation is 

all about organizational willingness and desire to invent something new. Al Qirim 

(2007) postulated that organizational innovativeness and organizational members 

become bold enough to take risks and Bock et al (2005) added that numerous 

opportunities will be within organizational reach thus assuring an improved 
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competitive advantage. In a similar fashion, Menguc and Auch (2006) argued that 

innovativeness depicts organizational intention to move away from the usual way of 

doing things and pursue a more sophisticated idea of undertaking their activities. 

Knowledge sharing depicts an exchange of knowledge, ideas and know how, from 

one point to another, (either individual or organizational) through a technology (ICT) 

medium (Abdullah et al., 2009; Fugate et al., 2009). Knowledge sharing in an 

organization improves the organization ability to find solutions to organizational 

difficulties and create ways in enhancing the capacity of workers, their performances 

and overall organizational objective (Bhatt & Grover, 2005).Organizations that posses 

such capabilities as Yoo (2007) pointed out, would be able to detect their deficiencies 

and resolve that by adopting information and communication technology. 

Easterby-Smith and Lyles (2003) refers organizational learning as the focal point on 

the process of knowledge in an organization. It explains how knowledge is been 

created, organized and transformed within and between groups (Garcia-Morales et al., 

2007).  It is all about recognition of the available of opportunities for development 

(Lumpkin, 2005) with ICT adoption organizational effort to create and transform 

knowledge becomes easily facilitated. The following segment discussed information 

and communication technology adoption as an intervening variable. 

2.27 Information and Communication Technology as the Mediator 

This study used information and communication technology as the mediating variable 

in the relationship between human resource management practices and PMS among 

academics in HEI‘s in Nigeria. The reason behind this choice was because it was 
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revealed in the problem statement in chapter one of this study that HEI‘s in Nigeria 

battle with ineffective filing system and lack a viable technology and, this study 

examined how HRM practices influence PMS though ICT adoption. 

 Going by the elaborations of Hayes (2009) and the ordeal for using a mediating 

variable is to examine the relationship between dependent and independent variables, 

the relationship between mediator and the dependent variables as well as the 

relationship between the mediator and the independent variables and how and why 

those relationships happen. They further added that in an event of total mediation, the 

relationship between independent and dependent variables should be reduced after 

checking or controlling the relationship between the mediator and the dependent 

variables. If this is met then the data are dependable with the hypotheses that there is a 

mediation, but if was not realized and the fourth was not met, then it is considered that 

there is no mediation.  

Euripidis et al. (2009) used ICT as a mediating variable in the relationship between    

e-business adoption and performance and the results indicated that ICT strongly 

mediated the relationship with a standardized coefficient of 0.328. Similarly,       

James et al. (2010) explained the mediating role of ICT in the relation between PMS 

and managed performance. It was however revealed in their discussion that 

Information and communication technology adoption has a strong mediating power 

with the best model fit contribution of 3.6 % out of the overall predictive ability of 8.0 

% of variance in managed performance relationship with PMS. Yunis et al. (2012) 

made it abundantly clear that Information and communication technology showed a 

very strong mediating power in the relationship between R&D spending and global 

competitiveness with a high readiness value of 0.291 at 5% level of significance. 
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Similarly, De Waal (2003) postulates that to be able to attain effective PMS 

organizations need to focus on the availability and effective utilization of information 

and communication technology. The next discussion centered on the related theories 

i.e. the resource based view, the complimentarity theory and Unified Theory of 

Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT). 

2.28 Related Theories 

There are many theories that explain how organizations utilize resources to maximize 

advantages such as Progressive Utilization Theory (PROUT), Organization and 

Administrative Theory and Resource Based View (RBV). While the PROUT 

promotes economic self reliance, cooperatives environmental balance, the 

organization and administrative theory focuses on rationalization of organization 

activities and RBV explains an art of utilizing organizational resources for sustained 

competitive advantage. The PROUT theory lacks practical value and relevance as 

clearly evidenced by Maheshvarananda and Branch (2010) and organization and 

administrative theory also has a very big limitation of focusing more on structure and 

less on resources (Acedo et al., 2006). RBV here has an edge over both the PROUT 

and organization and administrative theories because it has the ability of capturing 

resources and capabilities of organization to attain sustained competitive advantage. It 

is on the basis of this argument that this study adopts the RBV theory as the major 

underpinning theory. 
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2.28.1 Resource Based View (RBV) 

The resource-based view (RBV) of the firm has been around for over twenty years, its 

origin can be traced back to earlier researches of the originators Jay Barney and Edith 

Penrose. The RBV‘s development occurred between 1984 and the mid-1990‘s. The 

RBV argues that firms possess resources, a subset of which enables them to achieve 

competitive advantage, and a subset of those that lead to superior long-term 

performance. Resources that are valuable and rare can lead to the creation of 

competitive advantage. That advantage can be sustained over longer time periods to 

the extent that the firm is able to protect against resource imitation, transfer, or 

substitution. In general, empirical studies using the theory have strongly supported the 

resource-based view and the theory has been applied to a wide range of phenomena 

such as organizational studies and information management studies as pointed out by 

Wade & Hulland (2004).This paradigm has shifted from the thin neoclassical focus to 

a broader rationale, and then coming closer of different academic fields.  

The RBV has an economic originality though it became popular through management 

especially in the aspect of operations management, organization studies, strategic 

management and marketing (Acedo et al., 2006). Since then it has become one of the 

most important paradigms of understanding effectively the strategies of organizations 

and their competitive advantage (Peteraf & Barney, 2003). RBV gives a 

comprehensive explanation about a firm and a strategic approach of the firm. The 

theory conceptualizes that a firm is a collection of resources that are utilized to have 

an edge over counterparts. It could be argued that firms (organizations) differ in 

various respects mainly due to the fact that they have different resources and 

employed different strategies in the utilization of those resources (Bani-Hani & 
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AlHawary, 2009). But, from the market perspective, organizations are more or less 

homogeneous and competitions only occur through market situations. Hence the 

challenge lies in the individual ability of the firm to effectively identify attractive 

markets to favorably compete their rivals (Powell & Thomas & Mc Gee, 2004). 

One of the greatest challenge faced by organizations as Levitt (1960) postulated, is the 

narrow confinement of their opportunities which invariably affects their capabilities to 

re discover other additional available opportunities. RBV would approach the 

confinement of opportunity challenge from the inside out by focusing on what 

resources an organization have and those resources could be utilized in different 

ways. Organizations resources refer to everything that is inside the organization 

ranging from assets, capabilities, strategies, processes, knowledge, employees, 

organization attributes and information (Barney, 1986). In a checklist drawn by 

Barney (1991), four key issues were itemized as key characteristics of organizational 

internal resources these are: Value, rareness, imitable and non substitutable. 

Fahy and Smithee (2000) hold the opinion that for organizations to achieve a 

competitive advantage, they have to develop their internal resources and utilize them 

adequately. Also as much as the resources of an organization need to be vigorous with 

the environment, they also need to change with time, which perhaps is the central 

argument of the RBV i.e. in terms of dynamic capability. The dynamic capability 

according to Powell et al. (2004), centers on how the resources ably change to 

maintain their market value.  

Diverse academic works have used and are still using RBV as an underliying theory 

upon which they build their arguments (Najib & Kiminami, 2011; Newbert, 2007). 
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Newbert (2007) has postulated that, there are series of empirical studies that were 

built on the teachings of RBV with different approaches they include: resource 

heterogeneity approach (Deephouse, 2000), organizing approach (Wiklund & 

Shepherd 2003), conceptual level approach (King & Zeithaml, 2001) and Dynamic 

capabilities approach (Zhu & Kraemer, 2002). Having explained what resource based 

view is, the next section explains how the theory relates to this study. 

2.28.2 The Connection of RBV and this Study 

This study was built on Barney (1991)`s Resource-based View (RBV) of a firm which 

explains that the added value that people can contribute to an organization is 

emphasized by human capital theory. Barney‘s theory becomes  appropriate for this 

work because it has viewed human capital as sensitive. It regards people as assets and 

stresses that investment by organizations in people will generate worthwhile returns. 

The conception of competitive advantage was coined by Ankili (1999) who asserts 

that competitive advantage is born out of the organizations ability to create value.  

Towards the end of the 20
th

 century, management has learn to accept that people 

ahead of any other resource in an organization are the significant differentiators and 

all other resource apart from people depend on them to generate value (Caliskan, 

2010; Khavul, Bruton & Wood, 2009). It could as well be deduced from the RBV that 

human resource management practices can contribute to sustained competitive 

advantage through facilitating the development of opportunities that are unique to an 

organization i.e PMS (Lado & Wilson, 1994). Again, the sustained superior 

performance and the edge that many organizations have are their unique ability to 

manage human resource management practices (Calskan, 2010). 
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The RBV in the opinion of Offstein et al. (2005) from a strategic perspective suggests 

that resource advantage of valuable knowledge, unique skill sets, and decision-making 

capability result in an organization's competitive advantage. The RBV was initially 

anticipated to move from an organizational product perspective to a resource 

perspective to better elucidate strategic management. Previous researches such as 

Erdil and Gunsel (2009) pointed out that pressure is persistently mounted on human 

resource management professionals in organizations who are expected to become very 

much alert, quick to respond, efficient, effective cautious and timely in making 

strategic contributions to the PMS in their organizations. Lepak et al (2005) added 

that designing and integrating best human resource management practices with 

effective PMS is one of the best ways of ensuring quality and creation of value and 

sustaining organizational development.  From another dimension, the idea of best 

human resource management practices in an organization has become recently a very 

hot issue among academics who argued that despite the fact that strict implementation 

of human resource management practices is associated to effective PMS (Guest, 1997; 

Hiltrop, 1996; Huselid, 1995; Milkovich, 1992), it has been recommended that there 

should be a universally accepted set best human resource management practices that 

can ensure effective PMS (Lau & Ngo, 2004). This assertion was counter argued by 

Gowen III and Tallon, (2005) who believed the only universal applicability is that  

human resource management practices are neither generalizable nor a best practice. 

Similarly, Erdil and Gunsel (2009) further stressed that due to the permeation of 

external and internal forces, a lot of eventualities arise which questioned the 

identification of best human resource management practice.  
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This study focuses on the relationship between human resource management practices 

and PMS among academics in HEI‘s in Nigeria using employee behavior and 

information and communication technology adoption as the mediators. Human 

resource management practices and employee behaviors being the intangible 

resources and the ICT adoption being the capability (see Fahy, 2000). The human 

resource management practices are positioned in the perspective of the RBV and 

evaluate how organizations can implement them through the mediating roles of ICT 

and employee behaviors. 

The RBV was chosen as an underpinning theory for this study because it offers a 

theoretical connection between PMS and Human resource management (Wright, 

Dunford & Snell, 2001). Furthermore the RBV has become the most popular theory in 

the field of human resource management research (McMahan, Virick & Wright, 

1999) and indeed the most predominant (Morris, Snell & Wright, 2006). The basic 

assumption here is that human resource management efficiency leads to a higher firm 

performance has been the topic of many previous studies (Purcell & Kinnie, 2007). 

As Wright, Dunford and Snell (2001) explained, RBV proffers a convincing 

explanation for why human resource management practices lead to competitive 

advantage. Though external issues such as the labor market, competition within the 

organization and culture were said to have influence the use of human resource 

management practices (Brewster, 2004), internal resources instead of the external 

circumstances are key elements and prerequisites to PMS and organizational success 

(Friedmann, Holtbrügge & Puck, 2008). According to Barney (1991), to achieve 

competitive advantage an organizational resource should possess some certain 

features these are: (1) valuable and profitable for the organization (2) exceptional 
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among a firm‘s potential and competitors, (3) imperfectly imitable, (4) non-

substitutable. But the likes of Hoopes et al. (2003) argued that exceptionality is very 

central if it cannot be claimed that of these characteristics, only value and inimitability 

are crucial and ―that rareness is important only if a resource is valuable and exists 

only if the resource cannot be reproduced by competitors‖. Consequent upon this 

assertion and regarding value uniqueness and ability to reproduce the uniqueness by 

competitors, human resource management practices will be referred to that 

uniqueness which will lead to a competitive advantage (PMS). This is supported in 

the argument of Friedmann, Holtbrügge and Puck (2008) who pointed out that human 

resource management practices can lead to competitive advantage if and only if the 

following characteristic are exhibited in their implementation: i) the organization 

possess a exceptional and valuable workforce (set of employees) better than their 

competitors ii) apply human resource management practices that are distinct and 

cannot be reproduced by other competitors. 

In the opinion of Emma (2011), ICT has also been linked to adding value to human 

resource management practices in terms of playing a key role in organizational 

strategy as well as an increase in service delivery. Hence the role of ICT as a tool for 

redeploying human resource management practices from the mere transactional 

exercise to a comprehensive value added function is justified. Again within the 

structure of RBV, ICT can be said to be an internal resource utilized for additional 

competitive strength. Aurélie and Fallery  (2010 ) have connected  web based human 

resource management- e-HRM (human resource management practices through 

technology adoption) to recruitment practices which they say is a unique set of 

organizational distinct resource. Peretti (2004) further added that web based human 
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resource management is an aspect of competence management which is a source of a 

strategic competitive advantage. 

Also, the RBV has exposed the centrality of employees and positioned them at the 

nerve centre of Human resource management in organizations. This is evident in the 

discussion of the essentiality of identifying, merging and utilizing organizational 

resources, capabilities and efforts for a unique and strategic competitive advantage 

(Barney, 1991). This perhaps indicates a sort of synergy to human capital 

(capabilities, attributes and behaviors) that is very integral and represent the rare and 

un imitable resource (Powell et al., 2004) that an organization possesses. Huselid 

(1995) established that investing in human resource management activities as it 

affects compensation, staffing employee maintenance and engagement, slashed 

turnover rate and results in greater productivity which is an indication of a distinct 

competitive advantage (Stiles & Kulvisaechana, 2009).  

Even though several authors attached several criticisms regarding RBV, the one that 

most relate to this study is the RBV‘s failure to appreciate the fact that resources need 

to complement one another to be able to attain a sustained competitive advantage as 

rightly observed by Chan et al., (2004). Again, since human resource management 

practices are interwoven and interdependent as pointed out by Schuler and Jackson 

(1987) and Dyer (1984), this study used the complimentarity theory to support this 

weakness of RBV. 
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2.29 Complimentarity Theory 

Complimentarity theory postulates that the coordination of individual resource or 

activity in an organization leads to increased organizational performance. This 

perhaps is true in the sense that the resources are mutually complementing one 

another and becomes stronger as a result of the synergy among them i.e. mutually 

beneficial (Fiske, 2000). For instance, from the point of view of human resource 

management practices, ICT adoption will ensure effective PMS which is the sustained 

competitive advantage. In a similar dimension, it has been buttressed that separate 

resources hardly fit adequately to yield performance hence collaboration with other 

resources to achieve mutual benefit becomes very imperative (Choi et al., 2008). 

Wade and Hulland (2004) argued that the secret of complimentarity is that the 

synergy in the mutual contribution of resources guarantees higher opportunities than a 

single entity resource practice. Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 

(UTAUT) too was used as a supportive theory because of ICT adoption. UTAUT was 

explained in the next section. 

2.30 Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 

UTAUT was brought to fore through series of reviews and consolidation of constructs 

that were previously developed to establish the relationship between these constructs 

among which includes; Technology acceptance model (TAM), theory of reasoned 

action (TRA), theory of planned behavior (TPB), Innovation diffusion theory (IDT), 

model of PC utilization, and social cognitive theory. 

TRA was initially proposed by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), where they assert that the 

behavior of potential users goes along with its intention to perform. This behavior 
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with the common intention of influencing an individual approach is a subjective 

standard, with respect to adoption behavior and standard control (Ajzen, 1985) and 

behavior to produce an idea that encourage and lead to standard perception of social 

pressure or subjective norm. The combinations of these beliefs lead to particular 

behavior. TAM depicts an adaptation protocol and the specific options that have been 

included to explain the computer usage behavior (Davis et al., 1989). It is in fact one 

of the best model to predict the transition users. A lot of researchers have used these 

models in explaining consumer acceptance of different technologies (Chen et al, 

2002; Gefen et al., 2003, Moon & Kim, 2001). TAM assumes that a person‘s intent to 

use a new technology is mostly determined by two major concepts i.e. perceived ease 

of use and perceived usefulness. However, Rogers (1995) has through IDT acquisition 

behavior identifies several characteristics that influence innovative behavior to use 

new technology as complexity, relative advantage, compatibility, trial ability, and 

observability. Recent among notable literature in this area of research is Heinrich, 

Milne and Granshaw (2012), that investigates the relevant supports that e-learning 

could provide for lecturers in managing and marking students‘ assignments. To do 

this, Heinrich et al (2012) detailed out important tasks that ought to be carried out for 

effective marking and management of assignment. They finally provide alternative 

available architectures for lecturers and higher institutions wishing to use e-learning 

system in marking and managing students‘ score such as Moodle and Lightwork 

Deng et al (2011) conducted an empirical research to determine the motivating issues 

in adopting web based questions and answer services called WBQAS in China. To do 

this, they made use of unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) 

in determining the level of WBQAS‘s adoption among Chinese Users. Their result 
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indicated that performance expectancy and users‘ effort expectancy are two major 

predictors of Chinese users‘ intention to use WBQAS. 

2.31 Compartibility among the Theories 

Human resource management practices have been explained as powerful 

organizational resources that ensure a sustained competitive advantage considering 

the fact that the activities in the practices represent the entire employee transition i.e. 

from procurement to separation. It has also been pointed out that one of the most 

influential sources of competitive advantage is the human capital which is largely 

influenced by the human resource management practices (Delery & Shaw, 2001). 

Interestingly also, it has been widely supported by numerous scholars that the 

influential power of all human resource management practices affects more the 

human capital which in turn brings about sustained competitive advantage (Delery & 

Doty, 1996; Wright & Boswell, 2002; Lepak & Snell, 2001).  

Though RBV has recognized human resource management practices as the intangible 

resources in an organization, though the theory only considers individual practice as 

the resource not holistically thus isolation of resources (Hulland, 2004). This is where 

the complimentarity theory fits in by ensuring collaboration and synergy among the 

resources to yield greater competitive advantage.  

From the aspect of dynamic capability, ICT adoption has been proven as an effective 

medium of enhancing organizational capability irrespective of the organizational 

motive. Organizations need dynamic capabilities to be able to manage resources and 

influence their performances for the better. According to Teece (1997) to be able to 
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ensure attainment of a dynamic capability, three processes are involved, first  by  

coordinating and integrating the organizational resources, this perhaps requires a 

blender between the tangible and intangible resources such as technology and 

organizational structure, processes and even group relations within the organization. 

Briance et al. (1998) added that even the internal and external resources of an 

organization need to be coordinated. Secondly, experimenting and learning for 

continuous knowledge improvement should also be taken into consideration in every 

organization this was why some scholars such as Ramayah et al., (2004) and 

Schroeder, (2004) argued that capabilities are born out of knowledge. Thirdly, rapid 

environmental transformation is considered as the final process which will integrate 

all the resources together, transform them and ensure effective co ordination of 

information which perhaps could best be done through ICT adoption. The use of 

UTAUT as a supporting theory is necessary because of ICT adoption.  

2.32 Summary 

This chapter provided an elaborate review of related literature on PMS, human 

resource management practices; employee behavior and information and 

communication technology as well. It also provided measurement indices of all the 

variables as well as presented an extensive review of the relationship among the 

variables. It is on the basis of this chapter that the foundation for building the 

framework of this study was brought to fore. 
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CHAPTER THREE  

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This study investigates the relationship between human resource management 

practices and PMS among academics in HEI‘s in Nigeria, using information and 

communication technology (ICT) adoption and employee behavior as the mediators. 

Since this study examines the relationship using statistical calculations and testing of 

hypotheses, Bassett and Bissett (2003) and Zikmund et al. (2005) advised that the use 

of quantitative methodology will be appropriate. This chapter also discusses the 

research framework of the study; relationships between research variables and the 

development of hypotheses, research design, population and sampling techniques, 

operational definitions of constructs and research instrument, data analysis and partial 

least squares (SmartPLS). The following section discusses the construction of the 

conceptual framework for this study. 

3.2 Theoretical Framework 

Having conducted the groundwork of gathering the necessary information about this 

study, articulating the problem of the study, and reviewed related literature about the 

study variables, the need to develop the research frame work is also very crucial. This 

is perhaps very important because it indicates the direction of relationship among the 

variables and it provides a foundation for hypotheses development. 
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Sequel to the discussions in the review of the related literature in chapter two, 

framework was developed to examine the mediating effects of information and 

communication technology adoption and employee behavior on the relationship 

between Human resource management practices and PMS among academics in HEI‘s 

in Nigeria.  

The framework for this study is an improvement and modification of the model of 

Katou (2012) who used recruitment, training compensation and involvement (human 

resource management policies) to investigate the reverse causality between human 

resource policies and organizational performance in small firms using employee 

attitude and behavior as the mediators. This study however added two variables of 

maintenance and separation (Akrani, 2009) and substituted employee attitude with 

information and communication technology adoption to suit the study. Again, this 

study framework and that of Katou (2012) are different because Katou is looking at it 

from organizational performance angle and this study views it from the point of view 

of employee PMS. More so, Katou (2012) segregate employee attitude and behavior 

and used them as separate intervening variables, but this study considers that there is 

no much difference between the two as evidenced in various literatures (see Mester, 

2003; Shah, 2010), also added information and communication technology adoption 

as another mediating variable.  

The dependent variable for this study is the PMS. This as far as this study is 

concerned, refers to a procedure of managing organization employees throughout 

their stay in the organization by setting a particular target to them (the employees) and 

ensuring that they meet the target within the stipulated expectation of the organization 

and in conformity to organizational rules and regulations. This study measures PMS 
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both in terms of productivity and organization‘s ability to retain their employees. In 

previous researches, PMS was measured from different perspectives by different 

researchers such as quality output (Ward, 2005; Mapesela & Strydom, 2011), 

transparency (Hood & Heald, 2006), accountability (Laughlin, 2003), a performance 

measurement (Otley, 2005) and managerial control (Berry, Broadbent & Otley, 2005). 

But this study measures PMS using the indices provided by Pradhan and Chaudhury 

(2012) of organizational objective, individual objective, and performance 

development and employee satisfaction as. This is perhaps because they are more 

comprehensive and elaborate (Justified in the previous chapter). 

The independent variable of this study are the human resource management practices 

which comprise of: procurement (recruitment, selection and placement); training and 

development (education and training); Compensation (salary and wage); integration 

(career planning and employee engagement); maintenance (welfare and motivation); 

separation (succession planning). The measure of these variables however was 

discussed in previous studies such as (Acheaw, 2008; Atteya, 2012; Bernthal & 

Wellins, 2001; Catano, 2009; Chakravarty, 2007; Decramer et al., 2008; Edinburg, 

2008; EDR, 2004; Fuess & Millea, 2001; Hashim, 2009; Hedum, 2010; Hirt & 

Janosik, 2005; Hashim, 2009; Hedum, 2010; Hirt & Janosik, 2005; Khan et al., 2011; 

Kobozeva, 2007; Louw, 2006; Manu, 2004; Mapesela & Strydom, 2010; Merchant, 

2009; Miller & Marvin, 2006; Naidu, 2010; Niazi, 2011;  Okereke & Daniel, 2010; 

Pearce et al., 1985; Pursons, 2000; RIGHT, 2009; Shanthi, 2010; Sorenson, 2005; 

Thang & Buyens, 2008; Udey et al., 2009; UTAH, 2010; Van der Voorde, 2009; 

Vemic, 2007). 
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The mediating variables are information and communication technology adoption and 

employee behavior. Information and communication technology adoption is an 

attempt to transform for the better the practices of human resource management in 

reducing cost making it efficient reliable and timely (Tan et al., 2009).  

There is a growing disputation regarding information and communication technology 

adoption as expert‘s view varies while some researchers believe that information and 

communication technology adoption offers strategic opportunities to human resource  

professionals and organizations (Ruel et al., 2004) others accuse information and 

communication technology adoption for the absence of strategic changes (Vadav et 

al., 2010), while other group of researchers establish that information and 

communication technology adoption is capable of creating strategic value for 

organizations (Marler, 2009). Whichever perspective one looks at this disputations, it 

remains clear that there is an improvement brought to fore as a result of information 

and communication technology adoption (Kagaari et al., 2010). This study however 

adapts the two measurement constructs for measuring information and 

communication technology adoption as provided by Tan et al. (2009) i.e. Dynamic 

environment and environment capability fit.   

The second mediator is the employee behavior. It is often argued that the behaviors of 

employees at work matter a lot in proper management of their performance (Cascio, 

2006). Angadi and Naik (2011) pointed out that employee behavior is more of 

organizational phenomena than attitudinal issue as such their level of thinking 

(positive or negative) determines their motivation and commitment towards 

organizational objectives. It is also asserted that employee behavior is a significant 

factor to organizational successful attainment of objectives or failure (Bakker & 
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Schaufeli, 2008). Regardless of the nature of employees or their responsibilities in an 

organization, effective performance management needs to make sure that their 

behaviors do not disrupt organizational focus.  

The framework of this study shows that the human resource management practices are 

related to PMS through information and communication technology adoption and 

employee behaviors as the mediating variables. This relationship is evidenced in the 

resource based view. This could be so because of the utilization of organizational 

internal capabilities / resources through vibrant potentials of information and 

communication technology adoption and employee behaviors which are strong 

determinants of PMS. Employee behavior is measured with three items of actual 

absences, labor turnover, and disputes adopted from Katou (2012). Figure 3.1 shows 

the Theoretical Model of the Study. 
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Figure 3.1  

Theoretical Model of the Study 

3.3 Hypotheses Development 

This segment treats the development of hypotheses. The hypotheses were formed 

from the extant literature and based on the research questions and objectives of this 

study. All the hypotheses developed in this section were tested in this study.  
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3.3.1 Relationship between Procurement Practice, PMS, EBH and ICT 

adoption 

PMS correlates significantly by various factors and issues as pointed out by many 

scholars, in series of studies undertaken. For instance, it has been argued that 

organizations need to plan themselves to be able to stand the test of time and cope 

with challenges from whatever angle and that begins with scouting for the right 

caliber of persons to man the affairs of the organization (Ishizaka & Labib, 2011; 

Sodhi & Lee, 2007). Lewis (2003) also established that the introduction of effective 

procurement exercise has proven to be a very good alternative to the defunct ―iron 

rice bowl‖ employment system in China. Similarly Glover and Siu (2000) further 

added that prior to  implementation of a full pledge human resource management 

practice organizations were un necessarily overstaffed but with the coherent human 

resource management practice especially from the beginning (procurement) would 

boost organizational performance and lead to a high degree PMS. Empirical studies 

have shown that procurement practice do have a positive influence on PMS (Neal et 

al., 2005; Tzafrir, 2006; Richard & Johnson 2001). Though there is an underlying 

difficulty in identifying which of the three items of procurement (recruitment, 

selection and placement) has the most positive impact (Huang, 2000).  

Yusoff et al. (2010) have postulated that information and communication technology 

adoption offers a lot of support to human resource management functions 

(procurement inclusive) to ensuring organizational effectiveness. Again Williams 

(2010) pointed out that there is a noticeable shift in the field of management today as 

organizations mainly saddled the responsibility of sourcing and scouting for the best 

set of employees in web based human resource management system which impacted 
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positively on the human resource management professionals and organization as a 

whole (Bondarouk et al., 2009; Hussain et al., 2007). It has become invariably clear 

in the literature that information and communication technology adoption has availed 

organizations with the opportunity of rediscovering enormous benefits such as cost 

reduction, time saving and less mistakes through e- recruitment (Galanaki, 2002; 

Mauner & Liu, 2007; Parry & Wilson, 2009; Pin et al., 2001; Singh & Finn, 2003; 

Chapman & Webster, 2003). And in terms of quality, Handloglen (2009) argued that 

information and communication technology adoption provides users with more time 

to recruit and recruit better. 

From the perspective of employee behavior reasonable numbers of researchers believe 

that employee procurement practice is connected to invariably higher number of 

acceptable employees. For instance, Purcell and Hutchinson (2007) established a link 

between procurement issues in an organization and employee behavior. Fey et al. 

(2009) also supported the assertion in his research by adopting employee motivation 

as an intervening variable between employee recruitment, selection and placement 

with organizational performance. Similarly, Guest (1997 & 2001), Park et al. (2003), 

and Paul and Anantharaman (2003) all believed that there exist a positive relationship 

between employee attitude and behaviors with recruitment. Additionally, it has also 

been argued that the essence of employee procurement is not only to source 

employees but also to retain them, hence it has become part and parcel of the 

procurement practice of an organization to scout for employees whose attitude and 

behaviors match the organization‘s mission (Spence & Townsend, 2007). Again, 

some researchers found that the relationship that exists between procurement and 

employee behaviors is very positively strong and significant (Yapin et al., 2009). 
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Similarly, other researchers believe that through recruitment selection and placement, 

organizations can effectively win the commitment of their employees and in directly 

checkmate employee behaviors (Giauque et al., 2010; Paik et al., 2007). This perhaps 

obliges the key interest in this study to examine the relationship between human 

resource management practices and PMS among academics in HEI‘s because the 

literature points out that even though there are empirical studies on the relationships 

they are not based on the context of HEI‘s thus, the researcher is keen to contribute in 

this area.  

Based on the above mentioned relationships evidenced in empirical researches among 

the four variables, this study state the following three hypotheses 

H1a that procurement is significantly related to PMS 

H1b that procurement is significantly related to employee behaviors 

H1c that procurement is significantly related to information and communication 

technology adoption 

3.3.2 Relationship between Development Practice, PMS, EBH and ICT 

adoption 

Empirical study by Katou (2012), unraveled a very strong linkage between 

development and PMS which in most researches always turn out to be so (Boselie et 

al., 2005). Again Ghinetti (2007) further compliment the assertion by indicating 

numerous models that show significant interplay between employee development and 
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PMS. Also Dutton et al. (2010) stressed that developing the organization workforce is 

tantamount to a huge capital investment which in no time translates into effective 

PMS. In another dimension, Baird and Narayan (2005) offer evidences of effective 

PMS in organizations; that according to them was attained due to development 

strategy employed. Kirkpatrick (2006) described employee development as not only 

connected to PMS but also being an integral part of it. The connection between 

development and PMS follows a pattern i.e. from employee development to employee 

performance to organizational effectiveness and finally to PMS (Milkovich et al., 

2004). In a similar work, Hameed and Waheed (2011) portrayed in their model a 

situation where employee development indirectly relates to organizational 

effectiveness which Hameed and Waheed (2011) conceptualized as effective PMS. 

More so, Agarwal (2006) refers development as a coaching strategy employed by 

organizations to ensure that employees are integrated and saddled with some 

responsibilities to enable them achieve their personal and organizational objectives 

and in doing so, effective PMS is guaranteed. 

Empirical evidences have established that information and communication technology 

adoption impacted positively on the employee organization relationship which 

perhaps mirrors the global idea that employees are developed based on how their 

organization cares about their personal growth (Kelliher & Anderson, 2008; Stanton 

& Coovert, 2004). Information and communication technology adoption is a system 

that necessitates organizations to adequately define the standard that steers the human 

resource management system and make it stable by ensuring justice (both distributive 

and procedural) so that impact will be seen on the overall organizational justice 

(Cropanzano et al., 2002; D‘Amato & Herzfeldt, 2008). In another perspective 
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information and communication technology adoption is seen as a sign of 

organizational support for their employees whose work were made easier and 

comfortable with technology based human resource management system. Again, 

Employees that were trained on information and communications (mainly information 

and communication technology) have experienced improved working conditions and 

become satisfied with their given responsibilities (Proserpio  & Gioia, 2007). This is 

so because the positive linkage between development and information and 

communication technology adoption is forerunner of job satisfaction (Tsai et al., 

2007). Moreover, evidences point to the fact that employees that are developed along 

technology-oriented training reasonably support the information and communication 

technology systems that can contribute to job satisfaction for instance, on-line 

conferences, e-recruiting, e learning and other distance work arrangements (Bissola & 

Imperatori, 2010). 

There are a lot of researches on the relationship between employee development and 

undesirable employee behaviors that adopted human capital theory as the underlying 

theory (Forman, 2008). Conversely, some of these studies established that the 

relationship is not a straight forward relationship. Even as such, greater part of those 

studies pointed out that the correlation is positive and significant (Forrier & Sels 

2003), there are also studies that indicate negative correlation and some argued that 

the relationships are insignificant (Foreman, 2008). Again, employee development 

have been unconditionally linked to employee attitude (Tsai et al., 2007) hence, when 

organizations develop their employees they are saved from having their competitive 

advantage and effectiveness ruined (Bowling, 2007; Davenport, 2006). Similarly, 

Pool and Pool (2007) hold the opinion that employee commitment to organizational 
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principles is dependent upon the organizational commitment to develop, integrate and 

indirectly capture their retention. In the same vein, Karia and Asaari (2006) argued 

that education and training positively relate to employee commitment and willingness 

to stay. Furthermore, it has been reported that organizations that successfully achieve 

partnership and cordial relationship between employees and management, incorporate 

in their strategy an established development program (Truitt, 2011). 

It is on the basis of the above established evidences that this study state the following 

three hypotheses.  

H2a that development is significantly related to PMS 

H2b that development is significantly related to employee behaviors 

H2c that development is significantly related to information and communication 

technology adoption 

3.3.3 Relationship between Compensation Practice, PMS, EBH and ICT 

adoption 

There are established evidences which explained that compensation changes are 

antecedents to PMS. It is also considered as a fundamental issue of concern on 

employees and a powerful utility for them to improve their performances (Furnham, 

2005; OECD, 2005). Paulsen (2008) argued that pay is the most popular way of 

motivating employee to perform and ensures effective PMS. Emphasizing on this 

argument, Latham and Pinder (2005) pointed out that vast classical utility models 
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have emphasized the instrumentality of salary and wages on employee PMS. 

Similarly, many researches linked issues like alignment of motivation of employees 

(Laffont & Martimort, 2002), reduction of hazards (Akerlof et al., 2000), social equity 

(Bloom, 2007; MacLachlan et al., 2010), antedote to perceive injustice (Marai et al., 

2010; Munthali et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2010), which are necessary prerequisites to 

PMS.  In contrast, Doucouliagos, (2010) argued that the relationship between 

compensation and PMS are at times counter intuitive because pay increase at times 

may not go as planned and affects work quality negatively (OECD, 2005).  

It has been established that a lot of human resource management -related 

responsibilities particularly compensation and salary administration are carried out 

using MSS applications (Information and communication technology adoption) for 

effective PMS (Gueutal & Stone, 2009; Kavanagh & Thite, 2008). An empirical study 

by Dulebohn and Marler (2005) reports that salary administration undertaken via a 

web based human resource management function (e- compensation) has increased 

greatly the distinction of a spirited compensation and a very powerful source of 

motivation. Similarly, it has been argued that information and communication 

technology adoption based compensation (e-compensation) provides managers with 

great opportunities to implement an incentive system and offers a great deal in taking 

decisions regarding salary administration (Dulebohn & Marler, 2005; Stone et al., 

2003). In a similar fashion, it was also unraveled that information and communication 

technology adoption can be used for the administration and management of pay and 

benefits (De Alwis, 2010; Lengnick-Hall & Moritz, 2003).  

There is much more left to be known than what is known as far relationship between 

compensation and employee behavior is concerned (Guthrie, 2000). This perhaps 
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generated a lot of interest in the area by academics and managers alike (Dess & Shaw, 

2001). In a related idea, Hom and Griffeth (1995) Pointed out that both the employees 

and employers come to terms in the perception of pay as a key player in employee 

turnover (Morrell et al., 2004). In the same vein, Chevalier et al. (2003) argued that 

there are more evidences in the literature on the relationship between compensation 

and employee behavior than there are between productivity and employee behavior.  

Based on the established evidences on relationship between the four variables, this 

study state the following hypotheses 

H3a that compensation is significantly related to PMS 

H3b that compensation is significantly related to employee behaviors 

H3c  that compensation is significantly related to information and communication 

technology adoption 

3.3.4 Relationship between Integration Practice, PMS, EBH and ICT adoption 

Empirical evidences have pointed out that successful attainment of an effective PMS 

depends on the organization‘s ability to integrate employees and transit them from a 

traditional prototype of prospect to an improved responsibility for their career 

development (Martin & Tulgan, 2001). Similarly, Thite (2001), Kapel and Shepherd 

(2004) and Kaye (2005) argued that a comprehensively designed career system offers 

organizations with the opportunity to tap and mould the talents of their employees and 

win their un conditional commitment for effective PMS. From another perspective, it 
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has been argued that lack of integration in an organization becomes very detrimental 

to both the employee and the organization because it impedes career development and 

obstructs PMS thus, poses a serious threat to accomplishment of organizational 

objective (Patrick & Kumar, 2011). In a related development, Haid and Sims (2009) 

reports that empirical evidences indicate that a reasonable percentage of employees 

who revealed that their organizations are the best performers, are those who were in 

one way or the other engaged in their organizations than those employees who 

indicate that their organizations are on the average.  Similarly, In a Prognostic study 

undertaken by Kumar and Swetha (2011), lack of employee integration into 

organizational activities has been viewed as the only potential hurdle that stands 

between organizations and effective PMS. 

It was shown in the literature that there is a very strong connection between employee 

integration and information and communication technology adoption because it helps 

a lot in managing Gen-Yers attitudes (virtual generation) who are very instrumental 

and well fitted to innovation challenges (Vandenbergh & Stinglhamber, 2004). In a 

similar dimension, Yamamoto and Ozbek (2010) pointed out categorically that 

information and communication technology adoption compiles career planning and 

job analysis in organizations where its potentialities are utilized. In a study by 

CedarCrestone (2006) it was unraveled that there is an increase use of career planning 

tools for competence management. And other sources indicate that there is a huge 

increase in the annual budgets of organizations in human resource management 

technology mainly to undertake career development function (Hawkin et al., 2006). 

More so, Shilpa and Gopal (2011) added that information and communication 
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technology adoption has made available sufficient opportunities for employees‘ career 

planning and development and further enhanced employee commitment. 

Employee‘s intention to stay has always been linked to effective career development 

system. This perhaps is so because as Lips-Wiersma and Hall, (2007) argued, the 

decision to quit is mainly tied to the condition on whether the work is supporting their 

personal growth and development. Contemporary views on employee integration 

revealed that it is a sort of partnership and mutual undertakings between employers 

and employees (Baruch, 2003) and a control (Tan & Tan, 2008) a possibility of 

organization growing with the employee (Maertz & Campion, 2004) as well as 

checkmating the turnover intentions (Shanock & Eisenberger, 2006). Empirical 

researchers (Schaufeli, Bakker & Salanova, 2004; Hakenen, et al., 2006) have pointed 

out that there is a positive association between employee integration and turnover.  

Based on these arguments, this study state the following hypotheses 

H4a that integration is significantly related to PMS 

H4b that integration is significantly related to employee behaviors 

H4c  that integration is significantly related to information and communication 

technology adoption 
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3.3.5 Relationship between Maintenance Practice, PMS, EBH and ICT 

adoption 

It has been widely contended that organizations regardless of motives, have to 

struggle to ensure positive changes using maintenance strategy to ably manage their 

employee Performance (Fort & Voltero, 2003; Martinez, 2001). Similarly, researches 

have shown that a motivated employee is a very crucial asset to organizational 

progress (Dieleman et al., 2003; Franco et al., 2002) hence, the challenge rests with 

managers to detect effectively what really motivates their employees and make it 

available to win their commitment and loyalty (Brauer & Dao, 2009; Dieleman et al., 

2006). Again, evidences indicate that virtually every manager believes in the assertion 

that employees have to be adequately maintained for improved performance (Bowey, 

2005; Kraut et al., 2005). 

A number of studies connect employee welfare to effective PMS. They revealed that 

in trying to make employees perform better, it has since become an open secret that 

maintaining them becomes key (Saleem, 2010; Slack et al., 2010). In a related 

dimension, Ybema et al., (2010) clearly showed the link between the employee 

commitment loyalty and maintenance all of which Kaifeng and Antony (2010) 

described as essential branches of PMS. Similarly, Janz and Prasarnphanich (2003) 

postulated that properly maintained employees improve their job performance and 

disenchanted and dissatisfied employees; retain their expertise such that organization 

will not benefit from them (Soonhee, 2009). 

Foster (2004) describes that the application of information and communication 

technology adoption combines two powerful elements (use of technology and 
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employee participation) that invariably help the organization in raising three issues up 

(motivation, communication and satisfaction, and access to information) and lowering 

two issues down (administrative costs and processing time). Jawadekar (2005) 

stresses that; fundamentally information and communication technology adoption has 

replaced completely all the direct contacts between the human resource management 

department and the employee from recruitment to maintenance to separation. 

Again, empirical evidences strongly point out that information and communication 

technology adoption is not only far beyond the administrative benefits but also 

capable of automating organizations to become very flexible in many respects such as 

providing solutions to motivational issues (Reddington et al., 2005), rediscovering 

employee potentialities (Martin et al., 2005), cordial employee performance 

management relation (Ruel et al., 2007).  

A lot of empirical studies have revealed that relationship between employee 

maintenance and employee behaviors exist. Some believe that they are directly 

associated (Larson & Hewitt, 2005; Sandhya & kumar, 2011). Consequent upon this 

assertion, Alkandari (2009) postulates that, the nature of relationship that emerges 

between employee maintenance and retention or turnover is dependent upon the 

efficacy of the organizational employee maintenance strategy. In a similar fashion, 

Larson and Hewitt (2005) argue that employee maintenance is part and parcel of 

retention issues. It is also evident in the literature that proper maintenance of 

employees is the reason behind their choice of job and the wisdom behind their 

commitment (Rainey, 2001; Suliman & Al Sabri, 2009).  
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Based on the aforementioned evidences on the relationships between the variables, 

this study state the following hypotheses 

H5a that Maintenance is significantly related to PMS 

H5b that maintenance is significantly related to employee behaviors 

H5c  that maintenance is significantly related to information and communication 

technology adoption 

3.3.6 Relationship between Separation Practice, PMS, EBH and ICT adoption 

Previous researches have investigated the relationship between separation and PMS 

and the major conclusion in those researches point out to the fact that succession 

planning is key to PMS (Beever, 2008). Some researchers believe succession planning 

becomes meaningful if matched with effective career development system (Rothwell, 

2005). Furthermore, a lot of literature evidences indicate a cordial linkage between the 

two variables even though some still believe the relationship is not direct (Gaffney, 

2005; Steeves & Ross, 2003; Rothwell et.al., 2005).  

A study undertaken by Bartholomeusz and Tanewski (2006) established a strong bond 

between organizations‘ succession strategy and their ability to manage performance. 

In a similar fashion, Bocatto et al. (2010), examined 86 nonfinancial firms in Spain 

and came out with the findings that in ability to offer an effective succession plan 

were a serious issue and the cause of liquidation of many businesses which was 

perhaps due to negligence in laying a good transition plan and organizational 
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stewardship. Ip & Jacobs (2006) in their review of literature stressed that careful 

development and organization and execution of succession plan raises the chances of 

effective attainment of employee PMS because it assists organizations in enhancing a 

continued endurance and success. In another perspective, effective transition plan 

(succession plan) ensures a good governance mechanism which in turn assures an 

effective management of employee performance as well as checkmating high rate of 

risks (Abor & Biekpe, 2007). 

Evidences in the literature indicate that information and communication technology 

adoption has been linked to succession planning and a new concept of  e- succession 

planning was born out of the relationship. The linkage between information and 

communication technology adoption and succession planning ensures organizational 

ability to have a strong cover of highly valued jobs (Sanayei & Mirzaei, 2008). 

According to Jaquenoud (2005) information and communication technology adoption 

relates to succession planning and assists in human resource management 

measurement, people management and administration, competence and career 

development, education and overall performance management.  

In an empirical investigation, Naveen (2006) unraveled that organizational succession 

planning strategy determines the intensity of employee turnover. This means that if 

organizations were unable to make elaborately clear to employees their succession 

plans, it may trigger lack of trust hence the intent to leave. 

Organizations ability to retain its employees maintain peace and stewardship as well 

pursue effective PMS depends largely on an effective mentoring system which is in 

fact is a very powerful variable of succession planning (Amburgh, et al., 2010; 
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Roddy, 2004). In a related approach Adewale et al., (2011) pointed out that the 

connection between succession planning and employee behaviors in an organization 

becomes more stronger because part of the goals of a good succession planning 

include reducing turnover rate to the lowest ebb; supporting constructive criticisms 

(conflorganizations) and combating lack of employee commitment. Also, Korn (2007) 

warned that organizations should be vibrant in laying down a very good transition 

plan before they are faced with too many vacancies and too little capable manpower 

to fill it up. 

On the basis of the sighted evidences of the existing relationships between the 

variables, this study state the following hypotheses 

H6a that separation is significantly related to PMS 

H6b that separation is significantly related to employee behaviors 

H6c  that separation is significantly related to information and communication 

technology adoption 

3.3.7 The Mediating Hypotheses 

3.3.7.1 Relationship between Employee Behavior and PMS  

Series of researches have evidently proven that there is a direct link between 

employee behavior (turnover, absence and conflict with management), and 

performance management (Creswell, 2003; Firth et al, 2004; Soreze, 2008).  
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In the opinion of Abbasi et al. (2000) employees are vital elements to organizations 

competitive advantage which if adequately maintained the menace of turnover would 

be checked and reduced to the barest minimum. The fact that literatures point out that 

there is a powerful link between turnover and performance management, it is not 

universally agreed upon as to what causes turnover because it occurs differently in 

different situations and due to different issues. Similarly, Dwomoh and Korankye, 

(2012), postulates that employee behaviors in organizations are not stable and they 

bring with them a lot of implications that cost the organizations a great deal. 

In a similar approach, Ton and Huckman (2008) examined the effect of employee 

separation on performance management using a secondary data of a two year turnover 

data in a selected US stores of retail chain, they however found out that there is a 

strong correlation between separation and performance though the intensity could be 

moderated by the nature of management employed on the performance.  

Suryadarma et al. (2006) unraveled a significant correlation between absenteeism and 

performance management in a study conducted in Indonesia. In the same vein, 

Clotfelter et al. (2007), Zuckerbrod (2008) and Nel et al. (2008) all argued that 

absence retards performance and bisects performance management. In a nutshell, 

from whatever angle it was viewed, interpreted or analyzed, employee absence as van 

Dierendonck et al. (2002) argued remains a factor that is very detrimental to 

organizational management. 

Based on the above established evidences, this study believes that there are direct 

linkages between employee behaviors and employee PMS. Additionally, employee 

behaviors have been empirically tested to have mediated the relationship between 
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human resource management policies and organizational performance (Katou, 2012), 

between strategic orientation and pro activity of organizations (Kickul & Walters 

2002), between human resource management functions and job performance (Atteya, 

2012). Based on the aforementioned evidences regarding the mediating effect of 

employee behaviors between human resource management functions and other related 

issues and organizational performance and job performance, this study state the 

following hypothesis that 

H7a: That employee behavior is significantly related to Performance Management  

System 

The Mediating Hypotheses 

H7b: That employee behavior mediates the relationship between procurement and 

PMS 

H7c: That employee behavior mediates the relationship between Development and 

PMS 

H7d: That employee behavior mediates the relationship between compensation and 

PMS 

H7e:  That employee behavior mediates the relationship between integration and 

PMS 
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H7f: That employee behavior mediates the relationship between maintenance and 

PMS 

H7g: That employee behavior mediates the relationship between separation and PMS 

3.3.7.2 Relationship between ICT adoption and PMS 

In an elaborate review by Tan et al., (2009), it was extensively pointed out that 

organizations that adopt information and communication technology will have a 

competitive advantage and achieve greater efficiency, less running cost and high 

flying PMS. In a related scenario, Remus, (2007) postulates that when an organization 

adopts information and communication technology virtually all the human resource 

management practices become re engineered there by making PMS very effective. 

The outcome of the qualitative study on information and communication technology 

adoption and PMS as well as in vast literatures revealed an impact of information and 

communication technology in influencing organization‘s PMS. (Budhwar & Mellahi, 

2006; Marler, 2009; Metcalfe, 2007; Namazie & Frame, 2007). Also a very unique 

issue raised in their argument is that information and communication technology 

adoption regardless of the motive of the organization that implements it. It is always a 

significant factor to positive outcomes as far as PMS is concerned. This is to say; 

many organizations that are facing performance management problem have huge of 

potentialities to discover in information and communication technology adoption. In a 

similar perspective, Laudon & Laudon (2006) stressed that information and 

communication technology alone can guarantee a strong PMS in organizations.  Also 

Groysberg et al. (2005) in their analysis of the general electric value of information 
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and communication technology confirmed that PMS will suffer if pursued via the 

traditional human resource management practices. 

Having sighted the above empirical evidences, this study argues that information and 

communication technology adoption offers a lot in terms ensuring effective PMS in 

organizations. This is perhaps strongly supported by the examination of the mediating 

impact of information and communication technology adoption in various ways by 

various scholars such as the mediating effect of information and communication 

technology adoption towards human resource management effectiveness and 

organizational performance (Ruel et al., 2007), the mediating effect of human 

resource management technology in the relationship between personal credibility and 

human resource management delivery Brockbank, & Ulrich, 2003), Euripidis et al. 

(2009) investigated the mediating role of  information and communication technology 

adoption in the relationship between e-business adoption and performance, Yunis et 

al. (2012) examined the mediating effect of  Information and communication 

technology in the relationship between R&D spending and global competitiveness. 

Therefore this study based on the arguments established above, state the following 

hypothesis  

H8a: that information and communication technology adoption is related to 

Performance   Management System  

The Mediating Hypotheses 

H8b: That information and communication technology adoption mediates the 

relationship between procurement and PMS 
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H8c: That information and communication technology adoption mediates the  

relationship between Development and PMS 

H8d: That information and communication technology adoption mediates the 

relationship between compensation and PMS 

H8e: that information and communication technology adoption mediates the 

relationship between Integration and PMS 

H8f: That information and communication technology adoption mediates the 

relationship between maintenance and PMS 

H8g: That information and communication technology adoption mediates the 

relationship between separation and PMS 

3.4 Research Design 

This research is a survey research and quantitative in nature. The quantitative research 

stresses on social phenomena through evidence which exists in numeric or 

quantifiable form. It depends on statistical analysis of data and leads to valid and 

reliable claims and results. It is the scientific study of society, more distinctively; it 

examines a society‘s attitudes, assumptions, beliefs, trends, stratifications and rules as 

well as provides more insight into a population. As disclosed by Sharp (2009) Social 

research is based on logic and empirical observations. Social research hence it is 

deductive in nature, attempts to validate theories through data collection and data 

analysis, and its purpose is examination/exploration, description and explanation. 

Social Research engrosses a systematic effort to gather, analyze, and interpret 
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information that describes how social characteristics, behaviors, and interactions 

among people and organizations affect each other. 

The desire to effectively accomplish the objectives of this study informed the 

researcher‘s choice of the quantitative methodology approach. The reason for this 

choice is that the researcher wants to validate the relationships that exist among the 

study variables this, is in line with the opinions of Kelley et al. (2003) and Leedy and 

Ormrod (2001) who postulates that quantitative research methodology helps in 

building, validating as well as proving relationships among variables to be able to 

generalize. More so, the choice of quantitative research methodology has so many 

comparative advantages if compared with say qualitative research, such as time 

consciousness (it does not take much time compared to qualitative researches), cost 

effectiveness, (it does not consume much resources) and it also has a very good 

advantage of studying large sample (Zawawi, 2007). It is also a cross-sectional survey 

method, because the data collected will cover the period of the study only (Clark & 

Creswell, 2010). Again, the choice of a cross sectional survey instead of longitudinal 

survey research method is because, the researcher aims to collect data that reflects 

peoples‘ opinion and attributes that cannot be obtained through other sources such as 

secondary sources (Babbie, 2010; Watson, 1998). As far as this study is concerned, the 

choices are justified. The following segment discussed the instrumentation. 

3.5 Instrumentation 

Many researchers used and are still using publically documented data that are 

available in different data bases and directories, which perhaps depends on the kind of 

research and the availability of related data (Inoue & Lee, 2010). This study for two 
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reasons is constrained to use publically documented data; one because they are not 

available and second, the research is aimed at people‘s opinions, attitudes and 

perceptions, this perhaps is in line with López-Gamero, et al. (2009) and Wagner, 

(2007) who pointed out that if publically documented data is not available, 

perceptions of people towards social and economic aspects of life takes precedence. 

The importance of instrumentation in research undertaking regardless of discipline 

cannot be underscored. This is perhaps very true because instrumentation is a means 

through which researchers see, analyze and generalize over a phenomenon. There are 

different techniques of instrumentation as there are different motives of researches 

and lots of varied interests. For example the kind of instrumentation that a medical 

researcher uses varies with what a social science researcher will use and even among 

researchers with similar background, as long as their interests and motivations differ. 

Krosnick (1999) pointed out in many social and management science researches, 

measurements are conducted using questionnaires. The fact that, this study is a 

management oriented, questionnaire was used as the main instrument for data 

collection. Explanation on questionnaire structure was offered in the following 

section. 

3.5.1 The Questionnaire Structure 

Using questionnaires in survey researches is one aspect and structuring the 

questionnaires is another vital aspect (Organ et al., 2006). This is perhaps true 

because there are a lot of challenges that may tamper with the validity of the data and 

the rate of responses as well (Hair et al., 2007). To be able to get those challenges 

checked and reduced, this study followed the suggestions offered by Organ et al. 

(2006) and Gupta (2006) and took different precautions such as abiding by the 
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research ethics of protecting the respondents anonymity, appropriate and un 

ambiguous scaling of items and separating items according to constructs. The 

following section discussed the scales of the questionnaire. 

3.5.2 Scale of the Questionnaire 

Even though there are series of patterns of designing a questionnaire, depending on 

what the researcher intends to measure and why, scholars believe the patterns are, and 

should be common and universal. For instance the statements use in the questionnaire 

should be easily comprehended by the respondents (Oppenheim, 1992; Warwick & 

Lininger, 1975), the statements in the questionnaire instrument should not be leading 

the respondents (Parten, 1950; Young, 1939). More so, researchers should try the best 

way possible to maximize the items validity, lessen the stress of answering the 

questions from the respondents and be very economical in terms of cost of data 

collection.  On the basis of this therefore, this study uses Likert scale type of 

questionnaire. 

Likert scale is a psychometric type of scale used in instruments to be able to tap 

respondents‘   extent of agreement or otherwise with a given item statement. There 

are many and varied types of Likert measurement scale. It was originally a 5-point 

scale that ranges from strongly disagrees to strongly agree with neither disagree nor 

agree at the middle. A lot of researchers will prefer to use longer scales by adding 

options (i.e. a 7-point 9-point 10 or 11-point scales). Other researchers rather use an 

even number scale (mainly 4-point and 6point scales). Borrowing the argument of 

Malhotra (2004) longer scales allows the respondents to independently choose the 

options without been forced. Also Martin and Polivka, (1995) mentioned that 
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respondents prefer to be given a no opinion option or neutral for them to feel free 

from been restricted to researcher‘s choice. Viewed differently from the other angle, 

Malhotra, and Peterson (2006) and Robert, (2009) hold the opinion that providing a 

no opinion or neutral option tampers with the value of the data which is perhaps very 

evident in various researches conducted across the globe. The participants are 

somehow stimulated to think over a given item before they finally make their choices. 

In this study, the selection of an even scale particularly the 6-point scale was 

appropriate because it will increase the reliability of the data as well as tackle and 

lessen social desirability bias (Krosnick, 1999). Similarly, Chomeya (2000) conducted 

a research on quality of psychology test between five and six point scales and found 

out that six points has a very strong trend for discrimination and reliability compared 

to the five point scale.  Again, unlike what people think, respondents are not forced to 

making choices because they are at liberty to skip any item that proves ambiguous 

rather than opting to choose an option that adds no numerical value to the data.  In 

related development, it has been buttressed that the decision of choice of scale 

construction lies with the researcher depending on the research; this is true because 

one scale may be effective in one research and not good in the other (Dawis, 1987; 

Garland, 1991; Hughes, 1969).  

The design of the questionnaire of this study comprises of five main segments. 

Section A asks questions on the background of the respondents, Section B asks 

questions on PMS (Dependent Variable) items are adapted and modified from the 

studies of Fan et al. (2012) and Pradhan and Chaudhury (2012). Section C inquires 

about human resource management practices (independent variable) which will 

consist of items adapted and modified from previous studies conducted by Atteya 
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(2012), Hashim (2009), Stavrou-Costea (2005)and Mak and Sockel (2001). Section D 

asks about employee behavior as the mediator which comprises of questions adapted 

and modified from the studies of Min (2007), Wei and Tian-Foreman (2009) and 

Dysvik, and Kuvaas, (2010). Section E inquires about the information and 

communication technology adoption where items were adapted with slight 

modification from the studies of Sin Tan et al. (2009) and Sing (2005). The next 

section discussed the instrument validity. 

3.5.3 Instrument Validity 

The questionnaire passed through series of transition processes. At first, the research 

instrument was taken to various academics for facial validity and authentication 

where a lot of observations were made and the contents were enriched. Some items 

were changed for fear of lack of reliability of their sources and all the items were 

screened and certified as having their roots from reliable sources. After those, also 15 

copies of the questionnaire were distributed to some PhD student in UUM to respond 

in order to determine whether the wordings are easily understood by the respondents. 

Some suggestions were offered and the questions were revised. 

The researcher administered the questionnaires by hand face to face to be able to 

investigate the relationship among human resource management practices, 

Information and Communication Technology adoption, and employee behavior and 

PMS. The next segment offered a discussion on the research instrument and 

operationalization of constructs. 
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3.6  Research Instrument Measurement and Operational Definitions  

This study uses questionnaire instrument as a means of data collection. All the items 

in the questionnaire were adapted and some adopted from different sources, the 

discussion on which item is adopted/ adapted and from where are detailed in the 

following sections. Also comprehensive list showing each item and their sources of 

adoption or adaption are shown in Appendix B. 

3.6.1 Operational Definition and Measurement Instrument on PMS 

In the review of literature in the previous studies, as shown in chapter 2 of this study, 

it was understood that there are discrepancies regarding the way the constructs of 

PMS was measured. For the purpose of this study however, constructs for measuring 

PMS was based on the elements of PMS as tested by Fan et al. (2012) and Pradhan 

and Chaudhury (2012) as justified in chapter 2. The dimensions are organizational 

objective; individual objective; performance development and employee satisfaction. 

PMS is the dependent variable for this study. 

Respondents were required to indicate their views on how employee PMS is 

influenced by the human resource management practices with and without the 

presence of the mediators based on six-point Likert scale from ―1‖=Strongly Disagree 

to ―6‖= Strongly Agree. The details of the dimensions are discussed one after the 

other. 
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a) Organizational Objectives 

Organizational objectives in any organization reflect the goals, rationale and mission 

that management of the organization sets to achieve and communicate same to the 

employees. The focus of organizational objective mainly is on the overall activities 

and values that provide helpful direction to employees (Hashim, 2009: Mak & Sockel, 

2001).There are four (4) items for its measurement 

b) Individual Objectives 

This refers to a result that an employee aims to achieve in an organization apart from 

the organizational objective (Ittner et al. 2003; Lawler, 1994). They could also be 

interpreted as those things that have to do with one‘s personal satisfaction i.e. career 

goals etc. They may be a succinctly written statement that guides individual's personal 

career goals. In some organizations individual objectives are formally recognized and 

taken care of while in some organizations they are seen as informal and not 

acceptable. This construct was measured using four (4) items. 

b) Performance Development 

 

Performance Development is a means for satisfying, cheering, sustaining and 

developing employees in an organization. Even though different organizations apply 

several terms in explaining performance development, the aim is to improve the skills 

of employees and ensure the achievement of their career goals and overall 

organizational objective (Duraisingam & Skinner, 2005; Pradhan & Chaudhury, 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/goal.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/mission.html
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2012). This element focuses on how the performances of academics in HEI‘s are 

monitored and developed. The construct was measured using six (6) items. 

 

d) Employee Satisfaction 

The term Employee satisfaction describes the level of employee contentment in an 

organization which is based upon the ability of the organization to fulfill their 

expectations and needs at work. Employee satisfaction as argued by many scholars 

offers a great deal in ensuring organizational accomplishment of goal even though 

some authors believe it is not independent rather part of another variable (Fan et al., 

2012; Heathfield, 2010; Pradhan & Chaudhury, 2012).  Employee satisfaction is 

measured using five (5) items. In the following section, an explanation was offered on 

the operational definition and measurement instrument of HRM practices. 

3.6.2 Operational Definition and Measurement Instrument on PMS 

Attridge (2009) argued that human resource management practices of today may 

perhaps be described as very wide-ranging and tactical, linking all managerial 

personnel, valuing employees as significant resources of organizations and very 

proactive in its tasks. Furthermore, in the present day human resource management 

practices refer to those responsibilities and duties performed in organizations 

regardless of size or goal, to effectively manage human resources (Aurélie & Fallery, 

2010). Human resource management practices determine the level of at which 

employee performances are managed in an organization. Although there are many 

disputations on what comprises human resource management practices as extensively 

argued in many previous studies, (e.g Govindarajulu & Daily, 2004; Harshalsk, 2010; 
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Hedum, 2010; Katou, 2012). This study used six practices as pointed out by Akrani 

(2009) because they are more elaborate and comprehensive as justified in chapter two. 

These practices are procurement; development; compensation; integration; 

maintenance and separation. The human resource management practices represent the 

independent variable of this study.  

The opinions of respondents were sought on how these practices individually and 

holistically relate with employee PMS based on six-point Likert scale ranged from 

―1‖=Strongly Disagree to ―6‖= Strongly Agree. Human resource management 

practices items were adapted and modified from previous studies conducted by Atteya 

(2012), Hashim (2009), Eleni (2005) and Mak and Sockel (2001). The details of the 

human resource management practices are discussed one after the other.   

a) Procurement 

Procurement is a process of searching for and attracting a collection of interested 

applicants to be able to appropriately choose competent and skilled candidates for 

available positions within the organization (Atteya, 2012). Organizations are at liberty 

to use during procurement process, either internal or external sources of recruitment 

to fill up available positions. Subsequent to recruitment phase, the selection process 

takes effect. This is where applicants are further screened to meet up with the criteria 

of the organization regarding the post they applied for (Spector, 2003). Having 

selected the most competent applicants, the organization inducts the applicants and 

move on to the last phase of the procurement exercise by placing the selected 

applicants in the right offices. Recruitment, selection and placement were each 

measured by four (4) items adapted from different sources as earlier mentioned. 
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b) Development 

Development related aspects of employee PMSs can be assessed by asking the 

respondents whether they have acquired any training or education that improves their 

performance and whether such training or education is related to their jobs or not 

(Allison, R., & Kendra, 2001; Bartel, 1994). This measurement suffered a lot of 

criticisms by Benjamin (2008) and Cosh et al. (2003) who argued that development 

cannot be assessed appropriately without aligning it with organizational objectives. 

As a result of that, scholars like Danziger and Debbie (2005) and Heathfield (2012) 

pointed out that to be able to measure development as it relates to management of 

employees and organizational objectives, it should be comprehensive to be able to 

cover the individual goal, organizational goal and the effect of training on 

performance. Consequent upon these arguments, nine items were presented to 

respondents to be able to judge whether development practice is in motion and if it 

influences their individual goal and performance and organizational objective. They 

were presented with a six-point Likert scale from ―1‖=Strongly Disagree to ―6‖= 

Strongly Agree to choose from. 

c) Compensation 

Measurements of compensation practice have been viewed differently by different 

experts and with different opinions. For instance Cascio (2006) and Dougherty (2011) 

believed level of increment in employee compensation determines the measurement. 

This was however criticized by Makela and Tornikoski (2009) who postulated that 

compensation measurement should come from three dimensions of: nationality of the 

employees, the category of workforce, rank and file, middle class or the management 
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category this categorization of dimension would have been better if confined to the 

background of employee (Moore & Healy, 2008) and nature of employee task 

(Delcampo, 2011). To reconcile these disputations, Oparanma (2010) suggested that 

the measurement should be from both the external and internal perspectives also, 

Pattnaik (2011) warned that all the measurements highlighted by the experts are 

important, so organizations should try and reduce the risk of ignoring any of them. 

Based on this suggestion, five (5) items were presented to the respondents on the six-

point Likert scale measurement from ―1‖= Strongly Disagree to ―6‖= Strongly Agree. 

d) Integration 

The measurement of integration practice is intended to incorporate the diverse 

dimensions of engaging employees in organizational activities as an attempt to 

manage their performances as indicated in the literature (e.g., Byars & Rue, 2004; 

Ellis, 2005; Golden et al., 2006; Merchant, 2004; Noe et al., 2008; Payne & Webber, 

2006; Sims, 2010).  The measurements mainly centered on employee career planning 

and development, organizational support and delegation of authority and whether 

involvement of employees has any influence in the management of their 

performances. To be able to ascertain this relationship, eight (8) items were presented 

to respondents to choose from  based on Six-point Likert scale from ―1‖= Strongly 

Disagree to ―6‖= Strongly Agree. 
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e) Maintenance 

There has been  huge deliberations among management scholars and practitioners 

across the globe  on whether Maintenance practice be measured based on employee 

output or result, commitment, leadership skills, level of initiatives and etc. All these 

deliberations center on after effect evaluation. Regardless of the technique of 

measurement, maintenance practice aims to identify the level at which employees are 

maintained either through wrench time technique (Braidotti, 2012), the latent 

strategies (Shen, 2011) or distributive negotiation (Campbell et al., 2004; Joseph et 

al., 2006; Kahya, 2007) as this study earlier pointed out in the review of literature in 

chapter two, all the techniques mentioned are significant and the choice of any of 

them depends on organizational focus and resourcefulness. The bottom-line is making 

sure that employees are properly maintained to be able to effectively manage their 

performances. Five (5) items were used to measure this concept of maintenance 

practice with six scales ranging from ―1‖= Strongly Disagree to ―6‖= Strongly Agree. 

f) Separation 

Whether the concept of separation practice is termed as resignation, termination or 

absconding; this study refers to it as one of the very important and critical human 

resource practice which depicts a situation where employees leave their organization 

for other concerns. This situation if not properly tackled in a resourceful manner, can 

lead to different challenges. Separation practice is measured differently in previous 

studies for instance, it has been measured based on organization ability to retain 

employees and satisfy them (Gupta, 2006), evaluation of organizational performance 

of the pre and post administrative transitions and turnover rate (Grant Thornton 
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International, 2010), leadership development and succession planning process 

(Fulmer & Conger, 2003). Following these arguments by scholars on how separation 

practice should be measured, this study understands that, they have one thing in 

common that is very critical, ensuring organizational continuity since separation is in 

evitable. On the basis of this however, four (4) items sought for the opinions of 

respondents on whether their organization has any succession plan, how it is done, 

who and who are involved. Using Six-point Likert scale, respondents were required to 

choose from options ―1‖= Strongly Disagree to ―6‖= Strongly Agree. In the section 

that follows, a detail explanation on operational definition and measurement 

instrument on employee behavior was provided in 3.6.3. 

3.6.3 Operational Definition and Measurement Instrument on Employee 

Behavior  

Previous studies on employee behavior lament that employees possess different 

attitude and behavior which as a result, their perceptions and response to issues vary 

(Bartol, 2006; Duffy, 2006; Dar, 2010; Sharyn et al., 2003). Although measuring 

employee behavior in relation to employee performances becomes a controversial 

issue as Hartt (2006) postulates, Organ, Podsakoff and MacKenzie (2006) and Porathe 

(2009) strongly warned that the significance of those behaviors of employees is too 

important to be ignored. This study refers to employee behaviors as those behaviors 

that may not be necessarily recognized by the organization which could influence the 

management of employee performances in either ways. It is one of the mediators in 

this study. 
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Several indices of measurement of employee behaviors were discussed in the 

literature e.g. from the point of view of employee absence (Ichino & Riphan, 2004), 

from the point of view of employee turnover (Glebbeck & Bax, 2004; Ton & 

Huckman, 2008) and from the angle of dispute occurrences with the management 

(Bennet & Savani, 2004; Rashid et al., 2003). For the purpose of this study however, 

items were adapted from the studies of Min (2007), Wei and Tian-Foreman (2009) 

and Dysvik and Kuvaas (2010). This study follows Katou (2012) in the categorization 

of employee behavior into three different dimensions i.e. employee absence, 

employee turnover and employee conflict with the management. This is perhaps 

justified because Katou (2012) comprehensively incorporated the arguments of 

different scholars on what constitutes employee behaviors. 

These categorizations are operationalized in this study one after the other. 

 

a) Employee Absence 

 

Employee absence remains a very convoluted issue to battle with. The probable cause 

of it differs from one organization to another and from individual to the other. As a 

result of that, Van der Merwe and Miller (1988) attempted to measure it from the 

point of view of attendance in their working places; a strategy that Mwanda (2010) 

believe is too insignificant to actually measure employee absence. According to 

Mwanda (2010) it doesn‘t have to be absence, it may even mean a sign of protest or 

disagreement with a decision by the organization or the un desirable working 

condition. Viewed from another dimension, Engellandt and Riphahn (2003) argued 

that the best way to measure employee behavior is from the point of view of their 

level of productivity. Based on what was discussed by scholars on employee absence, 
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this study would want to argue that, it does not necessarily mean physical absence, it 

could mean in action or even a drop from the normal performances of employees as a 

sign of contention against a policy or management action. This study presented four 

(4) items for the respondents to indicate their views regarding employee absence 

using six-point Likert scale  from options ―1‖= Strongly Disagree to option ―6‖= 

Strongly Agree. 

 

b) Employee Turnover 

 

 

Deliberations on employee turnover mainly center on its causes,  effects and 

prevention yet, there is no unilateral agreement on what causes turnover as socio 

economic factors play a vital role in its detection and aftermath (Abbasi & Hollman, 

2001). Mano et al. (2004) pointed out that in many instances; the reasons are not far 

from lack of satisfaction of employees. Several attempts by scholars to measure 

employee turnover were based on the level of satisfaction of employees (e.g. Firth et 

al., 2004; Kevin et al., 2004; Ongori, 2007; Simon &Kristian, 2007). This study also 

followed this argument and presented the respondent with four (4) items that required 

their opinions on their level of satisfaction, workload, level of inspiration and working 

condition, the choices of respondents was required in a  six-point Likert scale  from 

options ―1‖= Strongly Disagree to option ―6‖= Strongly Agree. 

 

c) Employee Dispute with the Management 

 

As the quest for organizations to out compete their rivals is ever growing, their drive 

to extract the best out of employees becomes more eminent, and the overall ambition 

to acquire more with less becomes paramount, so grows the demand of employees for 
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an increment in their pay and improvement in the working condition. When these 

demands keep growing, organizations are bound to be cautious as some of the 

concerns may or may not be part of their arrangements (Bennet & Savani, 2004). 

Disputes are bound to happen in organizations today, different dimensions of dispute 

measurement were detailed in previous studies such as: fight, flight and intervention 

(Fodhla et al., 2005). Similarly, Crum (2010) pointed out that the best way to resolve 

dispute in an organization is through interest based negotiation.  This study required 

the respondents to provide their opinions on the four (4) items provided choosing any 

of the options of the six- Likert scale from options ―1‖= Strongly Disagree to option 

―6‖= Strongly Agree. The following segment treated the operational definition and 

measurement instrument on ICT adoption. 

3.6.4 Operational Definition and Measurement Instrument on Information and 

Communication Technology adoption 

Several attempts have been made in numerous studies to conceptualize information 

and communication technology adoption; such as, Bollier (2000), Katz (2001) and 

Brooks (2006) moreover, one thing appeared to be very common in those 

interpretations, they referred to information and communication technology adoption 

as an aiding device that simplifies responsibilities and processing of information. The 

fact that different organizations adopt information and communication technology for 

different purposes, it is only logical that they measure it differently. Information and 

communication technology is the second mediator in this study. 

Scholars like Marques (2010) and Rao, (2007) believe that information and 

communication technology is measured by the level of outcome of organization 
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performance. Viewed differently, Cook and Crossman (2004) pointed out that 

information and communication technology adoption should be measured from the 

economic angle i.e. whether it ably provides cost efficiency in an organization. For 

the purpose of this study however, information and communication technology 

adoption was measured using the items adapted from Tan et al. (2009) and Lee et al., 

(2011) because they captured most of the issues raised by scholars concerning 

organizational performance and cost efficiency, it also incorporates organizational 

environment. The dimensions are: dynamic environment and dynamic capability fit. 

The detailed of these dimensions are explained in detail one after the other. 

a) Dynamic Environment 

Measuring the concept of environment draws a lot of controversies because scholars 

attached different meanings to it. Some believes it centers on the uncertainties that 

surround the organization externally (Daft & Weick, 1984) to others, environment 

refers to human and material composition of the organization (Zhou et al., 2010). 

From another perspective, Al-Qirim (2007) argued that environment refers to the 

organizational struggle to compete favorably with their rival and attains competitive 

advantage. Taking these arguments into consideration, this study required the 

respondents to select the options that represent their opinions out of the six-point 

Likert scale from   ―1‖= Strongly Disagree to option ―6‖= Strongly Agree. Four items 

were provided regarding this dimension. 
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a) Environment Capability Fit 

Series of disputations arise in an attempt to measure environment capability fit. In 

some studies the measurement was based on the innovative power (Stamboulis & 

Skyannis, 2003), the ability to take risk (Al-Qirim, 2007; Bock et al., 2005), 

organization learning and knowledge sharing ability (Abdullah et al., 2009; Fugate et 

al., 2012) and the level at which individual employee performances increase and the 

compatibility of those performances with organizational objectives. This study as 

earlier mentioned followed Tan et al., (2009) who happened to incorporate all those 

issues in measuring environment capability fit. Four (4) items were provided to 

measure this dimension and respondents were presented with a six- point Likert scale  

ranging from ―1‖= Strongly Disagree to option ―6‖= Strongly Agree to choose from. 

The following section offered a discussion on the ethical consideration employed in 

this study. 

3.7 Ethical Considerations 

Ethical considerations have been conceived to mean set of behavioral conducts, 

standards and principles that directs ethical choices of the researchers. Bryman and 

Bell (2003) pointed out that Ethical considerations need to be employed in researches 

to be able to save from harm the rights of participants. It is expected that, the 

researchers should value the rights of their participants bearing in mind that the 

participants have the right not to be forced to participate and could as well withdraw 

from participating and even have the right to access the findings of the research to 

confirm whether or not their views are misrepresented. Neuman (2000) and Zikmund 
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et al. (2005) stressed that highlighting ethical considerations in researches maintains 

research quality and objectivity in reporting. 

Bouma (2000) highlighted five rules governing research ethics these are:  

a.  treating respondents with respect and dignity  

b.  the researcher should ensure that the benefit of the research outweighs the 

potential harm.  

c.  participation by the respondents should be at will and not be forced.  

d.  respondents‘ safety while participating should be ensured. 

e.  the respondents could at will access the results of the research to see if they are 

not misrepresented. 

Based on these rules however, this study addressed ethical issues surrounding the 

respondents as they affect the questionnaire, data collection and analysis.  

At first, in one of the universities the researcher requested to have access to the full 

lists of respondents to be able to use their staff identification numbers which in 

Nigerian universities is referred to as SP number for random selection, full access to 

the list was granted but, the use of SP numbers was refused for ethical reasons as it 

could harm the respondents. Out of respect for the respondents‘ ethics, the researcher 

generated random numbers from the micro soft excel to serve as SP numbers in 

proxy. Knowing full well that the universities in Nigeria are homogeneous, the 

researcher adopted same approach to the other four universities selected. 
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Furthermore, this study treated the ethical issues in the following ways: 

- Participation was at will: The introductory letter at the beginning of the research 

instrument was provided where the researcher stressed that the respondents are free to 

answer any question the desire. 

- Full information: The letter fully disclosed to the respondents about the topic of the 

research and the objectives that were set to achieve. 

- Privacy: Respondents could reply to the questions in their own time, in their own 

location, in complete privacy without any interference from the researcher. 

- Confidentiality: it has been explained to the respondents that the questionnaire was 

for the purpose of academic research only thus the names of respondents and other 

private information were not required. 

As a result of these factors explained above, this study could be said to have met the 

required ethical protocols as elaborated by Bouma (2000). The following section 

discussed the pilot study. 

3.8 Pilot Study 

Since this study used questionnaire instrument, the need for validity and reliability of 

the instrument, was necessary as suggested by Hair et al. (2007).  Both the validity of 

the content and the reliability should be confirmed to ascertain whether or not the 

items really measured what they were set out to measure (Bhattacherjee, 2012;      

Hair, et al., 2010).  This validation could be done in different ways for example Hair 
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et al. (2007) emphasized on experts facial validity, Babbie (2010) and Watson (1998) 

emphasized on the conduct of pilot study which according to them is a very critical 

procedure of testing the validity of the instrument. Though the items used in this study 

were adapted from different sources where their validity and reliability have been 

established, this study further confirm the reliability because of the fact that there are 

a lot of factors that may warrant changes as Hair et al. (2007) clearly pointed out.  

Also based on the argument put forward by Forza (2002), the pilot study was 

undertaken in three different phases: first questionnaire was taken to academics who 

are experts in this area validated the contents and offered useful suggestions. 

Secondly, based on the suggestions offered by experts, the questionnaire was 

reproduced and distributed to some postgraduate students in Universiti Utara 

Malaysia to be able to see how they response to the items. Finally some items were re 

sentenced for easy understanding and following the arguments of López-Gamero, et 

al. (2009) and Plaza-Úbeda, et al. (2010), who said that pilot test should be within the 

range of five (5) to thirty (30), 60 questionnaires were sent to some of the potential 

respondents in Nigeria via web based survey and 28 were returned and were valid and 

used for the pilot study. The observations gathered from the pretest, were used to 

revise the items and the quality of the questionnaire was enriched. 

The pilot study was done to be able to accomplish the following goals: 

1. To get the researcher acquainted with the data collection procedures 

2. To detect any possible challenge and prepare to surmount the challenge during 

the main study. 

3. To further confirm the validity and reliability of the constructs 
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3.8.1 Results of the Pilot Study 

Several tests and checks have been done. At first, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) was 

conducted for all the constructs to be able to determine the measure of sampling 

adequacy. The results show that the KMO value for all the constructs ranges from .74 

to .49 with over 80% of the constructs having KMO above .50 which is acceptable 

going by the rule of thumb (Hair et al., 2010).  

Again the commonalities of the various constructs were also ascertained the results 

however pointed out that it ranges from .90 to .50 having 90% of the constructs going 

above .60 knowing full well that the acceptable value should not go below .50.  

The test of Cronbach‘s coefficient was undertaken to confirm the internal consistency 

and item reliability. It is however stated that an item should score at least 0.60 values 

before it is considered as having an average standard of reliability, more so, any item 

with a value of 0.70 and above is considered as having a considerably high reliability 

standard (Hair et al., 2010). Even though some of our items recorded a value of just 

0.50 to 0.59 they are still going to be considered because some scholars believe they 

are also reliable (Nunnally, 1970). However 90% of the value of Cronbach‘s alpha 

ranges from 0.88 to 0.60. Table 3.1 displayed the results of the pilot test. 
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Table 3.1  

Results of Pilot Study 

PMS   Item number 

Cronbach's 

Alpha 

Organizational Objective 

 
4 

 
0.746 

Individual Objective 

 
4 

 
0.841 

Performance Development 

 
6 

 
0.778 

Employee satisfaction 

 
5 

 
0.734 

 
Total items 

  
19 

  Procurement 

    Recruitment 

  
4 

 
0.782 

Selection 

  
4 

 
0.778 

Placement 

  
4 

 
0.744 

 
Total items 

  
12 

  Development 

     Education and 

Training 

   
9 

 
0.844 

 
Total items 

  
9 

  Compensation 

     Wage and Salary Administration 

 
5 

 
0.678 

 
Total items 

  
5 

  Integration 

    Career Planning 

  
4 

 
0.678 

Engagement 

  
4 

 
0.772 

 
Total items 

  
8 

  Maintenance 

   Welfare and Motivation 

 
6 

 
0.778 

 
Total items 

  
6 

  Separation 

    Succession planning 

  
4 

 
0.722 

 
Total items 

  
4 

  Employee behavior 

    Employee absence 

  
4 

 
0.722 

Employee turnover 

  
4 

 
0.888 

Employee grievance with the management 

 
4 

 
0.777 

 
Total items 

  
12 

  Information and Communication Technology 

   Dynamic environment 

 
4 

 
0.882 

Environment capability fit 

 
4 

 
0.798 

       Total items     8     

         

The benchmark for reliability acceptance of .60 and above was used because anything 

less than .60 was believed to be a poor reliability, while those within the range of .70 
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are termed acceptable and .80 and above as earlier mentioned are strong reliabilities. 

The following segment discussed the procedure for data collection employed in this 

study. 

3.9 Data Collection Procedure 

This is a survey study which collects data using both the primary and secondary 

means. The primary data was collected in the course of survey method. The pursuit of 

a survey kind of research involves selecting one out of series of collections of 

different types of survey researches. These according to Hair et al. (2007) include self 

administered, mail survey, drop-off, telephone and electronic survey. Every one of 

these types of surveys possesses advantages and some drawbacks as well.  For 

instance, self-administered questionnaires have the advantages of being economical 

and quicker, higher response are expected, although they are more appropriate in 

situations where the respondents may require some sort of guidance from the 

researcher. One of the challenges here is that the researcher will have to be able to 

know how to approach the respondents and convince them to participate; it is all 

about articulation and presentation.  The mail survey is an appropriate type for survey 

if the respondents have reliable addresses and in an event where turnaround is not 

required. When the researcher deals with a relatively smaller sample, the drop off 

survey type is more advantageous for data collection, but it is not friendly when 

dealing with a bigger sample. Telephone surveys are fast and direct, but they are not 

economical and they require that the researcher have the telephone numbers of 

respondents and should have adequate knowledge of when the respondents preferred 

to be called. The electronic or online survey would have an edge over other types of 

survey if the respondents have access to internet facilities, functional email addresses 
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and the researcher also as Hair et al. (2007) added, should have a corresponding 

access to the network. There is also as Dillman, (2007) pointed a mixed mode survey 

or the multi-mode survey. This is a situation where different survey types are 

employed in a single study. The need for multi-mode survey differs from one study to 

another. 

As far this study is concerned however, multi-mode surveys were used. This type of 

survey requires the collection of data from the respondents using more than one type 

of survey strategy and combines them for analysis. There are different types of multi-

mode surveys these as detailed by Dillman, (2007) include:  

a) Sampling through one Mode, and collecting data from another: 

 This type of multi-mode survey happens when the researcher decides to use one 

survey method for one part of the sample and different one for other members of the 

sample. It could be done either sequentially or concurrently.  

b)   Using different modes of survey for one sample of respondents:   

This occurs when the researcher for example interviews respondents on some issues 

and other sensitive aspects are required to be answered on returned via mail or 

internet based questions. 
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c) Changing different modes of surveys over time:  

This type of survey is more popular in longitudinal studies where researchers mainly 

collect data using either interview from the beginning and after a time, the same 

respondents are surveyed using telephone or mail survey.  

d) Combining data from different modes in the same survey:  

 

This type of multi-mode survey occurs when data are collected from different samples 

using different survey types; it could be from different country as in international 

studies. 

This study used the first type of multi-mode survey (Sampling through one Mode, and 

collecting data from another) which seems more appropriate in this study than other 

survey types because of the security situation in Kano state as at the time of data 

collection of this study. Respondents from Bayero University Kano had to be 

surveyed using different survey type i.e. online based questionnaire and some 

questionnaires were mailed to them as well. It was concurrently undertaken.  

In the secondary means of data collection, the use of some documents to obtain 

relevant data like articles, books, magazines, newspapers and internet and conference 

proceedings were undertaken. This study population was discussed section 3.10 that 

follows. 
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3.10 Population of the Study 

A research population is a defined collection of individuals or objects known to have 

related characteristics. All individuals or objects within a certain population usually 

have a common, requisite characteristic or peculiarity. Population has been regarded 

as one of the most important element in research. Castillo (2009) pointed out that; 

population could be categorized into two: target population and accessible population. 

Target population refers to the whole group of individuals or objects to which 

researchers are interested in generalizing the conclusions (it is also called theoretical 

population). The accessible population on the other hand is the population in which 

the researchers can apply their conclusions. In other words, is a subset of the target 

population and is also known as the study population. It is from the accessible 

population that researchers draw their samples. Based on the above foundation, the 

target population for this study is all the academic staffs in the whole of HEI‘s in 

Nigeria and the accessible population are the members of academic staff of federal 

universities in North western Nigeria. These are, Ahmadu Bello University Zaria; 

Bayero University Kano; Federal University Dutse; Federal University Dutsin-ma and 

Usmanu Danfodiyo University Sokoto. The North western region was selected 

because it is the most highly populated region in the country and the least 

educationally developed region. A total of 4793 academic staff comprises the 

population of the research. Academic staffs were chosen because they are the pace 

setters and most active and important assets in any academic institution (Oyebanji, 

2009). Similarly, Olorunsola and Arogundade (2012) argued that the success and 

failure of any educational institution depends on the capability of academic staff. 

Added to this justification, academic Staffs in Nigeria are faced with quite a number 

of challenges of having their academic positions un secured, un bearable workload, 

http://www.experiment-resources.com/what-is-generalization.html
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fallen salaries in relation to economic situation in the country and above all intense 

pressure to draw and win external funds and scholarships for their researches for them 

to be able to publish quality articles that will be useful to the society. The following 

segment discussed the sample of the study. 

3.11 Sample of the Study 

According to Sridhar (2009) sample depicts a selection of some part of an aggregate 

on the basis of which an inference or rather a statistical inference is made about the 

aggregate. The fact that researchers usually cannot make direct observations of every 

individual in the population they are studying, make the choice of a sample in evitable 

(Herek et al., 2010). Ideally, the sample corresponds to the larger population on the 

characteristic(s) of interest. In those circumstances, the researcher's assumptions from 

the sample are probably applicable to the entire population. 

3.11.1 Sample Size 

To be able to reduce sampling errors, Krejcie and Morgan (1970) provided an easier 

means of achieving a good sample size using a given formula and a comprehensive 

table regarding a definite population figure hence the stress of calculation is relieved 

of researchers. Notwithstanding, the researcher tried and calculated the sample size 

using the formula. Thus:  

s =  X
2 

NP(1-P) 

         d
2
(N-1) +X

2
P(1-P)                     equation (3.1) 
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For this study; P represents the proportion of the population which is assumed to be 

0.50 as it would provide the maximum sample size (Krejcie & Morgan, 1970). More 

so, X
2
 represents the freedom of the desired confidence level which is 3.841, N 

represents the population size this equaled 4793; and d represents the degree of 

accuracy which in this study is based on 5% level = 0.05. in view of this, the sample 

size was calculated in the following order. 

 

 s =  (3.841)(4793)(0.50)(1-0.50)                      = 400.08 

(0.05)
2
(4793-1) + (3.841) (0.50) (1-0.50)                     equation (3.2) 

 
 

Based on what was provided in sample size table of Krejcie & Morgan (1970), the 

population figure for this study which is 4793 was not reflected in the table only 4000 

and 5000 with drawn sample sizes of 351 and 357 respectively. Therefore the 

researcher used the 357 which is for 5000 population because 4793 is closer to 5000 

than it is to 4000. Going by the results obtained in the calculation, approximately 400 

appeared as the required sample size for this study and it is not very much different 

with what was provided in the Krejcie & Morgan (1970) table; therefore, this study 

chose 400 instead of the 357. To be able to achieve an appreciable level of response 

rate, scholars suggested that the size of the population be added at least 50% of the 

required sample was suggested to be added by Bartlett et al. (2001), and Hair et al. 

(2010) suggested that the size of a sample be 10times the number of the variables 

used in the study. Based on this argument, this study multiplied the sample by two 

and the sample size of 400 was added to the required sample frame of 400 which 

equaled 800. The following section reports the sampling technique employed in this 

study. 
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3.11.2 Sampling Technique 

Techniques for probability sampling in researches are many and varied. For instance 

when, simple random sampling directly selects element given equal opportunity for 

every component to be selected, Cluster sampling on the other angle prefers to group 

components according to certain criteria. Furthermore, Robert et al. (2009) pointed 

out that some researches combine more than one sampling technique at a time. 

Multistage sampling occurs when sampling procedures were carried out in different 

phases where researcher further break down the sample into smaller sampling 

component  at each phase.  

This study used a multi stage sampling that combines different techniques. At first, 

the researcher employs stratification and selected a cluster out of the strata. For 

example, HEI‘s in Nigeria incorporate Universities, Polytechnics and Colleges of 

education, Universities were chose out of the three strata of HEI‘s. Subsequently, 

second stage clusters was identified by choosing the federal universities in the North 

West region. Thirdly the selection ends with academic staff randomly chosen from the 

federal universities in the North West zone of Nigeria. 

The first cluster sampling was used because the university is the only stratum that is 

homogenous among the three, and that simplified the work of the researcher. 

Secondly, the researcher cannot cover all the academic staff in thirty seven (37) 

federal universities in Nigeria for economic reasons, because it is going to be very 

costly and secondly; it will consume a lot of time and the research has to be time 

conscious. Third, the federal universities been homogeneous made the researcher 

zoned them according to geo political zones in Nigeria i.e. South East, South South, 
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South West, North East, North Central and North West,  out of which North West 

zone was selected because it is the most populous and the least educationally 

developed as earlier mentioned in chapter one. After phases have been observed, 

academic members of staff were randomly chosen from the five federal universities in 

the North West region as at the time of this study.  The Table 3.2 that follows shows 

how the sample was proportionately drawn from the universities. 

Table 3.2  

Proportionately Drawn Samples 
UNIVERSITIES No OF 

DEPARTMENTS 

POPULATION OF 

ACADEMIC 

STAFF 

% OF 

STRATUM 

PROPORTIONATE  

SAMPLE 

ABU 90 1400 29 104 

BUK 49 1200 25 89 

UDUS 60 1027 22 79 

FUD 12 518 11 39 

FUDM 11 648 13 46 

TOTAL 222 4793 100 357 

Source: The directories of the selected universities (2012).  

3.11.3 Unit of Analysis 

Although Delmas (2001) argued that the quality of a research work becomes high if 

information gathered comes from different sets of respondents or informants, this 

study focused only on one single set of respondents – academic staff of the selected 

universities following the counter argument of DelBrío, et al. (2007) who pointed out 

instead of delving into the challenging approach of gathering information from 

multiple respondents, a researcher should rather focus on one single set of 

respondents who are capable of providing the research with the needed information.  
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This study chose the academic staff of the selected universities as the unit upon which 

the analyses were based. The researcher ensured that necessary precautions were 

taken to acquire the needed information and adequate response rate was achieved for 

this study. The following discussion was on the technique of data analyses employed 

in this study. 

3.12 Technique of Data Analyses 

This research used both SPSS software version 19.0 and SmartPLS 2.0 M3       

(Ringle et al., 2005) as tools of analysis. SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) is a 

powerful multivariate analysis technique that includes specific versions of a number 

of other analysis methods as special cases. In the words of Fox (2006) SmartPLS 2.0 

M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) reflects an informal thinking about causal relationships that 

is common in social-science theorizing, and facilitates translating such theories into 

data analysis though in courses such as economics, structural-equation models may 

stem from formal theory. SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) is a promising 

method that avails researchers with vast opportunities. SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et 

al., 2005) is regression like approach that is capable of reducing the residual variances 

and has the unique ability to work well with both larger and fewer samples unlike 

AMOS SEM, that doesn‘t work well with fewer samples (Hair et al., 2011). Data 

assessment in SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) involves two separate processes 

of assessment of first the measurement model and second, the structural model. The 

first process which is the assessment of the measurement model, involves the 

confirmation of reliability and validity of measurement constructs using a criteria that 

relates with formative and reflective measurement. The first step mainly ascertains 
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whether the measures really represent the constructs, if adequate, the second step 

would assess the structural model estimates.  SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) 

has the unique ability of providing a parameter approximation that capitalizes on the 

R² values of the dependent variables. At such, it has the ability to predict outcome 

(Höck & Ringle 2010; Sarstedt & Schloderer, 2010; Sattler et al., 2010).  

More specifically, in terms of reliability, SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) takes 

measurement errors into account by clearly including measurement error variables 

that correspond to the measurement error portions of observed variables hence, 

conclusions about relationships between constructs are not biased by measurement 

error, and are equivalent to relationships between variables of perfect reliability this is 

perhaps very important because data in the social sciences frequently contain a lot of 

measurement errors. Complex relationships patterns including a large number of 

hypotheses are simultaneously tested including their mean structures and group 

comparisons, which is not possible using other methods of analyses. SmartPLS 2.0 

M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) is known for its ability to test the hypotheses and their 

compatibility, their assumptions about parameters and the variances and co variances 

of all the observed variables are at once factored in systematically. 

3.13 Summary 

This chapter discussed the research framework and the methodology that was used in 

the study. The chapter also discussed the operationalization and measurement of 

instruments, ethical considerations, detailed procedure for data collection, population, 

sample and sampling techniques, the unit of analysis as well as technique employed to 
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analyze the collected data. The next chapter treats the analysis of the study and 

findings. 
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CHAPTER FOUR  

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

 

4.1.1 Introduction 

Chapter three dealt with methodology and the aim of this chapter is to show a 

comprehensive analysis of the results of the data gathered when the responses of the 

respondents were compiled. The response rate was analyzed i.e. the demographic 

report, outcome of the survey analysis, including the preliminary analysis and data 

screening analysis. The effectiveness of the measure that was ascertained through 

validity and reliability measurement analysis was presented; path relationship 

analyses as well as summary and conclusions were also discussed in this chapter. 

4.1.2 Survey Response Analyses 

Having analyzed the descriptively the demographic variables, the raw data collected 

for this study was subjected to an examination which was in line with opinions of 

Cooper and Schindler (2007) and Zikmund (2005) who believed that should be done 

to be able to ascertain the completeness, accuracy, consistency and eligibility of the 

respondents. Based on that, this study was able to discover that twelve (12) 

questionnaires were not eligible to be considered. This was because four (4) of the 

questionnaires left a page or two unanswered and eight (8) of the questionnaires have 

over 52% of their responses in multiple answers. Hence, the remaining three hundred 

and twenty one (321) questionnaires were certified to be complete, accurate eligible 

and consistent therefore included in the analysis. 
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4.1.3 Measurement of Response Rate 

After the questionnaire checking and editing, the researcher went ahead to confirm 

how many of the questionnaires were returned. In conformity with the stipulated data 

collection procedures, 800 questionnaires were distributed to the respondents face to 

face and series of reminders were sent via e-mails of staffs obtained through the 

academic staff unions of the selected universities and phone calls also, a technique 

which is evidently proven to be effective as discussed in Yim et al. (2005). The 

respondents returned 40% of the questionnaires out of which only 321 were valid; the 

other 12 were rejected on grounds of one fault or the other as mentioned in the 

preceding section 4.2.  Table 4.1 shows the distribution of the questionnaires and the 

total number of responses by each university. 

Table 4.1  

Response Rate of the Questionnaire 

Response ABU BUK UDUS FUD FUDM Freq. 

No. of Questionnaires 300 200 190 55 55 800 

Questionnaires returned 94 72 66 46 55 333 

Questionnaires Valid 92 71 65 43 50 321 

Questionnaires not Valid 2 1 1 3 5 12 

Questionnaires not returned 206 128 124 9 0 467 

 Response rate 31% 36% 35% 84% 100% 42% 

Valid response rate 31% 36% 34% 78% 91% 40% 

Note: Designed for this study 

The data collection took up to four months (i.e. from February 2013 to May 2013). 

The collected data was keyed into Microsoft excel 2007 and SPSS version 19 for 

analysis and later imported into SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) for further 
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analysis. SPSS was used for the test of non response bias, preliminary data screening, 

correlation analysis and multicollinearity tests. Validity and reliability, measurement 

model and structural model analysis and test of mediation were undertaken in 

SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005). 

4.1.4 Test for Non Response Bias 

Having confirmed the valid returned questionnaires, this study went ahead to check 

the element of non response bias.  

It has been widely expressed that element of non response are hardly avoidable in 

researches, they appear in different forms (such as demographic, personality, 

motivation and behavior) and in varying degrees. In any form and at any degree those 

non response biases occur in researches as pointed out by Malhotra et al. (2006) they 

might affect the result. As a result of that, this study used independent t-test analysis 

to examine the non response bias by comparing the mean, standard deviation and the 

standard error mean of the demographic variables i.e. age, gender, rank and work 

experience of the respondents. The time frame within which respondents respond to 

questions was categorized into two i.e. early response and late response; this is 

perhaps in line with the argument posed by Churchill and Brown (2004) and Malhotra 

et al. (2004) that late response to items by respondents is an indication of their 

unwillingness to respond without been influenced by the researcher‘s follow up. 

Based on the returned questionnaires, this study was able to establish that two 

hundred and eighty five (285) responses were early responses and thirty six (36) 

responses were late. The categorization was done based on how quick the 
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questionnaires were filled and returned, i.e. the questionnaires that were retrieved a 

week or ten days after they were administered were classified as late response and the 

ones retrieved within a week were classified as early response. The parameter used to 

check non response bias in this study was based on the demographic variables where a 

descriptive statistics conducted by the researcher revealed that there were no 

significant differences between the variables. However, the result shows that most of 

the questionnaires that were retrieved late were those from the professors and some 

senior lecturers who were always working on tight schedules and some additional 

administrative responsibilities. The confirmation of the explanation above could be 

deduced from Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2  

Test of Non Response Bias 

Variable Response 

bias N Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

Gender Early resp 285 1.26 .440 .026 

Late resp 36 1.00 .000 .000 

Age Early resp 285 2.32 .741 .044 

Late resp 36 4.22 .422 .070 

Rank Early resp 285 3.15 1.191 .071 

Late resp 36 2.22 1.869 .311 

Work exp Early resp 285 3.48 .591 .035 

Late resp 36 3.31 .467 .078 

Note: no issues of non response bias that could affect the the analysis  

Based on what was discussed and shown in Table 4.2, this study holds that there is no 

non response bias that could affect the generalization of the findings, therefore, all the 

three hundred and twenty one (321) responses were utilized in the data analysis. 
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4.2 Data Coding 

Having confirmed that there is no problem of non response bias, the researcher 

embarked on data coding.  

From the opinion of Churchill (1999), categorization of data coding is mainly two. 

The first category assumes that the items should emerge to conform to the constructs 

in the study i.e. every construct should have its own different section that asks 

questions about it and secondly, the code number be assigned to each construct for 

easy identification and hitch free analysis. This study followed the argument provided 

by Churchill (1999) above and arranged the questions in conformity with the 

constructs. Again, the variables used in this study were coded as follows shown in the 

Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3  

Variable Coding 

Variable Code 

PMS PMS 

Procurement PRC 

Development DEV 

Compensation COM 

Integration INT 

Maintenance MNT 

Separation SEP 

Employee behavior EBH 

ICT adoption ICT 

Note: All the nine variables used in this research were coded as shown in this table  
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4.3 Preliminary Analysis 

This section provides a detail discussion on the preliminary tests using SPSS before 

the evaluations of measurement and structural models. The preliminary analyses 

include data screening, missing data and outlier detection and treatment, the 

fundermental statistical assumptions i.e. linearity, normality and homoscedasticity. In 

4.5.1 that followed, data screening was discussed. 

4.3.1 Data Screening 

The importance of data screening in any form of data analysis especially quantitative 

research cannot be underpinned because it provides a very solid groundwork for 

attainment of a significant result. The quality of the output and analysis in spite of its 

enormous burden, as pointed out by Hair et al. (2010) are dependent upon the quality 

of preliminary data screening. Needless to say here that, ignoring the potentiality of 

data screening would invariably results to poor quality of output and analysis.  

Although, Tabachnick, and Fidell, (2007) argued that data quality could be ensured by 

mere proof reading, this approach may be very tasking when dealing with large set of 

data. This study began with the detection of missing data in the section 4.5.2.  

4.3.2 Missing Data  

Missing data has become a serious issue of concern and perhaps very popular in 

virtually every research. The rate at which missing data occur in a research vary so 

also is the magnitude of its impact; for instance if it is below 1%, there isn‘t going to 
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be any problem, if it falls below 5% it is bearable and could be managed, but if it 

reaches 15%, it calls for a drastic measure using a very sophisticated technique to 

resolve it (Acuna & Rodriguez, 2004).  

Considering the argument put forward by Magnani (2004) regarding the techniques of 

handling missing data, they are mainly zoned into two different categories of pre-

replacing methods and embedded methods. Pre-replacing methods as the name 

implies are strategies employed to tackle missing data issues at the initial stage of data 

preparation while the embedded methods are used much later especially at the data 

mining stage. Despite the fact that the methods for dealing with missing data vary, 

there is no one best way, they all are applicable depending on the nature of analysis, 

cost and perhaps time constraint.  As far as this study is concerned however, the 

missing data was treated by replacing the values with the mean of the k nearest 

neighbors this was chosen because of its unique ability to replace the missing values 

in terms of both the quantitative and qualitative attributes (Liu, et al., 2004). 

4.3.3 Outlier Detection and Treatment 

After replacing the missing values, detecting and treating of outliers was also 

undertaken in this study. As discussed in series of statistical literatures, outliers 

symbolize observations that depict an unusual permutation of values of two or more 

variables. This is so because outliers have values that have extreme similarity to one 

another and in a similar condition (Bryne, 2010; Hampel et al., 1986; Hu et al., 1990). 

It is indeed very normal that in statistical analysis data at times behave abnormal and 

present unusual values due to entry errors. Several outlier detection techniques adopt 
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a measure of Mahalanobis‘ distance to calculate how isolated an observation is from 

the centre of the data. In many literatures it has been established that there are many 

ways of using measure of distance in detecting outliers, some use a modification of 

the Akaike‘s information criterion (Ueda, 2009), others prefers robust scale and 

location estimators (Vendhan & Suresh, 2011) and others use order statistics such as 

the quartile or median (see Liu et al., 2004).  The reason for using Mahalanobis‘ 

distance as Gerrit et al. (2010) and Chambers (1986) pointed out, is because it has the 

capability of detecting observations that are positioned away from the centre of the 

data, giving less influence to variables that have highly interrelated variables. But as 

far as this research is concerned the researcher followed the argument of Hair et al. 

(2010) who suggested that there is need to create a response numbering. In view of 

that, the researcher used the table of chi-square statistics to be able to find out the 

empirical optimal values. 

This research ran a simple linear regression by using the new response number as the 

dependent variable and all other items (demographic variables excluded) as the 

independent variables. This was done to be able to compare the chi square and the 

new Mahalanobi‘s output. As a result of this, the study was able to confirm that 9 

from the total 321 (less than 3%) respondents fall under outliers. This is perhaps 

because the new Mahalanobi‘s output appeared greater than the value in the chi 

square table. Following the argument of Iglewicz and Hoaglin (1993), this study does 

not delete the outliers because the outliers cannot distort the data because SmartPLS 

2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) is capable of producing sensible results even with little 

outliers having erratic values (Hair et al., 2011). The following section 4.5.4 provides 

a discussion on fundamental statistical assumptions. 
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4.3.4 Fundermental Statistical Assumptions 

Current statistical analyses as buttressed by Hair et al., (2010 & 2006) and Leslie, 

(2010) believe that it is very paramount to refer to some basic assumptions i.e. 

linearity, normality and Homoscedasticity regarding the variables to be able to 

confirm the results and in order to effectively deal with  the incidence of errors such 

as Type I or Type II. For easy comprehension, these fundamental assumptions are 

highlighted in the following paragraphs. 

4.3.4.1 Linearity 

For a research to be able to check and deal with the occurrence of Type I and Type II 

errors, the kind of association between dependent and independent variables in a 

research should be linear. Experts such as Nunnally and Bernstein (1994) suggested 

that, to be able to reduce non linearity relationship to the latter, researchers may use 

items that have already been used in an established theory or in a previous study 

where both reliability and validity have been confirmed. As far as this study is 

concerned however, the fear of non-linearity has been allayed because all the items 

used for both the dependent and independent variables were adapted from previous 

studies as discussed in detail in chapter three. Nonetheless, an attempt was made to 

determine if there is multicollinearity as shown in Table 4.4 
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Table 4.4  

Results of Multicollinearity Test 

Model 
Co linearity Statistics 

Tolerance VIF 

PRC 0.642 1.559 

DEV 0.657 1.521 

COM 0.574 1.742 

INT 0.55 1.819 

MNT 0.441 2.265 

SEP 0.39 2.563 

EBH 0.514 1.945 

ICT 0.827 1.209 

Note: tolerance > 0.2 and VIF value < 5 

 

The Table 4.4 above indicates that PRC (procurement) has 0.62 as its value of 

tolerance and 1.559 as the VIF value, DEV (development) has 0.657 value of 

tolerance and 1.521 value of the VIF, COM (compensation) displays 0.574 tolerance 

and 1.742 VIF, INT (integration) posses a tolerance value of 0.550 and VIF figure of 

1.819, for MNT (maintenance) and SEP (separation) they show tolerance and VIF 

values of 0.441 and 2.265 and 0.390 and 2.563 respectively. EBH (employee 

behavior) and ICT (ICT adoption) were taken here as independent variables and as 

shown in the Table 4.4, their tolerance and VIF values are 0.514 and 1.945 for the 

EBH (employee behavior) and 0.827 and 1.209 for the ICT (ICT adoption). Going by 

what was obtained as shown in the Table 4.4 above, it could be said that all the 

variables have their values of tolerance greater than 0.2 and VIF value less than 5, 

with that it could be said that there is no multicollinearity. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 

displayed diagrammatically the multicollinearity diagnostics. 
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Figure 4.1  

Histogram showing Multicollinearity Diagnistics 

 

Figure 4.2  

PP plot for the Multicollinearity Diagnostics 
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4.3.4.2 Normality Test 

Having escaped the trouble of multicollinearity, this study further assessed if 

normality is achieved by conducting a test of normality.  

In every research work as highlighted by Hulland (1999), there is need to ensure that 

normality is attained so as not to disfigure the relationships between the variables and 

not to tamper with the significance of the results. In this study however, the researcher 

has taken precaution of this by transforming the items and cleansing them through 

necessary inspection (such as box plot, stem and leaf plot and QQ plot) to determine 

the skewness and kurtosis. Through this the researcher would be to know the variable 

that is not normally distributed from the highly skewed figure. Going by the 

guidelines provided by Hair et al. (2010) that, variables should be seen as having 

violated normality if, they have their respective values higher than ±2.58. This study 

however achieves normality because all the variables as shown in the Table 4.6 do not 

have the problem of normality.  
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Table 4.5  

Results of Test of Normality 

VARIAABLE NO OF CASES SKEWNESS KURTOSIS 

PMS 321 -0.785 0.703 

PRC 321 -1.072 1.068 

DEV 321 -1.136 1.574 

COM 321 -0.423 0.479 

INT 321 -0.794 0.284 

MNT 321 -0.594 0.124 

SEP 321 -0.578 0.27 

EBH 321 -1.223 1.659 

ICT 321 -1.186 2.183 

Note: Skewness and Kurtosis values range between + 2.58 

 

4.3.4.3 Homocedasticity  

The next test conducted after the normality test is the test of Homoscedasticity. As 

pointed out by Hair et al. (2006), an indication of Homoscedasticity in analysis 

depicts the existence of variance of errors in all the levels of independent variables. 

As far as this study is concerned, there is no existence of Homoscedasticity because 

none of the independent variables posses an offending estimates, hence free from 

committing Type I error. The detailed is fully shown in Table 4.6 
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Table 4.6  

Results of Correlations between Exogenous Variables 

Correlation 
Standardized 

Estimates 

Correlation Standardized     

Estimates 

PRC-DEV 0.434 COM-MNT 0.545 

DEV-COM 0.448 COM-SEP 0.533 

PRC-INT 0.406 COM-EBH 0.471 

PRC-MNT 0.466 COM-ICT 0.210 

PRC-SEP 0.472 INT-MNT 0.525 

PRC-EBH 0.491 INT-SEP 0.551 

PRC-ICT 0.238 INT-EBH 0.474 

DEV-COM 0.439 INT-ICT 0.331 

DEV-INT 0.493 MNT-SEP 0.703 

DEV-MNT 0.373 MNT-EBH 0.540 

DEV-SEP 0.414 MNT-ICT 0.274 

DEV-EBH 0.427 SEP-EBH 0.626 

DEV-ICT 0.236 SEP-ICT 0.332 

COM-INT 0.512 EBH-ICT 0.363 

Note: None of the independent variables posses offending estimates 

4.4  Descriptive Statistics of the Study Variables 

The statistical explanation of the constructs used in this study is determined using 

descriptive analysis where the statistical values of all the study variables (dependent, 

independent and the mediating) were examined. The detail of this calculation as 

shown in Table 4.7 displays the minimum and maximum scores, the values of mean 

and standard deviation of the study  variables as used in this study, as earlier 

mentioned the questionnaire used for this study was designed on a six-point Likert-

scale ranging from 1 to 6. The mean scores for the variables are within the range of 

4.40 to 5.06, the value of the standard deviation for the variables ranges from 0.963 to 

1.320. As revealed from the Table 4.7, ICT adoption has the highest mean value of 
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5.06 and the least value of standard deviation i.e. 0.963 and  compensation  displays 

the smallest mean value of 4.38 with a corresponding highest standard deviation value 

of 1.320. 

Table 4.7  

Descriptive Statistics for Study Variables 

Variables N Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

PMS 321 1 6 4.49 1.225 

PRC 321 1 6 4.40 1.303 

DEV 321 1 6 4.43 1.220 

COM 321 1 6 4.38 1.320 

INT 321 1 6 4.54 1.193 

MNT 321 1 6 4.58 1.192 

SEP 321 1 6 4.43 1.157 

EBH 321 1 6 4.69 1.165 

ICT adoption 321 1 6 5.06 .963 

Note: Developed for this study 

4.5  Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) 

This segment presents the results of confirmatory factor analysis for this study using 

the principal component analysis technique. As previously mentioned in chapter three 

all the items were adopted and some adapted from previous studies thus this study 

only undertook the CFA. SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) has an in built 

feature that takes care of the CFA. 
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4.6 Models Evaluations 

This segment treats both the measurement model and the structural model. In section 

4.8.1 that follows, an evaluation of the measurement model was discussed in detail. 

4.6.1 Measurement Model 

The first attempt that this study undertook was to ensure that the measurement model 

is valid and reliable. This was done following the argument of Esposito vinzi et al. 

(2010) who pointed out that the rules of thumb are, for an outer loading to be 

considered, it should be 0.5 and above and for the average variance extracted, it 

should be greater than 0.5 also. Based on this, all the items with outer loading below 

0.5 were deleted beginning with the one with the lowest value, a technique which 

according to Hair et al (2012) is very appropriate because it improves data quality. 

This section further gives a detailed description of the modeling procedures as pointed 

out by Anderson and Gerbing (1998). They believed a two-step modeling approach 

should be undertaken to be able to determine the quality of items used for 

measurement and secondly to be able to estimate the relationship between models. 

The two approaches are also discussed as measurement model and structural model          

(Hair et al., 2012). Since there are several relationship effects involved in this study, 

the use partial least squares was employed as suggested by Chin et al. (2003) and 

SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) was used in this study to be able to assess the 

reliability and validity as well as testing the structural model.   
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An examination of the loadings and cross loadings to be able to spot any problem 

with the items which also serves as a pre requisite for ascertaining the convergent 

validity was undertaken as shown in  Table 4.9 

Table 4.8  

Factor loading and Cross loading 

Indicators PMS PRC DEV COM INT MNT SEP EBH ICT 

PMS1 0.711 0.390 0.331 0.383 0.357 0.341 0.337 0.321 0.231 

PMS2 0.742 0.412 0.244 0.309 0.343 0.304 0.360 0.334 0.256 

PMS3 0.768 0.425 0.333 0.381 0.402 0.401 0.406 0.305 0.280 

PMS4 0.751 0.433 0.272 0.330 0.327 0.347 0.284 0.289 0.182 

PMS5 0.749 0.414 0.292 0.388 0.334 0.445 0.359 0.363 0.243 

PMS6 0.731 0.448 0.333 0.413 0.272 0.401 0.247 0.237 0.174 

PRC2_1 0.510 0.834 0.359 0.386 0.381 0.380 0.397 0.345 0.283 

PRC3_1 0.517 0.870 0.318 0.371 0.291 0.404 0.396 0.412 0.148 

PRC7_1 0.361 0.758 0.402 0.346 0.331 0.365 0.370 0.461 0.152 

DEV6 0.305 0.226 0.778 0.306 0.377 0.280 0.314 0.306 0.158 

DEV7 0.313 0.327 0.814 0.278 0.359 0.239 0.242 0.286 0.158 

DEV8 0.289 0.372 0.856 0.383 0.423 0.311 0.374 0.380 0.175 

DEV9 0.405 0.461 0.825 0.440 0.442 0.370 0.401 0.403 0.260 

COM1 0.429 0.363 0.377 0.784 0.351 0.424 0.374 0.365 0.198 

COM2_1 0.465 0.398 0.397 0.825 0.377 0.396 0.395 0.299 0.152 

COM3_1 0.356 0.345 0.346 0.770 0.427 0.436 0.428 0.437 0.204 

COM4 0.396 0.407 0.408 0.821 0.462 0.451 0.453 0.392 0.112 

COM5 0.325 0.258 0.203 0.774 0.420 0.463 0.475 0.375 0.165 

INT1 0.387 0.367 0.410 0.492 0.836 0.447 0.476 0.407 0.256 

INT5 0.377 0.313 0.415 0.364 0.836 0.431 0.445 0.386 0.298 

MNT_1 0.465 0.454 0.336 0.490 0.441 0.819 0.616 0.473 0.206 

MNT2 0.307 0.291 0.212 0.331 0.314 0.701 0.448 0.326 0.200 

MNT3 0.470 0.329 0.189 0.476 0.413 0.805 0.557 0.406 0.201 

MNT4 0.372 0.333 0.384 0.364 0.446 0.817 0.536 0.434 0.249 

MNT5 0.390 0.437 0.358 0.496 0.469 0.851 0.635 0.500 0.243 

SEP1_1 0.380 0.388 0.325 0.439 0.449 0.572 0.831 0.543 0.279 

Sep-02 0.458 0.431 0.367 0.541 0.504 0.617 0.864 0.515 0.241 

SEP3_1 0.332 0.350 0.349 0.401 0.475 0.558 0.824 0.512 0.298 

SEP4_1 0.285 0.375 0.314 0.352 0.367 0.556 0.750 0.478 0.275 

EBH10 0.369 0.410 0.330 0.392 0.432 0.465 0.513 0.819 0.337 

EBH11 0.336 0.420 0.376 0.348 0.390 0.418 0.516 0.824 0.306 

EBH12 0.319 0.385 0.350 0.427 0.349 0.455 0.522 0.834 0.252 

ICT6 0.268 0.204 0.235 0.182 0.255 0.184 0.237 0.243 0.798 

ICT7 0.276 0.203 0.220 0.192 0.282 0.293 0.312 0.352 0.885 

ICT8 0.205 0.175 0.117 0.137 0.276 0.186 0.263 0.289 0.763 
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Note: the items bolded belong to a construct on the same column and they possess a high 

loading of > 0.5 

As argued by Hair et al. (2010), convergent validity is attained when items load 

higher than 0.5 and no any items from other construct possess a loading higher than 

the one it intends to measure. As far this study is concerned, 35 items have their 

loadings above 0.5 as shown in Table 4.9 all the bolded items posses loadings ranging 

from 0.701 to 0.869. 

The Table 4.9 that follows displays composite reliability and average variance 

extracted (AVE) statistics for every construct. A composite reliability value to be 

accepted it should be at least 0.70 and 0.50 for the AVE (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). 

As could be seen in the Table 4.10 below, the variables posses a high reliability and 

their AVE‘s are all above the cutoff point of 0.50, this is an indication of the 

reliability of the measurement model. 

 

Table 4.9  

Reliability and Average Variance Extracted (AVE) of latent variables 
Latent variables AVE Composite Reliability 

PMS 0.55 0.88 

PRC 0.68 0.86 

DEV 0.67 0.89 

COM 0.63 0.9 

INT 0.7 0.82 

MNT 0.64 0.9 

SEP 0.67 0.89 

EBH 0.68 0.87 

ICT 0.67 0.86 

Note: AVE > 0.50 and Composite reliability > 0.70  
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The assessment of discriminant validity was also undertaken to ascertain the external 

consistency of the model. Summarily, the AVE of variables are: performance 

management (PMS) = 0.55; procurement (PRC) =0.68; development (DEV) = 0.67; 

compensation (COM) = 0.63; integration (INT) = 0.70; maintenance (MNT) =0.64; 

separation (SEP) = 0.67; employee behavior (EBH) = 0.68 and ICT adoption (ICT) 

=0.67. Table 4.10 that follows displays the result of the discriminant validity. 

 

Table 4.10  

Discriminant Validity 
Latent 

Variable 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

PMS 0.74            

PRC 0.57 0.82          

DEV 0.41 0.43 0.82        

COM 0.5 0.45 0.44 0.79      

INT 0.46 0.41 0.49 0.51 0.84      

MNT 0.51 0.47 0.37 0.55 0.53 0.8    

SEP 0.45 0.47 0.41 0.53 0.55 0.7 0.82   

EBH 0.41 0.49 0.43 0.47 0.47 0.54 0.63 0.83  

ICT 0.31 0.24 0.24 0.21 0.33 0.27 0.33 0.36 0.82 

Note: All the values that are bolded in diagonals represent the square root of the AVE while 

those off the diagonals represent latent variable correlations 

The researcher observed the individual correlations of items against the constructs, 

and confirmed that none of the items from other constructs has a loading higher than 

the particular constructs, there by indicating an achievement of sound discriminant 

validity. As indicated in Table 4.10, the results express that the measures of all the 

variable such as PMS (PMS), procurement (PRC), development (DEV), compensation 

(COM), integration (INT), maintenance (MNT) and separation (SEP), employee 

behavior (EBH), information and communication technology adoption (ICT) 
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represent the true measures of their individual  variables as evidenced in their 

statistical values. 

Initially, this study provided a discussion of the framework and depicted the links of 

the relationship based on what was obtained in the literature that perhaps has to be 

revised and modified due to the CFA that was undertaken. This is so because the CFA 

prompted the deletion of many items even though none of the variables was dropped 

because the entire variables retained at least two items as a condition not to be deleted 

as pointed out by Hair et al. (2012). Figure 4.3 represents the revised study model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6.2 Structural Model 

Having evaluated the measurement model in 4.8.1, this section evaluates the structural 

model. Structural model as detailed by Hair et al. (2006), tells about the dependence 

 

 

Figure 4.3  

Revised Study Model 
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of relationship in the hypothesized model. In partial least squares, structural model 

brings to fore the directional relationship between the constructs and their t-values as 

well as the path co efficient. In terms path coefficient, partial least squares as argued 

by Argawal and Karahanna (2000), is just like the standardized beta coefficient in 

regression analysis. 

The central aim here is to test the hypothesized relationships among constructs. At 

first, this study focused on model evaluation and secondly, examines the assumption 

of regression and correlation of variables.  

The structural model evaluation continues with an examination of the direct 

relationships. Twenty hypotheses that posed a direct relationship in this study were 

tested out of which thirteen (13) were proven to have been supported and seven (7) 

were not supported. The direct path relationship is shown in figure 4.7 explains the 

direct effect of every latent variable on the dependent variable. 
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Figure 4.4   

Direct Effect 

Figure 4.4 was fully explained in Table 4.11  which displays the path coefficients,        

t- values, and standard error at which the hypotheses were supported or not.  The t-

values in this study were calculated using a 5000 re sampling iterations in repetitive 

bootstrapping. The justification for the selection of 5000 samples is because it ensures 

that every model parameter has empirical sampling distribution and the standard 

deviation of the distribution will serve as proxy of the parameter‘s empirical standard 

error (Hair et al., 2012). 
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Table 4.11  

Results of Hypotheses Testing 

Hypotheses Beta Standard Error t-value Decision 

PRC -> PMS 0.298729 0.071724 4.164975 Supported 

PRC -> EBH 0.201204 0.056849 3.539305 Supported 

PRC -> ICT -0.018338 0.087525 0.209513 not supported 

DEV -> PMS 0.015285 0.074744 0.204502 not supported 

DEV -> EBH 0.086450 0.069673 1.280802 Supported 

DEV -> ICT 0.097231 0.095565 1.017432 not supported 

COM -> PMS 0.129449 0.075097 1.723765 Supported 

COM -> EBH 0.099016 0.054322 1.822751 Supported 

COM -> ICT -0.023872 0.074608 0.319969 not supported 

INT -> PMS 0.209953 0.060188 3.488261 Supported 

INT -> EBH 0.102686 0.070241 1.461910 Supported 

INT -> ICT 0.200280 0.072660 2.756399 Supported 

MNT -> PMS 0.208824 0.078804 2.649903 Supported 

MNT -> EBH 0.242729 0.076576 3.169799 Supported 

MNT -> ICT 0.082149 0.098046 0.837867 not supported 

SEP -> PMS -0.018349 0.054291 0.337970 not supported 

SEP -> EBH 0.306037 0.074593 4.102741 Supported 

SEP -> ICT 0.138669 0.102167 1.357282 Supported 

EBH -> PMS 0.086450 0.069673 1.210802 not supported 

ICT -> PMS 0.077730 0.049531 1.569316 Supported 

Note:  13 hypotheses are accepted based on their t-values and no evidence to support 7 

The Table 4.11 explains that all the hypotheses that were accepted possess a t-value 

that is greater than or equals to 1.28 and those that were not supported have their 

values less than 1.28. Figure 4.5 that follows, shows the holistic effect of all the HRM 

practices on PMS. 
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Figure 4.5  

Holistic Effect 

Figure 4.5 was fully explained in Table 4.12 which displays the holistic effect of all 

the six HRM practices on PMS. The R
2
 value indicates that, all the six HRM practices 

put together are capable of influencing 44.8% of the changes in the dependent 

variable PMS. 
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Table 4.12  

Holistic Effect of the Six HRM Practices on PMS 

HRM Practices R Square 

COM   

DEV   

INT   

MNT   

PMS 0.447842 

PRC   

SEP   

Note: All the six HRM practices explained 45% variation in PMS 

 

4.7 Determining the Effect Size 

Having shown in Table 4.13, the results of the holistic effect of HRM practices, there 

is need to determine individual contribution of all the independent variables to the 

dependent variable through the calculation of the effect sizes of the independent 

variables. This section reports only the results of the effect size F
2
 of the thirteen (13) 

hypotheses that were statistically supported. The effect size F
2
 is calculated using the 

formula below provided by Cohen (1988). 

Thus:  F
2 

=     equation (4.1) 

Where R
2
 included and R

2
 excluded represent the R squares on the dependent variable 

when the independent variable is present (R
2
 included) or when it is withheld                

(R
2
 excluded). This perhaps translates the effect of the variance of every construct. 
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The Table 4.13 that follows presents the effect sizes of the supported relationships 

with their respective t-values. 

Table 4.13  

Relationship Effect Size and Rating 

Relationship t-value F
2
 Rating 

PRC -> PMS 4.164975 0.13 Medium 

PRC -> EBH 3.539305 0.04 Small 

DEV -> EBH 1.280802 0.00 - 

COM -> PMS 1.723765 0.03 Small 

COM -> EBH 1.822751 0.01 Small 

INT -> PMS 3.488261 0.01 Small 

INT -> EBH 1.461910 0.01 Small 

INT -> ICT 2.756399 0.02 Small 

MNT -> PMS 2.649903 0.04 Small 

MNT -> EBH 3.169799 0.01 Small 

SEP -> EBH 4.102741 0.11 Medium 

SEP -> ICT 1.357282 0.02 Small 

ICT -> PMS 1.569316 0.02 Small 

Note: only the 13 supported relationships are considered  

The Table 4.13 indicates the values of effect size and their respective ratings. As 

could be seen, out of the thirteen (13) statistically supported hypotheses, ten (10) 

possess a small strength of F
2
 and two indicates a medium strength F

2
 while there is 

no effect size on one of the relationships. This does not mean that those relationships 

with small F
2 

are not statistically important as argued by Chin et al. (2003), who 

stressed that even the minutest strength of F
2 

should be considered because they can 

influence the dependent variable in their own ways. 
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4.8 Determining the Predictive Relevance of the Model 

Having determined the effect size F
2
, this study further applied a test for predictive 

relevance of the model. That was done to assess the predictive capacity of the model. 

Predictive relevance is represented by Q
2
. As buttressed by Hair et al. (2012), Q

2
 does 

not only assess how values are built around the model but also assesses the parameter 

estimates. This study calculates the Q
2
 through blindfolding, and then the results were 

obtained through the variable score out of which cross validated redundancy is 

extracted. The cross validated redundancy determines the ability of the model to 

predict the endogenous variables and hence demonstrates the quality of the model. 

The Table 4.14 shows the construct cross validated redundancy. 

Table 4.14  

Construct Cross Validated Redundancy 

Total SSO SSE 1-SSE/SSO (Q
2
) 

PMS 1926 1471.08 0.24 

EBH 963 651.48 0.32 

ICT 963 867.21 0.10 

Note: Q
2
 > 0 

The Table 4.14 above indicates that in column 4, Q
2
 shows an outstanding relevance 

of 0.24 for the PMS (PMS), 0.32 for EBH (employee behavior) and 0.1 for ICT (ICT 

adoption). This perhaps indicates that the model of this study has a predictive 

relevance. Going by what Hair et al. (2013) pointed out that if Q
2
 > 0, the model has 

predictive relevance whilst if Q
2
 < 0, the model has no predictive ability. 
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4.9 Determining the Goodness of Fit 

Since the predictive ability of the model is now assured, the test of goodness of fit 

takes precedence.  

Unlike the CBSEM, SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) does not emphasize on 

goodness of fit information. Because SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) focuses 

more on nonparametric measures that is why in many studies, the fitness were based 

on the power of R square (R
2
) and the predictive relevance (Q

2
) average variance 

extracted (AVE) as well as bootstrapping (Chin, 1998; Fornell & Larcker, 1981; 

Geisser, 1975).  

Nonetheless, this study followed the arguments of Tenenhaus et al. (2005) and Hair et 

al. (2012) who pointed out certifying goodness of fit in SmartPLS 2.0 M3  (Ringle et 

al., 2005)  is recommended. 

Goodness of fit (GoF) in SMARTPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) is conceived to 

mean the product of the geometric mean of two different sets of values of R
2 

i.e. 

geometric mean of the average communality and the geometric mean of endogenous 

latent variables. It is employed in this study to further certify and authenticate the 

overall fitness of the model. The aim of GoF is bring cooperation between the 

performances of measurement model and the structural model. The Table 4.15 

displays the geometric means and GoF values. 
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Table 4.15  

GoF and Geometric Means 
 Communality Composite Reliability R Square 

PMS 0.55058 0.88019 0.45078 

PRC 0.67528 0.86147 

 DEV 0.67034 0.89040 

 COM 0.63185 0.89555 

 INT 0.69944 0.82315 

 MNT 0.64042 0.89867 

 SEP 0.66970 0.88998 

 EBH 0.68153 0.86522 0.47062 

ICT 0.66755 0.85714 0.14809 

GEOMEANS 0.652675366   0.315537728 

      0.205943702 

    GoF 0.453810205 

Note: GoF values 0.1above = small; 0.25 above = medium and 0.36 above = large. 

 

The following formula was used 

 

 

   0.453810205. 

The Table 4.15 shows the geometric mean values for average communality and 

endogenous latent variables i.e. 0.652675366 and 0.315537728 and the overall GoF 

value as shown in the Table indicates 0.453810205. This perhaps going by the 
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argument posed by Tenenhaus et al. (2005) and Hair et al. (2012) represents an 

acceptable fit. Now the test of mediation follows in section 4.12. 

4.10 The Mediation Effects 

A test of mediation as pointed out by Ramayah et al. (2011) was undertaken mainly to 

know whether the mediator variable extends the influence of the independent variable 

to the dependent variable. There are series of techniques for undertaking a mediation 

test such as the Sobel test (Sobel, 1982) three conditions of baron and Kenny (Baron 

& Kenny, 1986), product distribution method (MacKinnon, Lockwood and Williams, 

2004) and bootstrapping (Hayes, 2009: Preacher & Hayes, 2004). As far as this study 

is concerned however, re sampling mediation technique i.e. the bootstrapping was 

used. 

This study used the test of mediating effect approach that uses standard errors for path 

coefficients and bootstrapping (Hayes, 2009: Preacher & Hayes, 2004). This approach 

is undertaken by first of all determining the path coefficients and the t-values using 

the independent variable and the dependent variable without the presence of the 

mediator variable and secondly using the mediator variable and the standard errors. 

As in this study, two mediators are involved, so, the procedure is repeated for the 

second mediator. Two different links were established i.e. a representing the path of 

independent variable to the mediator variable (X-M), b representing the second link 

from the mediator variable to the dependent variable (M-Y). The modified standard 

error for the product a*b was calculated and the critical ratio is also determined which 

was used to calculate the t-value connected with the product of a*b. The justification 

for using this approach is because the Baron and Kenny (1986) approach does not 
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involve the use of standard errors (Hayes & Preacher, 2010). This study tested the 

effect of the mediating variables with SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) using 

the bootstrapping and the researcher run a 5000 re sampling bootstrapping and the 

model displayed the t-values. Figure 4.6 shows the mediating effect of EBH 

(employee behavior). 

 

Figure 4.6 

The Mediating Effect of EBH 

 

 

The t values have to be calculated using a formula below by Hayes and Preacher, 

(2010). 

Tab         =      
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 Where:  

a  =  the value of relationship between independent variable and the 

mediator 

b   =  the value of the relationship between mediator and the 

dependent variable 

Sab  =  standard deviation of the ―a‖ and ―b‖ above 

The Table 4.16 presents the results of the mediating effect of EBH (employee 

behavior) on the   relationship between human resource practices and PMS. 

Table 4.16  

Test of Mediation of EBH 

 

PRC 

(Procurement) 

DEV 

(Development) 

COM 

(Compensation) 

a*b 0.0693 0.0837 0.0354 

S 0.0296 0.0694 0.0274 

t 2.3400 1.2050 1.2890 

 

INT 

(Integration) 

MNT 

(Maintenance) 

SEP 

(Separation) 

a*b 0.0421 0.0708 0.2645 

S 0.0417 0.0682 0.1666 

t 1.0090 1.0380 1.5870 

Note: This study used 10% level of significance for t-values   

 

The Table 4.16 displays the result of test of mediator EBH (Employee behavior) 

indicating a t-value of 2.340 for PRC (Procurement); 1.205 for DEV (Development); 

1.289 for COM (Compensation), 1.009 for INT (Integration), 1.038 for MNT 

(Maintenance) and 1.587 for SEP (Separation). Even though the introduction of the 

mediator caused an indirect effect in all the relationships it does not speak of the 

significance of mediation. In that regard, only three variables indicate mediation i.e. 

PRC (procurement) with a t-value of 2.340, COM (Compensation) with a t-value of 

1.289 and SEP (separation) with a t-value of 1.587 which are all significant at 10% 
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two tail and one tail. The mediation effect of ICT (ICT adoption) is represented in 

figure 4.8. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7  

The Mediating Effect of ICT 

 

 

Table 4.17 fully explains the mediation effects of ICT (ICT adoption). 

Table 4.17  

Test of Mediation of ICT 

 

PRC 

(Procurement) 

DEV 

(Development) 

COM 

(Compensation) 

a*b 0.0024 0.0362 -0.0228 

S 0.0071 0.0407 -0.0017 

t 0.3420 0.8900 13.4050 

 

INT 

(Integration) 

MNT 

(Maintenance) 

SEP 

(Separation) 

a*b 0.0537 -0.0050 0.0919 

S 0.0357 0.0065 0.0753 

t 1.5010 -0.7640 1.2190 

Note: This study used 10% level of significance for t-values   
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The indication in Table 4.17 is that despite the presence of the mediator ICT (ICT 

adoption), the t-value for PRC (Procurement) is 0.342; that of DEV (Development) 

shows 0.890; for COM (Compensation), it is 13.405, for INT (Integration), it 

indicates 1.501, for MNT (Maintenance), it is -0.764 and 1.219 reflected on SEP 

(Separation). Even though the introduction of the mediator caused an indirect effect in 

virtually all the relationships, the indication is that only two variable shows a 

mediation i.e. COM (Compensation) with a t-value of 13.405 and INT (Integration) 

with a 1.501 t- value which are all significant at 10%.  The above results of the 

mediating effects interprets that five relationships out of the twelve indirect 

relationships indicate mediation at either two tail or one tail significance at 10% for 

the two mediators. In Table 4.18 a recapitulation of the study findings was presented. 

Table 4.18  

Recapitulation of the Study Findings 
Hypotheses Statement of Hypotheses Values Remarks 

H1 a 

 

Procurement is related to PMS β = 0.299 Supported 

   

t-value = 4.16 

 H1b 

 

Procurement is related to Employee Behavior β = 0.201 Supported 

   

t-value = 3.53 

 H1c 

 

Procurement is related to ICT adoption β = -0.018 not Supported 

   

t-value = 0.209 

 H2a 

 

Development is related to PMS β = 0.015 not Supported 

   

t-value = 0.204 

 H2b 

 

Development is related to Employee Behavior β = 0.086 Supported 

   

t-value = 1.281 

 H2c 

 

Development is related to ICT adoption β = 0.097 not supported 

   

t-value = 1.017 

 H3a 

 

Compensation is related to PMS β = 0.129 Supported 

   

t-value = 1.723 

 H3b 

 

Compensation is related to EBH β = 0.099 Supported 

   

t-value = 1.822 

 H3c 

 

Compensation is related to ICT adoption β = -0.023 not Supported 

   

t-value = 0.319 

 Note: Continued on page 224 
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Table 4.18 

Continued from Page 223 
Hypotheses Statement of Hypotheses Values Remarks 

H4a Integration is related to PMS β = 0.209 Supported 

  

t-value = 3.488 

 H4b Integration is related to Employee Behavior β = 0.102 Supported 

  

t-value = 1.461 

 H4c Integration is related to ICT adoption β = 0.200 Supported 

  

t-value = 2.756 

 H5a Maintenance is related to PMS β = 0.208 Supported 

  

t-value = 2.649 

 H5b Maintenance is related to Employee Behavior β = 0.242 Supported 

  

t-value = 3.169 

 H5c Maintenance is related to ICT adoption β = 0.08 not Supported 

  

t-value = 0.83 

 H6a Separation is related to PMS β = -0.018 not Supported 

  

t-value = 0.33 

 H6b Separation is related to Employee Behavior β = 0.306 Supported 

  

t-value = 4.102 

 H6c Separation is related ICT adoption β = 0.138 Supported 

  

t-value = 1.357 

 H7a Employee behavior is related to PMS β = 0.086 not Supported 

  

t-value = 1.210 

 H7b ICT adoption is related to PMS β = 0.077 Supported 

  

t-value = 1.569 

 Note: Continued from page 223 

4.11 Summary 

This chapter gave a detailed description of the results of the questionnaires that were 

retrieved from the respondents. The results were subjected to series of techniques of 

analyses. For instance the loadings and cross loadings confirmed this study has 

achieved convergent validity. The true representation of the items measure hence 

confirmed the achievement of sound discriminant validity. Tests of normality, 

linearity, and Homoscedasticity were also undertaken and the results also revealed no 

threat of non normal distribution of the data. The models (both measurement and 

structural) were evaluated in SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) and hypotheses 

were tested where thirteen (13) out of the twenty (20) direct hypotheses were 

supported and seven (7) were not supported and similarly, five (5) out of the twelve 
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(12) mediating hypotheses indicate mediation at two tail significance and one tail 

significance at 10%. 
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CHAPTER FIVE  

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

5.1  Introduction 

The fourth chapter presented the analysis and results, This chapter discusses the 

analytical results that was revealed in chapter four, summarizes the discussion into 

conclusions, highlights on the contributions of the study (both theoretical and 

practical) presents research limitations and offers suggestions for further studies. 

5.2  Executive Summary 

This study examined the mediating roles of employee behavior and ICT adoption on 

the relationship between six human resource management practices i.e. procurement 

(PRC), development (DEV), compensation (COM), integration (INT), maintenance 

(MNT) and separation (SEP) and PMS among academics in HEI‘s in Nigeria. To this 

end, a total of thirty two (32) hypotheses were stated and tested, the results 

empirically supported 18 (both the direct and mediating hypotheses). The following 

section provides the discussion of the findings that were presented in chapter four.  
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5.3 Discussions 

As shown in the analytical findings of this study, HRM practices possess some 

potentialities to predict performance management among academics in HEI‘s in 

Nigeria. This was however empirically analyzed both directly and indirectly through 

some intervening variables; the findings provided a literature support. The first 

objective of this study was discussed in section 5.3.1. 

5.3.1 Relationship between Individual HRM Practices and PMS 

The first objective of this study is to examine the relationship between human 

resource management practices individually and PMS. In pursuant of this objective, 6 

hypotheses were tested and the results of the hypotheses testing found that some of 

the human resource management practices relate significantly with PMS and there 

were no enough evidences to support the claims on those that were not significantly 

related. The discussion on the relationship between individual HRM practices was 

offered individually. The following section discusses the relationship between 

procurement and PMS. 

5.3.1.1 Relationship between Procurement and PMS 

At first, the hypothesized relationship between procurement and PMS was tested and 

the findings of this study support the relationship that procurement is related to PMS. 

This finding finds support from the previous studies such as (Bowles et al., 2007; Den 

Hartog & Verburg, 2004). This study would want to further elaborate that even from 

the point of view of employer employee relationship especially in the context of 
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Nigeria university system, effective procurement ensure understanding and cordial 

relationship. This is also consistent with the views of Heinen & O‘Neill (2004). 

Further emphasizing on this relationship, Arthur and Boyles (2007) pointed out that 

the relationship that exists between procurement and employee performance 

management is a valid one. More so, even though some scholars examined selection 

(an aspect of procurement) from different dimensions, such as techniques (Pareek, 

2008), as methods (Sanghi, 2007), strategy (Landy & Conte, 2009), they all believe 

that organizations depend on effective selection of employees for their stability as 

their stepping stones. Form another dimension; it was found out that selection from 

which ever angle or dimension it is undertaken, it has the capability of developing 

specific human capital which pre requisite for effective employee performance 

management. This study contributes to the field of knowledge by further opening up 

and clarifying the relationship that exist between procurement and PMS of academics 

in HEI‘s in Nigeria. The discussion that follows is for the second hypothesis. 

5.3.1.2 Relationship between Development and PMS 

This relationship is not supported in this study because there is no sufficient evidence 

to support the claim that development is related to PMS. This result has the backing of 

Heatfield (2012) who pointed out that many organizations speak of performance 

management but only few emphasize it or even practice it. The indication is that many 

organizations and Nigerian universities in particular believe the purpose of 

development and training is to enrich organizational manpower and not specifically 

targeting individual growth, this according to Pool and Pool (2007) will only add to 

organizational expenses without recording any success in the long run even though 
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the influence could be seen in the short run. The finding in this study contradicts the 

findings of Stanton and Covert (2004), Karia and Asaari (2006) and Katou (2012) this 

study argue here that the fact that the focus of those studies was on organization‘s 

performance management could be the reason. This also implies that employee 

development in Nigerian HEI‘s needs to be revised in such a way that employee 

motives such as career development are taking into consideration. Again as discussed 

in the problem statement of this study in chapter one, that there is poor organization 

and un even development; HEI‘s should try and ensure a sort of balance while 

developing their employees, because development can only reflect on employee 

performance management if the organization incorporate in their development 

strategy individual concerns, motives and aspirations. The discussion that follows is 

for the third hypothesis. 

5.3.1.3 Relationship between Compensation and PMS 

This relationship is supported in this study. The concept of compensation as many 

believes does not only mean pay but, a comprehensive employment package          

(Zaman et al., 2011). The findings of this research conform to a number of literatures. 

For example, Tantau et al. (2010), Rayton (2003) and Resurreccion (2012) all believe 

compensation and employee performance management share a strong bond between 

them and together, they are capable of lifting organizations to a greater heights. This 

study found that compensation has a huge influence on employee PMS one of the 

reasons why employees particularly in Nigeria consider compensation as a prime 

motivator. This study would want to further emphasize here that the fact that poor 

condition of service is one of the reasons why HEI‘s loose a large number of their 
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academic employees in Nigeria, calls for improvement in ensuring that it is not only 

the figure that matters in compensation but also the satisfaction derived from it. The 

discussion on the fouth hypothesis follows. 

5.3.1.4 Relationship between Integration and PMS 

This relationship is supported in this study. The finding is in conformity with the 

findings of Kumar and Swetha (2011), Kaye (2005), Patric and Kumar (2011) who in 

their respective studies revealed that lack of integration impedes employee 

performance management. The fact that an act of mentoring employees towards the 

attainment of their individual career goals is one thing and carrying them along in 

organizational activities is another made scholars to believe that any of these two is 

capable of guaranteeing employee commitment to organizations. Several other 

literatures are in agreement with the finding of this study. For instance Bakker et al 

(2004) pointed out that employee integration and performance management share a 

strong connection. It was revealed in this study that ineffective performance 

management is a product of lack of integration of employees. Another study by Harter 

et al (2002) pointed out that there is a significant correlation between performance 

management and engagement. Knowing the importance of this correlation, many 

organizations today commit a lot of resources towards becoming conversant with 

PMSs to encourage employee integration. It is beyond doubt that some employees are 

blessed naturally with pool of talents and initiatives which a lot of organizations leave 

untapped. The discussion on the fifth hypothesis follows. 
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5.3.1.5 Relationship between Maintenance and PMS 

This relationship is supported in this study. This result finds support in the literatures 

such as (Dietz et al., 2004; Rhodes and Eisenberger, 2002; Schneider et al., 2002) 

who pointed out that proper maintenance of employees assures effective performance 

management. It is also evidenced in the literature that different organizations accord 

different meanings to employee maintenance but, they all have a common goal of 

ensuring employee satisfaction by managing them and maintaining them to be able to 

retain them (Brooks et al., 2006; Parker et al., 2006). In a related scenario, Yang 

(2008) argued that organizations that are battling with in effective PMS can inject 

bonuses and reward which are aspects of maintenance to be able to get the ineffective 

performance management resuscitated. Further stressing on the support of this 

relationship is what was found out in the study of Harter (2002) that maintenance is a 

great influence of organizational goal of which ensuring effective performance 

management is part and parcel of. It has also been brought to fore that despite the fact 

that employees are priceless organizational assets, they only become active critical, 

focus and supportive to the achievement of effective PMS if they are properly and 

carefully maintained. Maintenance incorporates motivation both monetary and 

otherwise; for example awarding the best staff , the best research, highest number of 

publications in high level journal as well as catering for their welfare and health and 

safety issues. The following section discusses Hypothesis six. 
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5.3.1.6 Relationship between Separation and PMS 

This relationship is not supported in this study due to the fact that there is no enough 

evidence to support the claim that separation is related to PMS. The result of this 

study contradicts the findings of Beever (2008) and Rothwell, (2005) because 

organizations in Nigeria particularly the universities are seriously hit about this issue 

of brain drain. The situation remains so because there is no proper plan for succession 

which as a result universities in Nigeria are often caught unawares with the departure 

of their employees (Ukaegbu, 2003). In another fashion, Ogundele and Idris (2008) 

found out that the reason why performance management does not correlate well with 

separation of employee is due to lack of confidence in what the new leadership will 

signify in the future. Also, Dreux et al. (1999) found out in their work on succession 

planning and exit strategies that the PMS of employees is often faced with challenges 

that are endogenous and exogenous in nature. It is worthy of note here that, in 

Nigeria, it is always an issue when it comes to retirement of employees because they 

are scared of what their future might be considering the current economic challenges.  

Discussion of the second objective of this study follows. 

5.3.2 Realtionship between EBH and PMS 

The second objective of this study is to examine the relationship between employee 

behavior and PMS. In pursuant of this objective, a hypothesis was tested and the 

results of the hypothesis testing indicates that there are no enough evidences to 

support the claim that employee behavior is related to PMS thus, this relationship is 

not supported in this study. This finding is consistent with the previous studies by 
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Dobni (2010) who found that organizations‘ in ability to adequately manage and 

effectively coordinate the internal environment that inculcates innovation and 

commitment among employees, are indirectly ruining their performance management. 

This perhaps is very true because as it is reflected in the situation in Nigerian 

universities that cannot maintain a cordial working relationship with their academic 

staff and as such management of their performances becomes an issue. Alpkan et al. 

(2010) also reported that employees require a sort of autonomy and trust which trigger 

their innovative skills. Going by what has been revealed in Alpkan‘s (2010) finding 

the universities in Nigeria are always at the receiving end. Similar findings were also 

reported by Unsworth and Cleggy (2010) and Shi and Susanto (2011) lack of 

confidence and trust in employees cause negative attitudes which invariably affects 

the management of performances. This finding interprets the situation in Nigerian 

universities who for over a decade have been aspiring to become autonomous and 

independent but, that is yet to be done. The repercussion of such lack of trust is the 

incessant strikes and disruptions in the academic calendar and perhaps the brain drain. 

Although scholars like Langfred (2004) found that autonomy at times gives rise to 

difficulties in monitoring, it is an avenue to get the best out of employees by 

empowering their innovation and giving them the required decision freedom 

(Hennesey & Amabile, 2010).  Before the discussion on the third objective this study 

also discussed how employee behavior relates with individual HRM practice thus: 

5.3.2.1 Relationship between Procurement and EBH 

This relationship is supported in this study because the result translates that there is a 

positive significant relationship between procurement and attitude of employees in an 
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organization. This perhaps is in line with what Giauque et al. (2010) postulated that 

organizations can win the commitment of their employees through procurement. 

Indeed there is no gainsaying that if organizations do consider the behavior of their 

employees before giving them appointment, they must have indirectly tackled the 

genesis of employer -employee quarrels and misunderstandings that is usually born 

out of improper procurement (Paik et al., 2007; Yapin et al., 2009). Similarly, 

organization‘s ability to source employees, whose behaviors matched the mission of 

the organization, is a sign of a brighter future. Again, this result finds support in the 

view of Wei (2006) who argued that organization‘s sourcing strategy and attitudes of 

employees are the determinants of the faith of the organization. This argument put up 

by Wei (2006) indicates a strong connection between procurement and employee 

behavior. The implication here is that an attempt by organization to source for 

employees without having a glimpse about their behavior will turn out to be an issue 

to battle with in the future. So, HEI‘s in Nigeria should make a proper check on the 

past records of their potential employees before giving them appointments. The 

discussion of the relationship between employee behavior and development follows in 

the next section. 

5.3.2.2 Relationship between Development and EBH 

This relationship is supported in this study. The result is in agreement with the 

findings of Bowling (2007) and Davenport (2006) who found out that the relationship 

between development and employee behavior is unconditional, though they did not 

mention the strength of the relationship, Forrier and Sels (2003) stressed that the 

connection is very significant. The result of this study believes that the moment an 
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employee is engaged in a training their attitudes are bound to change in either ways, 

they embrace the training if they believe it captures their individual motives and they 

only attend for the sake of attending if it does not. The following discussion centers 

on employee behavior and compensation. 

5.3.2.3 Relationship between Compensation and EBH 

This relationship is supported in this study. The finding of this study concurs with the 

argument posed by Schermehorn (2010) that an emotional relationship binds the 

attitude of employees and compensation. Furthermore, Proper et al. (2009) also found 

out that compensation influences employee behavior. Even though employees have 

different understanding regarding compensation, Chiang and Bitch (2008) reiterated 

that whether compensation was offered in form of monetary or non monetary form, it 

is still significant in the sense that it influences employees‘ commitment to their jobs. 

Again, compensation as discussed in the chapter two of this study, shouldn‘t only be 

confined to figure or nature of welfare, HEI‘s in Nigeria should ensure that 

compensation brings along with it satisfaction. This result perhaps adds to the pool of 

literature on compensation particularly among academics. The discussion on the 

relationship between integration and employee behavior follows in the next section. 

5.3.2.4 Relationship between Integration and EBH 

This relationship is supported in this study. This finding finds support in the argument 

of Macey et al. (2009) who highlighted that positive behavior of employees is an 

outcome of their integration in organizational activities. Additionally, More and 
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London (2010) stated clearly in their findings that one of the easiest way to influence 

employee behavior and action is engaging them in the best way possible in 

organizational activities. More so, Maslach et al. (2001) pointed out engagement 

translates to more commitment and positive attitude such as citizenship behavior in an 

organization, the higher the level of engagement Maslach et al. (2001) added,  the 

stronger the commitment and the fewer negative employee attitudes. In spite of the 

fact that Saks (2006) tried to categorize engagement into two (organizational and 

individual) categories, it is argued that engagement and performance management are 

related significantly regardless of the category Harter et al. (2002). Perhaps positive 

results are only obtained in an organization if employee attitude remain positive 

towards organizational objective. That becomes possible if the employees feel part of 

the organization, i.e. if their initiatives are welcomed. This study contributes to the 

body of knowledge by extensively elaborating on this issue. Discussion on the 

relationship between maintenance and employee behavior follows in the next section. 

5.3.2.5 Relationship between Maintenance and EBH 

This relationship is supported in this study and the finding conforms to a number of 

opinions of scholars in the literature. For instance it has been buttressed that 

emotional organizational culture is embedded in employee behavior and it needs to be 

properly maintained for organizational objective to be accomplished (Alvesson, 2002; 

Sempane   et al., 2002; Senior, 2003; Spector, 2003). Similarly, Panagar (2009) has 

extensively elaborated that the relationship between employee behavior and 

maintenance is directly proportional, and for that, to be able to get positive behavior 

outcome, effective maintenance practice should be put in place. The fundamental 
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theme of maintenance in organization centers on employee behavior; and, 

organizational ability to promote citizenship behavior is an indication of the strength 

of maintenance practice. Viewed differently, Steers et al. (2004) argued that it is the 

behavior of employees that informs what sort of maintenance practice should be put 

in place. This therefore remains a challenge on the management of the HEI‘s in 

Nigeria to try and diagnose the behaviors of their employees to be able to put in place 

a maintenance practice that will ensure harmony in the organization. If they need 

training they should be trained, approve their leaves, consider their initiatives, act on 

their complaints among others. Relationship between separation and employee 

behavior was discussed in the following section. 

5.3.2.6 Relationship between Separation and EBH 

This relationship is supported in this study and the finding agrees with the findings of 

Adewale et al. (2011) that lack of cordial relationship between the management and 

their employees which is a dimension of employee behavior triggers separation. This 

perhaps is very logical because, employees‘ commitment to their organizations is an 

indication of their happiness which also is the product of good relationship with the 

management. It could be said here that there is no known universal cause of employee 

separation in organizations, attitudes, perceptions and behaviors of employees are 

believed to be part of the causative agents of separation. Again, going by the 

argument of scholars such as In Organ et al. (2006) and Ng and Sorenson (2008) it 

has been pointed out that separation and behaviors of employees are in separable. The 

relationship that exists between employee attitude and separation is an inverse one. 

Mathematically, to curtail employee separation is to influence the attitude of 
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employees to behave positively put differently, the level of separation is determined 

by the level of organization‘s commitment towards their employees. Discussion of the 

third objective of this study follows in the next section. 

5.3.3 Relationship between ICTadoption and PMS 

The third objective of this study is to examine the relationship between ICT adoption 

and PMS. In pursuant of this objective, a hypothesis was tested and the results of the 

hypothesis testing indicate that this relationship is supported in this study. This 

finding concurs with the revelations of the findings of Remus (2007) and Namazie 

and Frame (2007) who found that ICT adoption regardless of the motive of the 

organization adopting it, is a very significant factor to a desirable employee 

management. Kang et al. (2008) also found out that ICT adoption records tremendous 

accomplishments in numerous organizations by convincingly influencing employee 

performance management. In a similar direction, several studies found that ICT 

adoption helps enormously in attaining effective employee performance management 

(Blankskat et al., 2006; Shaheeda et al., 2007; Shaikh, 2009). More particularly also, 

the results of the study by Budhwar and Mellahi (2006) and Metacalfe (2007) indicate 

a strong connection between ICT adoption and employee performance management. 

It is worthy of note here that although HEI‘s in Nigeria and universities in particular, 

are still battling with lack of sufficient technological facilities to ensure full 

implementation of ICT in teaching and administration, the positive influence that ICT 

brings into organizations cannot be ignored. Thus, the need for HEI‘s to be adequately 

funded and their environments made conducive for ICT adoption becomes very 

necessary. Before the discussion on the fourth objective this study also discussed how 

ICT adoption relates with individual HRM practice thus: 
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5.3.3.1 Relationship between Procurement and ICT adoption 

This hypothesis is not supported. Despite the fact that several literatures confirmed 

significant relationship between procurement and ICT adoption such as in Williams 

(2010), Yusoff et al. (2010), Handloglen (2009) and Hussain et al. (2007), in this 

study there are no enough evidences to support the claim that procurement is related 

to ICT adoption. This perhaps could be attributable to the fact that in Nigeria and in 

universities in particular procurement of employees is still manually practice. Again 

the principle of federal character and quota system in Nigeria, (equal representation of 

every section in the country), is also a challenge. This is because in sufficient power 

supply and lack of internet facilities in some areas further pose threats to the success 

of electronic recruiting system. This implies that for procurement to correlate 

significantly and positively with ICT adoption in Nigerian HEI‘s, either of these two 

suggestions need to be taking into account; first, federal character and quota policy be 

reversed and/or second, abundant supply of electricity and internet facilities across 

Nigeria be ensured.  The discussion of the relationship between development and ICT 

adoption follows in the next section. 

5.3.3.2 Relationship between Development and ICT adoption 

This relationship is not supported in this study because there is no enough evidence to 

support the claim that development is related to ICT adoption. Even though 

development in organizations is mainly an attempt to increase organizational 

efficiency and effectiveness, in some organizations as O‘Neill et al. (2005) 

emphasized that the high expectations attached to ICT based training is not realized. 
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Similarly, Clark et al. (2008) pointed out that ICT does not encourage development 

and Sitzman et al. (2005) further added that it is capital intensive. Though the 

conclusions of D‘Amato and Herzfeldt (2008), Cheony (2008) and Daniels (2003) 

pointed out that there is a strong correlation between ICT and development, this study 

found otherwise because in Nigeria even though e- training is widely practiced in the 

private sector, it is yet to become a popular practice in the public sector because of the 

issues discussed in the previous sections of lack of  sufficient supply of electricity and 

no enough internet facilities. The next section offered a discussion on the relationship 

between compensation and ICT adoption. 

5.3.3.3 Relationship between Compensation and ICT adoption 

This relationship is not supported in this study. Unlike what was reported in some 

literatures like Dulebohn and Marler (2005), De Alwis (2010) that compensation 

correlates very significantly with ICT adoption, this study was unable to find enough 

evidence to support this claim. This perhaps could be attributable to the fact that 

compensation itself is viewed from different perspectives. In Nigeria for instance, Pay 

is at times conceived to mean compensation and from that angle, issues such as lack 

of reliability and non repudiation posed a great set back to e-payment. Lack of 

reliability is because of erratic supply of electricity and internet facilities; and non 

repudiation as result of the corrupt tendencies. This was however supported in the 

findings of Sumanjeet (2010) who postulated that as long as there is corruption, 

achievement of efficiency and effectiveness financial reporting system whether 

electronically or otherwise would be a mirage. The relationship between integration 

and ICT adoption was discussed in the next section. 
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5.3.3.4 Relationship between Integration and ICT adoption 

This relationship is supported in this study. The finding finds support in Yamamoto 

and Ozbek‘s revelation (2010). It could be categorically stressed here that ICT 

compiles, utilizes and streamlines potentialities for career development that of course 

is an approach to integration. In a similar context, it has been revealed that ICT could 

be used as a mechanism for engaging employees on sustainability i.e. retention as 

argued by some scholars (such as Murphy & DeNisi, 2008).  Again, ICT adoption is 

very instrumental in simplifying issues concerning career development and 

development because it provides a lot of opportunities. This claim has the support in 

the argument put forward by Vandenbergh and Stinglhamber, (2004) who stressed 

that ICT plays a key role as a mechanism for competence management and career 

development which are very crucial to the employees. Notably, in many studies on 

employee engagement and turnover it was found out that employee become 

disinterested in their jobs if they feel it does not support their personal growth 

(Murphy & DeNisi, 2008; Saks, 2006; Vandenbergh & Stinglhamber, 2004). More so, 

adopting ICT in career development is a strategy for ensuring mutual understanding 

between employers and their employees. The next section offered a discussion on the 

relationship between maintenance and ICT adoption. 

5.3.3.5 Relationship between Maintenance and ICT adoption 

This relationship is not supported in this study because there is no enough evidence to 

support the claim that maintenance is related to ICT adoption. This finding was 

backed up with the argument put forward by scholars that organizations are faced 
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with extrinsic challenges to effective ICT adoption (Albirini, 2006) and macro level 

difficulties (Ruel et al., 2004). Although one may find in the literature issues on e-

welfare, they are yet to fully take off in third world countries like Nigeria where lack 

of sufficient supply of electricity and lack of access to internet facilities are still 

imminent. Despite the desire to run a paperless organization in some Nigerian 

universities, they do not have access to the needed facilities as ICT facilities even 

computers are still seen as luxuries in Nigeria. This study would argues that even 

though the prospects of using ICT in Nigeria is positive, until the required facilities 

are made readily available, full potentialities of ICT  would not be able to be tapped 

and utilized. The discussion that follows in the next section was on the relationship 

between separation and ICT adoption. 

5.3.3.6 Relationship between Separation and ICT adoption 

This relationship is supported in this study. The researcher found that universities‘ 

inability to utilize ICT in the procurement of employees does not stop them from 

using it to monitor their separation. The finding of this study agrees with the study 

conducted by Sanayei and Mirzaei (2008) who found that organizations do use ICT to 

monitor employee separation inform of e-succession planning. It was found that 

compared to organizations that do not monitor their employees electronically, those 

with e- succession plan reports fewer cases of un prepared employee separation. 

Similar findings were also reported by Naveen (2006), Korn (2007) that adopting an 

electronic transition strategy determines organization‘s capability to curtail turnover 

rates to the lowest minimum. One possible explanation of this relationship is perhaps 

that organizations have now realized that effectiveness of organization‘s policy and 
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administration would be faced with a lot of difficulties if they cannot control turnover 

to an appreciate level. This argument is in line with the findings of Amburgh et al. 

(2010) that organization‘s ability to maintain stewardship depends on the 

effectiveness of a mentoring strategy which is an antidote to employee separation. 

Discussion of the fourth objective was presented in the next section. 

5.3.4 The Mediating Effect of EBH 

The fourth objective of this study is to examine the mediating effect of employee 

behavior on the relationship between HRM practices and PMS. In pursuant of this 

objective six (6) mediating hypotheses were tested. The results of the test of 

mediation for employee behavior have shown empirically that even though there are 

elements of indirect effect of employee behavior on all the six mediating hypotheses, 

only three (3) hypotheses indicates significant mediating effect of employee behavior 

i.e. that employee behavior mediates the relationship between procurement and  PMS, 

that employee behavior mediates the relationship between compensation and  PMS 

and that that employee behavior mediates the relationship between separation and 

PMS. Based on this however, this study was un able to find enough evidences to 

support the claim that employee behavior mediates the relationship between 

development and PMS, that employee behavior have any mediating effect on the 

relationship between integration and PMS, that employee behavior has any mediation 

effect on the relationship between maintenance and PMS. These results perhaps 

contradict a number of studies such as Atteya (2012), Katou (2012) and Kickul and 

Walters (2002) who believe that employee behavior mediates the relationship between 

human resource management practices and PMS as contained in their individual 

empirical findings. But, the results of this study  are in agreement with the findings of 
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Alpkan et al. (2010), Dobni (2010), Unsworth and Clegy (2010) and Shi and Susanto 

(2011) who found out that employee behaviors and attitudes are  just  byproducts of 

the relationship between employer and employee. The next section discussed the fifth 

objective of this study. 

5.3.5 The Mediating Effect of ICT adoption 

The fifth objective of this study is to examine the mediating effect of ICT adoption on 

the relationship between HRM practices and PMS. In pursuant of this objective six (6) 

mediating hypotheses were tested. It was also revealed that ICT adoption mediates the 

relationship between compensation and PMS and that ICT adoption mediates the 

relationship between integration and PMS  Regarding the remaining four (4) 

mediating hypotheses, this study found that there are no enough evidences to support 

the claim that ICT adoption mediate the relationship between procurement and PMS, 

no evidences to support that ICT adoption has mediating effect on the relationship 

between development and PMS,  no evidence to support the claim that ICT adoption 

has mediating power on the relationship between maintenance and PMS and finally 

there are also no enough evidence to support that ICT adoption mediates the 

relationship between separation and PMS.  These results in this study contradict a 

number of studies like Kang et al. (2008), Remus (2007) and Yunis et al. (2012) who 

in way or the other believe ICT adoption has an unconditional intervening power. But 

the results of this study regarding the mediating effect of ICT adoption imply that 

unavailability of the required facilities limits the power and cripples the success of 

ICT adoption in organizations. 
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Despite the fact that the results of so many of the mediating hypotheses nine (9) of 

them showed a lot of contradictions with some previous studies, this study would 

want to argue here that empirically indirect effects of these mediating hypotheses are 

evident i.e. employee behavior indicating R
2
 result of 0.471 (47%) and ICT adoption 

indicates R
2
 result of 0.148 (14%) as shown in the revised study model in Chapter 

four. Discussion on the relationship between all the six HRM practices holistically 

and the PMS was provided in the next section. 

5.3.6 Relationship between the Six HRM Practices Holistically and PMS 

The sixth objective of this study is to examine holistically the relationship between all 

the HRM practices and PMS. In pursuant of this objective the result of quality criteria 

output of SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) was used and it was discovered that 

the six HRM practices together explained 44.8% variance in PMS. This implies that if 

HEI‘s in Nigeria comprehensively implement the six HRM practices, it will 

immensely contribute to effective performance management of their employees. 

Again, individually some of the HRM practices may not have any influence on the 

PMS such as development and separation as revealed in this study. 

5.4 Contributions of the Study 

The findings of this study have provided insights for the government, academics and  

practitioners. These insights as well provide contribution to the body knowledge. The 

insights are discussed form the perspectives of theory, methodology and practice. 
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5.4.1 Theoretical Implication 

The first theoretical contribution of this study lies in its ability to extend the insight on 

PMS to the public sector and in particular the HEI‘s. This is so because before this 

study, the focus of many studies that were undertaken on PMS was based on profit 

oriented organizations. Secondly, the expansion, conceptualization and empirically 

testing HRM practices effect on PMS and the mediating effect of employee behavior 

and ICT adoption form part of the theoretical contribution of this study. This study 

ably established linkage between HRM practices and PMS, HRM practices and 

employee behavior, HRM practices and ICT adoption, employee behavior and PMS 

and ICT adoption and PMS.  

Outstandingly, the findings have contributed to the body of knowledge. Notably, ICT 

adoption has been established to have positively and significantly influenced the 

relationship between employee separation and performance management. This finding 

shouldn‘t have come anytime better than now that the universities in Nigeria are 

constrained to adopting e-recruitment system due to the policy of federal character 

and quota system, but, this study revealed to the universities, the opportunity of 

curtailing employee separation to the lowest minimum by using e-succession planning 

strategy to monitor their employees. Again, this study provided a detailed discussion 

of the relationship between human resource management practices and PMS beyond 

what has been provided by Katou (2012) who used four practices of human resource 

management ignoring the importance of maintenance and separation as part of the 

human resource practices. Again, in Katou (2012) employee behaviors and attitudes 

have been separated, which this study considers to be a limitation because they 

represent one single variable as confirmed in the studies by Mester, (2003) and Shah 
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(2010). This study has expanded beyond the findings of many studies who used some 

and not all the human resource management practices i.e. selection, Training and 

Reward (Fritsch, 2011); Development, Resourcing and reward (Yusuf, 2009); 

Training and Development (Martins, 2007); empowerment and training (Davidson, 

2003); Reward and training (Govindrajulu & Daily, 2004). 

The study add to the existing knowledge by way of establishing a holistic approach to 

examining the relationship of all the human resource management practices and PMS 

among academics in HEI‘s in Nigeria, this perhaps will be a contribution to 

knowledge because prior to this study and to the best of the knowledge of the 

researcher,  no study has been conducted, previous studies only attempted to link 

some of the human resource management practices and not holistically examined 

them.  

From the literature, a lot of studies established that there is a relationship between 

some of the human resource management practices and PMS without confirming how 

and why those relationships exist; this study will contribute to knowledge by 

establishing how and why those relationships exist through the use of mediators. 

Similarly, this study contributes to knowledge by establishing that those direct 

relationships that were observed between human resource management practices and 

PMS could as well be examined through mediating variables of information and 

communication technology adoption and employee behavior. 

This study has contributed a lot in providing empirical evidences in support of twenty 

direct relationships. For instance, contrary to what Greenwald (2008) assumed  that  
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procurement practice does not influence performance management, this study has 

empirically proved procurement does influence PMS and the finding  is evidently 

supported  in the literature (see  Drumm, 2005; Myloni et al., 2004; Vlachos, 2008). 

Again, it has been established in this study that contrary to the believe that ICT 

adoption has an unconditional power to mend any relationship as Kang et al. (2008), 

Remus (2007) and Yunis et al. (2012) revealed, this study proved that the power of 

ICT to mediate depends on the availability of facilities, because unavailability of the 

required facilities limits the power and cripples the success of ICT adoption in 

organizations. 

5.4.2 Methodological Implication 

Previous studies on human resource practices and performance management used 

different analytical techniques but none of those studies to the best of knowledge of 

the researcher employed the use of SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) as an 

analytical tool to examine the mediating effect of employee behavior and ICT 

adoption on the relationship between human resource practices and performance 

management. SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) is a sophisticated tool that 

performs a lot of functions such as confirmatory factor analysis, correlation analysis, 

multiple regression and multivariate data analysis. SmartPLS has the ability of 

predicting relationships among variables. 

Apart from the aforesaid contributions, more specifically, this study has also 

contributed in revising the measurement items for the study variables even though the 

measurement scales were adapted and some adopted from various studies. For 
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instance PMS, this study has adopted the measurement scales that was developed and 

tested by Fan et al. (2012) and Pradhan and Chaudhury (2012), in measuring the 

human resource management practices, this study used the Measurement items that 

were tested in previous studies by Atteya (2012), Hashim (2009), Eleni (2005) and 

Mak and Sockel (2001),  for employee behavior the measurement scales were adapted 

from Min (2007), Wei and Tian-Foreman (2009) and Dysvik and Kuvaas (2010) and 

finally ICT adoption measurement items was adapted from Lee et al. (2011) and Tan 

et al. (2009). This study refined virtually all the measurement items that were adopted 

and adapted from previous studies, through the confirmatory factor analysis where 

many items that have their loadings below the minimum threshold of 0.50 (Hair et al., 

2012) were dropped and new measurement scales emerged. Above sighted 

implications add to the contributions of this study from the methodological 

perspective. 

5.4.3 Practical Implication 

This study provides empirical evidences on the relationship between human resource 

management practices and PMS, with information and communication technology 

adoption and employee behaviors as the mediators. It will therefore benefit managers, 

business practitioners as well as the management of the universities in Nigeria. The 

perception of academics will be enhanced in understanding the effect of information 

and communication technology adoption and employee behaviors on the relationship 

between human resource management practices and PMS thus triggers their interests 

in conducting researches in this area.  
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To the government and other concerned Agencies, this research will further establish 

the importance of information and communication technology and employee 

behaviors as strategic tools that could be efficiently used by organizations to 

effectively manage performance of their employees. Again, the study will serve as a 

source of respite to the authorities concern such as the Nigerian University 

Commission (NUC), the Ministry of Education and even the legislative arm in terms 

of supportive policies than can reap better outcomes and productivity in HEI‘s in 

Nigeria. 

5.5 Limitations of the Study 

This study has four major limitations 

First, this study did not consider other institutions like the monotechnichs, 

polytechnics colleges of education and colleges of health technology who are also part 

of HEI‘s in Nigeria. 

Secondly, this study focused on only one region the North West region in Nigeria. 

Even though the study population (academic staffs of the university) is homogeneous 

all over Nigeria, level of regions‘ educational development and other demographic 

variables may hinder the generalization of results.  

Thirdly, this study was undertaken only in one country (Nigeria) therefore, the results 

may not be applicable in other countries both within Africa and beyond. 

Fourth, this study did not include other stakeholders in the education sector in Nigeria 

particularly the government as such, the views of respondents from only one angle 
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(the universities) were considered, may be it would be a sort of balance if those views 

from the government were involved.  

5.6 Direction for Future Studies 

The identified limitations of the study in 5.5 above formed the basis for future studies 

based on the scope of this study. 

First, this study focused on the universities, future studies may want to consider 

extending the scope to cover other institutions such as the monotechnichs, 

polytechnics, colleges of education and colleges of health technology. 

Secondly, this study was confined to the North West region in Nigeria, future studies 

have the opportunity to include other regions in Nigeria for comparative analysis or 

all the five regions to be able to provide basis for generalization. 

Thirdly, this study was only conducted in Nigeria; future studies may consider the 

applicability of similar studies in other African countries or beyond. 

Fourth, since only the views of academic staff of the universities were considered in 

this study, future studies may consider involving participants from the ministry of 

education to be able to strike a balance. 

5.7  Conclusion 

This study has brought to fore empirically a number of established linkages and 

relationships among the variables and all were tested both directly and indirectly to 
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ably provide answers to research questions posed in the introductory chapter and the 

corresponding research objectives. 

After the necessary questionnaire screening and coding, this study collected the data 

from the academic staffs of the universities in North Western Nigeria. The collected 

data was subjected to multiple procedures of analyses and finally the data was 

analyzed using SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) where both the measurement 

and structural models were evaluated, and based on the support of previous 

researches, the results of this study was solidly supported. 

This study was able to find support for thirteen (13) direct relationships out of the 

twenty direct hypotheses. The support was evident in the respective t-values of the 

hypothesized relationships. More so, although there is an evidence of indirect effect in 

virtually all the twelve (12) indirect relationships this study was able to find that, five 

(5) relationships are confirmed to have been mediated by the mediating variables all 

of which are significant at 10% two tail and one tail respectively.  This study revealed 

that HRM practices such as development and separation, by themselves do not lead to 

effective PMS of academics, at least in the context of Nigerian HEI‘s. Therefore, the 

study suggests the importance of investigating under which conditions these HRM 

practices will improve PMS. This study therefore concludes that the findings have 

answered the research questions and the objectives stated in the chapter one were also 

attained.  

For instance, objective one, which is to examine the relationship between individual 

HRM practices and PMS among academics in HEI’s in Nigeria, the results obtained 

through SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) employed in this study revealed that 
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four (4) out of the six (6) HRM practices are related to PMS and two (2) are not 

related. Thus the first objective has been attained in this study. 

The second objective, to examine the relationship between employee behaviors and 

PMS among academics in HEI’s in Nigeria, has been accomplished. This study 

based on what was revealed in the analysis found that, there is no enough evidence to 

support this relationship; the result is empirically supported by a number of previous 

studies. 

The third objective which is to examine the relationship between ICT adoption and 

PMS among academics in HEI’s in Nigeria has also been attained. This relationship 

has been examined and the results demonstrate that the relationship is supported as 

revealed in the test of hypotheses. The result has been supported with the findings of 

various previous studies.   

The forth objective, to examine the mediating effect of employee behaviors on the 

relationship between HRM practices and PMS among academics in HEI’s in 

Nigeria, has been achieved. The results of this study revealed that even though there 

are indirect effects, only three (3) out of  the six (6) HRM practices have been proven 

to be mediated by employee behavior i.e. the relationship between procurement and 

PMS, the relationship between compensation and PMS and  the relationship between 

Separation and PMS. 

The fifth objective, to examine the mediating effect of ICT adoption on the 

relationship between HRM practices and PMS among academics in HEI’s in 

Nigeria, has been accomplished. This is perhaps evident in the findings of this study 
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which indicates that two (2) out of the six (6) HRM practices was seen to be mediated 

by ICT adoption i.e. the relationship between compensation and PMS and the 

relationship between integration and PMS. This result was as well supported by 

previous studies. 

The sixth objective which is to examine the relationship between all the HRM 

practices as a whole and PMS among academics in HEI’s in Nigeria has also been 

attained. This study observed outstandingly that collectively all the six (6) HRM 

practices contribute up to 44.8% of the change in PMS among academics in HEI‘s in 

Nigeria.  

Summarily, this study discovered four important theoretical gaps in the literature such 

as: 

i. Previous studies were unable to holistically examine the six human resource 

management practices as they relate with PMS. 

ii. Few studies attempted to examine the relationships between one or two human 

resource management practices with PMS but were unable to establish how 

and why those relationships exist. 

iii. Previous studies on human resource management practices used RBV as an 

underpinning theory but those studies were un able to spot RBV‘s failure to 

realize that resources need to go together (like HRM practices) to be able to 

achieve a persistent competitive advantage as rightly observed by Chan et al., 

(2004). 
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iv. The use of sophisticated techniques of analysis in human resource 

management researches like SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) is to the 

best of knowledge of the researcher not used. 

These identified gaps were reduced in this study in the following manner 

a. The relationship between human resource management practices and PMS 

were both individually and holistically examined. 

b. The study established reasons as to why and how those relationships exist 

through the use of mediators 

c. This study identified the RBV‘s weakness to appreciate the fact that 

resources need to complement one another to be able to attain a sustained 

competitive advantage and that weakness was supported with 

complimentarity theory. 

d. This study employed the use of SmartPLS 2.0 M3 (Ringle et al., 2005) 

tool in the analysis of the data 
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